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February, Prof. E.”W.

Gillian discusses

atl)

\| distinctions.

As to the

future

course

the negro elementin this country, very:
much depends upon how this element is
treated and trained both now and here-

after.

Brof. Gillian says:

Softly there sounds, above the roar

"Of the wide world's deafening din,
An echo of song from a far-off time,
Deeper and sweeter than poet’s thyme, °
Whose tidings of joy-and whose message sublime,

mankind,”
“Fill me with force; I yet will find 7
The way to enter in.

A&§can.

the sadverse influence

population, arising from this cause,

Notwithstanding the Anti-Chinese agita-

tion and evangelization of the Chinese now
-i¢ that state.
The great need of Home Mission ‘work

in the West is seen inthe single statement

that according to a recent estimate there
towns |

west of the Mississippi River ‘having no
even

a

!

It isu’t all going one way on the Evolu“lon question.
There are some.eminent

scholars, after all, who can not, with chin
in the air, stride with supreme indifference
across the immense chasm between man
and the ape, -as though there were no
¢ missing links.” The emineat physician,
Dr. Andrew Clark, and Prof. Stokes, who

to

will

ing from

the lowest round.

Education

must give him increased power to aceumulate,experience must improve his thrift,
and, life passing under better conditions,
it is reasonable to think thatin subsequent decades he will add five per cent.
of:increase to that of ‘the. past. We put
this rate at thirty-five per cent.
“We

must

What, from

again

ask

the

question,

this standpoint, wilt the ‘up-

shot be when the blacks numerically will

so far exceed the whites as to. overcome
the vantage that the superior wealth and
intelligence of the latter now give them ?
outlook

here

is

no

less

serious.

‘Whatever civic capability the blacks may
have, if is now in

germ;

whatever

erning aptitude the race may

gov-

possess, it

is at present dormant.
In the history of
nations it has nowhere, as yet, been exhibited.
[If this race in the United States

is improving, its improvement, as was to
have been expected, is slow; and in
every political virtue it will still be vastly below the whites, when in voting
‘eccuples the chair of Sir Isaac Newton. in’ strength its fecundity will have put it
Cambridge, have pronounced against the vastly beyond them—so far beyond as. to
theory of evolution.
Evenif the theory overcome every counter-influence,
and
give the political reins entirely into its
should be proven true, it- would by no
Toa
- means follow that there is no God, that hands.
‘Who can doubt that, when this day
man is but a beast that perishes, and that
comes, the blacks will obey a race-inChrist taught figments; but“the theory | “stinet which all their. surroundings will
Is still only a theory and wants much to have powerfully tended to develop, and

vote blacks alone’into office?

is trae,

for

colleges

will

be

ohserved this week—Jan. 26—in many of
- our institutions of learning.
May it be

sigodlized by much of the spirit and good
results whichdave made it a blessed’ sea-

sori
Wo many times in the past to both col+ leges and churches.

to

the last in, Jangary—a change in which
some institutions, &id among them Bates
College, have not participated<has not
semed to work to its. advantage.
It has
appearedto detract from its effectiveness.
seriously

turued

to

its observagce this year, remarks the Ob© server, ‘“ because of the alleged decline in

Thus they

have done wherever the power existed.
Kept, ds they are, a distinct and alien
race, no other

issue

is

reasonably

ceivable.”
And who can doubt

|

and

women,

converts,

apologists

and defenders seem never long wanting ;
periodicals and newspapers discuss and
report their proceedings with more or
less of

favor;

Nonconformist

ministers

deign to preach sermons about their work

little

“lucidity” in

the

spoke of two ‘of the chief’ characteristics
of advanced thought in Germany.
1. A daring.and unmistakable undercurrent “of opinion in favor of a free

lists, on all occasions, in season, and out
of season. This will beget no monotony

have become 80 lowered that exceptional

church, noconnected with the State: The
torpor of the State church, and the facs

yin

«

or repetition, but avoidit.

and un-English methods should be neces-

would make the whole

thing

impossible,

that,

ocon-

un-

Frances Power Cobbe;’ the movement
must either speedily evaporate or settle
down into- Snilieesing ‘commonplace,
suggests a worthy Bishop: it is not a re-

ligious movement at’ all, “says another,
but a counter excitement to the béer shop

and the drinking saloon ‘and has no real
religion in it, whatever reform

in meén's

habits it induces ; alas! that it should be
necessary,
says still another, thatitshonld

be possibleto find men

so sunken

apd

degraded in a Christian land ‘that street
processions of noisy singers, and banners,
and bands of musié and uproarious and
deafening “volleys” of senseless responses should alone be able to touch

them

and lift then up

and abandoned life!
ing

hostile

criticism,

from their vile

Yet,
the

rotwithstandwork

of

the

“ Army” has been the most notable
home missionary movement of the: year,
and though it puzzles and astonishes so-

bet, religious people, -it can not be de-

that even rationalists are sent to preach in
the church

‘Not that all preaching is to be in the

Possibly, this: penalty

—foreign in name and
rarely if ever be used.

round. = Far from it. Those truly alive

in nature—will
England would

revival of evangelical religion which is
full of promise. Fears have been expressed that

vate the virtues of the Christian.

cease to’ be Eagland if deprived for long,

in case of a change of government
evangelical religion
would suffer. The
present Emperor is a Christian : this is al
so true of Bismarck.
The Crown Prince
has little interest in Christianity : his wife

culti-

they

to the needs of others

selves

Every

sermon preached, every topic treated may
bear on the great’ work. Every meeting

even under pressure of necessity, of the
‘possibility of abusing the fullest measure
of worship, every Sabbath school exof free speech and. fair play.
; ercise, every pastoral call, every work of
The death-roll,of t he year is not exceplove. may have the same bearing and ten-

tionally large, but it.contains a few great

of increase is small, that

_vine administration to account for

seemed

right

sist.
Then there
made, false

are

\
the

assumptions,

this period

mouth,

and

my

its socket, sooner

and

have been

rescued and reformed,

and

that
the Christian church has
been
taught a lesson it will do well to ponder

and turn to some practical use.

= |

The greatest political work of the’ year

has been the

endeavorby legislation to

a violent

become politically su-

preme, and lord it over the land. They
would hold (2) that this political lordship
, the number of candidates for the Christian ‘wouldbe ruinous to every interest; that
ministry. These must be looked forichiefly for a’short period subsequent to the close
in. ‘academies and colleges. A few, but of the war it had partially prevailed, and
very few, young men tarn to the ministry with the unhappiest results; and that,
this lordship become distinctively
* after having left college and entered upon ,should
fastened upon a large section of the
the study of another profession. ‘They Union, the incompetency of the negro to

revélation, must be our guide in religion—

so that the speculations of men’ hay be accepted, though mot taught, but denounced
in the sacred Word.
Who can tell how
.many are thus blinded; soothed, bewifder-

and already peaceable citizens are taking
heart and conscientious juries are bringing assassins to their deserved punish-

ment. When the passions of the hour
have subsided and the mists of prejudice
and hate have cleared away,the measures

which Mr.Gladstone and Mr. Forster have
introduced, whatever

their

defects,
will
:

tically

than

all

in the work

others,

viz.,

itself of revivals.:

an

error

Many, it

is to be feared,do not realize the necessity

of revivals.’ Too much both ministry and
membership are absorbed in other objects.

The conversion of sinners, the extension’
of the cause are not made primary. Other things are allowed to usurp its place.
Objects good apd important indeed are pat
first. We must suit our own.gonveniencés,
must have tasteful church edifiges,influential congregations,ableé ministers, worldly

repute; while

sinners

are

around us;and the masses are

perishing
not reached.

This is not the spirit of the gospel, it ‘is
not the epitit of Christ and the apostles

and reformers of all ages.

La

«The spirit of the gospel is one of selfsacrifice, self-denial, cross-bearing. The
great cdmmission to believers is” * Go ye
inte all the world, and preach the gospel
10 every creature.” Salvation is the great

first: work.

“The spirit of “Christianity is

between

Cook

the

discards

showed

death

it.
how

of Christ

New

to a very few
two limits as
of the histori- /
now so nearly

shut together that there is not enough

left of the mythical theory to make

a

fig...

possibility of probation after death.

:
WASHINGTON, Jan. 20.
Recently, between eighty and a hundred bills
were introduced in Congress in one day.
To
léarn of the ridiculous subjects on which some

:

WASHINGTON LETTER.

:

of these bills touched would edify and astqnish

the constituents of the congressmen ‘who chaperoned the bills. The tariff bill w
der consideration in the committee for t Tty-eight
days, and 8 week’s discussion has brought Cone
gress no nearer a settlement.
The Navy Appropriation Bill with its cutting down of titles
and sweeping away of long. established privi-leges has excited naval officers to the highest
pitch, and brought down upon influential Congressmen a powerful naval lobby re-enforced by

‘

Whatever fixes character
:

ends

>

pro-

“ie

retina of

the

eye

of

the

soul,

blinds the soul to what
salvation.
al

society in ‘both sexes.

=

4.

On principles

of

it can be shown that
| tinal permanence.
5.

and

reasen,

Final permanence,

ever, be rewarded in this hiding

for

from

attains
:
the

# | ation

bills out of the way,

one would

nature

able

legislation,

‘but there

experiences

which

accompany

middle of the streets

8. It is highly probable that death determines ‘the bent of the soul—that it is the
rudder that gives direction to the eternal
life.
>
9. Death in average cases is the occasion for great spiritual experiences, and
great decisions for or against the light
_

10. . Death is the separation of the

soul

from the body, and deathis not over

this

separation

is

completed.

may remain-in connection

with

soul

the

body

after the breath has ceased ;# and~greau

lamination

may

then

be

attitudes.

-|

and

choices made.
11. However torpid the mind and body
may

be

in

the

approach

highly probable. that
the soul is.awakened
ted. This is proved
those who have come
ing..

An instant

of

death,

it

is

in the article of death
and greatly illuminaby the experience of
near death by drown-

of

this

illumination,

in

case of-sudden deatti, may be enough for
decisions of tremendous import.
»
12, But in average cases death is not
instantaneous

and

the

light

dawned on the soul before
pleted,

13.

HAs

death

;

Accepting

or

light-in death may

may

have

is com-

i

rejecting

constitute

.

this
the

new

unpar-

donable-sin, and fix the soul’s character.
! 14. Whoever rejects the last light in
this world, will probahly reject the first
light in the world to come,

and

this

may

mean Hoom.. Mr. Cook warned his andi
coce against turning these propositions
about, and. using them as an argument: for.
death-bed repentance.
.
JII.
Exegetically.
A
rationalist rejected the Scriptures because he -believed,

con-

=

as the

only

There have been

numerous accidents and many ludicrous scenes
Stately, dignified ladies and gentlemen. occur.
sit down extemporaneously ‘on the bard wet
pavement in all sorts of improper places and

il-

received

is sought

place of safety for walking,

until

The

and

=

usually clean-looking avenues are changed tostreams of water, and the smooth asphalt side.
walks made still smoother by a sheet of ice,
rendering pedestrianism so perilous that the

:

then brought to the soul may be.made.

is not,

deluged for the past
sleet and slush. © The.

Washington has been
week‘with rain, snow,

6. Reason does not decide when this
final permanence is attained.
.
7. While death itself makes no change
in character, it is highly probable that this
permanence is attained in the unspeakable
spiritual

think

there was time left to do wonders in commend--

gressmen know this too Weil.

death.

although

it may be in the next.
]
‘
Nee
With more than half of the regular appropri-

therefore,

character
:

‘The whisky bill will

come in for its share of discussion, for the supporters of this measure will not allow it to be
forgotten. Their perseverance will not, how-

thus:

is necessary

Pa

of

2. Character tends to permauency in
this world.
7
ARE
3. Sin against light draws blood on the

indulged in smooth things, and soft
speeches, and shusned to declare all the
counsel of God.
:
z
O what a responsibility do those incur.|
:
who are seeking
to undermine the-founda- [
tions of faith, teaching that the/Scriptures
are not fully reliable, but must be interpreted and supplemented by their reason—
really that hfnan philosophy, not divine

Mr.

leaf to cover its shame.

1.

vel that truth and love have increased and
prevailed as they have.
Th
.
False doctrines in the church have ever
been prolific and’ fatal. Watchmen on
Zion's walls have not sounded the alarm.
or they have given the trumpet an uncertain sound. They have too much courted
popularity, healing ‘slightly, and erying
peace wien there is no peace. They have

in
America
theory; but

What I would not do for myself, I would
oot do for anotlrer.
I am not willing to
trust my eternal peace with God to any

hation.

the

happened twenty. years
war is reliable to day.

Testament is reduced down
years. Representing these
the upper and lower blades
cal shears, he said they are

lows:

that

civil,

‘and the writing of the books of the

2. Reason shows that death may end
probation.
s
3. The Scriptures prove that death does
end probation.
voi
II. Theoretically. The lecturer’s views
under this head were summarized as fol-

A
excuses

The wisdom of man rejects the
righteousness of God, casts him off and

my

from

our

' By admitted .fucts

me no
tongue

and repent now.

re-

covers the earth and gross darkness

drop

it was

Advanced thought now in Ger-

advanced thought in Germany

1. If it be probable that death ends
probation, then it is the dictate of the
highest wisdom to improve the present,

human

darkness

arm

ago when

An answer to it was not easi-

sophomorical (philosophers
still proclaim
the ‘mythical

thal

the_question,

propositions.

Yes, that

various

on

theory
theory

Scholars of the first class in Germany have
abandoned the mythical theory.
A few

Mr. Cook said he would treat the subject
practically, theoretically and exegetically.
I. Practically.
He
maintained” three

works conviction on the world.
There
isno heart so hard, but that sometimes it is
all conviction it may

was

-

portunity for myths to grow up, and for
such development of the New. Testament
as the mythical theory claims.
Our testi-

than that I should put under my head . any
mere conjecture as a support in death.

great obstacle,
but not insuperable: ‘it *has
ever resisted, yet is often overcome by

afler

center,

cleave to the roof of

de-

it, nor

does not force the

to

Does death end probation?
Mr. Cook began by saying, Give
guess for a dying pillow. - Let my

any new or startling theory. The need,
condition, mode are the same, and the
consequences: of failureas disastrous as
ever.
There are the great standing obstacles.
often discussed.
First the indifference,
unbelief, depravityof the unrenewed.
A
the power of the Holy Spirit.

than

there-

But the

this period of probably about twenty years
after the death of Christ there was no op-

in attendance at the first: The prelude, in
which the great interest of the audience

Our
The

of

larger

pot

many admits that First and Second Corinthians, Romans
and _Galatians were
written before the year 60 £, D. Within

‘Mr. Cook's second lecture was delivered

crease large, and on the whole about four
hundred members less than last year.
Hence a subject for earnest thought and
endeavor. There is no changein the di-

will, and

announded.

THE ‘BOSTON MONDAY LECTURE.
even

will

in the end.

; | monyas to what

O Lord, revive thy work.

court

was troublesome years

come general and the world subdued to
Christ. Thus may we consistently pray,

before an audience

new

The downfall of the mystical
as to the New Testament.
That

health and vigor, that convietion is made
effectual upon the hearts of men, that
false. theories are dissipated, native depravity overcome, that revivals shall be-

OBSTAOLES TO REVIVALS.
BY PROF. J.J. BUTLER,D. D.
That there is a dearth of revivals in the

- God

2.

church and the ministry are preserved in | ly found.

Dac. 30, 1882.

welted.

will trinmph

| ago in

churches generally is well known.
own statistics are not encouraging.

The

court does not lead the thought of Ger- .
many. ‘There may be more freedom in
preaching than at’ present, and thought

It is by this unity of life and labor, this
singleness of heart aad effort, that the

and brighter fature.

column

bas less.

fore be favorable to Christianity.

Je

pa

7.

deney.;.

es addto the strength of this
There is in parts of Germany a

current.

we must pay for popularizing eur institu- ‘and spiritual and self-sacrificing have no
tions. But *“ cloture,” it is to be hoped, lack of resources, and in adapting them-

nied (hat some measure of good has re- ed to their own destruction. There will
sulted, ' that drinking shops have been "be an inquisition for blood.
Thereis one obstacle more serious pracemptied, thai some of the most degraded.

and disastrous -conflict of races must fol- tions ; a terrible crime shocked the whole
low. The whites would hold (1)..that, [civilized world just as a better day of,
while Ameriea is a nation gov
Wg By
hope began to dawn ; and even now want
majorities, yet by those who framed’ the
Constitution it was never intended. that a and distress threaten new complications ;
race brought. here as slaves, an inferior but the. turn:in the tide of feeling’ has
race, ong kept distinet by this very In- shown itself, honest and thrifty tenants
feriority, should, merely through a su- will be benefited by the new Land Act

perior fécandity,

iness; but so itis.

mind people.

English

pacify Ireland. It has been resolutely
der this state of .affairs—an inferior and
ingompetent race completely dominating, and manfully entered upon; much: misby mere numbers, a superior oné—the understanding and discouragement have
worse disorders
would
ensue?’ The}
whites would not submit,

:

© day from the last Thursdayin February

Attention is the more

deferiorated

§ny set modes or spe-

We should all be evange-

The negro,

adjusted to his surroundings,”
with more ease and effect. He is ascend-.

The

Rea

~ The day -of prayer

cial ocoasions.

and its sense of honor and tone of feeling

says Matthew Arnold; who ever expect- rests upon his own selfishness. Notwith
of grace, it is a marwill work" ed to see ‘religious rowdyism,” says standing the efficacy

become less and less potent.

sion In California much is being done by
the evangelical churches for the lostruc-

prove

men

inclines to take over the whole movement
and utilize it, in strengthening its own
dependence, suddenly set free, then invested with the ballot and intoxicated position in the land. Not that warning
with political power, then checked, and
voices are not heard condemning the
in many -instances violently checked, by | form of the organization, and taking
the necessary and wholesome self-assertion of the white taee, that they should grave exceptions to its noisy aggressiveness; such voices do speak out both in
have increased as they have done isastonishing, and can be accounted for only by
the church of England and out of it;a
For the fuiure

church organization,

purchased in London as‘a commanding
center ; enterprising. detachments have
been sent forth on missionary expeditions
into almost all parts of the earth ; money,

be and methods, and the church of England

* Heaven's peace onthe earth ‘and good will to | the remarkable fe¢undity of the

not

resplendent glory in the morning

** A body of four million slaves, ignorant, uncivilized, and trained in habits. of

And before it the world to win.

hundred

of

and the

cessful effort
a set of buildings has been

what he seems to prophesy; but, because
something may be learned from such
speculations and predictions. There is
certainly peril in the effort, by cherishing the spirit of caste, to emphasize race

To be fashioned at youth's wild will,

and

for

the future of the -megro in this country.
We quote here a part of what he says,

Simply a thing to be fashioned at will,

kind

enough

THE FUTURE OF THE NEGRO.
In the Popular Science Monthly

increased,

sky a few weeks ago muy have left us a
tailful of extra moisture and made our
Christmas heavy with fog and rain, but
certainly of late our portion of the planet
has been too damp for the comfort of any
creatures not web-footed. The few days
of snow and frost with which. winter began have quickly vanished.
- No religious movement of the year has
had the prominence in the public mind
which the operations of the Salvation
Army have secured. By a boldand suc-

to redeem it from ignorance and from unjust oppression.
2
.
$

than

of some districts has been stirring
prosperous.
This improvement

with

‘breast of his white brother... Let our government provide more of such schools as
Carlisle and Hampton, and the red race

But a web of folly and sin;
Aod its intricate threads with persistent skill
Faston me out from the bliss and the thrill
Of Innocent years when life was still

of any

so’

depend on him, or

think
of the

names. Darwin bas ceased his earthly
evoluti
on and passed into scenes whose
however has not been maintained fully to
the close of the year. For the last three angust solemnity transcend even his
months the island has again become damp vivid fancy ; Archbishop Tait, Dr. Pusey,
and wet, the fields flooded, and agricult- Professors Jevens, Palmer, Balfour and
ural operations interrupted; it is- still others are gone; many le sser lights are
true, as in the time of Tacitus, ‘“ the extinguished ; but humanity: lives on’ and
British sky is foul with frequent showers,” the yearof grace 1882, beginning and end
although ‘the severity of winter's cold is ing with a Sabbath, becomes a memory
wanting." ‘The comet that flashed out and an influence to lead us to a better

having shown as royal a spirit of pluck

a web across the door,

twelve

unpropitios; a mild winter was succeed-

relieved rather

will“not long lack ** redeemers”

less

ad by a dry spring and & less showery
summer; some portions of the harvest
were gathered in good and seund condition ; #gricultural depression has been

and determivation as ever animated the

Only a web across the door,

~

sons have been on the whole

not because we realy fear the coming of

Which I fain would put away;
But its filaments fine, with fantastic grace,
Follow me floating, and cling to my face
As into the old familiar place,
Lenging to feel the sweetness of youth,”
Fae joy and the thrill of my youth,
I eagerly press my way.

preaching

of hopeful human activity and progress.

will be unable to work a transformation’
among the common’ people?
Already

last reached the goal

BY ADBLAIDE CILLEY WALDRON.

sre no fewer than

The year that closes to-morrow has
or the political world, nevertheless it has
t passed away without some indications

of

‘oped magnetic power enongh to draw an
Ihdian youth with: but three dollars in his
pocket half way across our continent.
Toiling on foot after he has crossed the
Mississippi where his money gave out;
1 selling his Indian ornaments for bread;
bartering his blanket for a pair of shoes
after his moccasins were worn out, he at

| gounees
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Joy Vetreponi—Enigmatic Gems.
.
TEMPERANCE.
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Only

to detect the

ed it. They utterly rejected it for their
people. Bat because these men of native
CONTENTS. =
greatness were unable to look through
ha
Page,
). Adelaide Cilley Waldron.
25 other than the eyes of savages, shall we
=
7 President Thomas
% believe that the training of our schools

Ovstagice
1 iovivits. Pros J. J. Buder,

&
£53

Quick

civilization, they saw nothing in its boasted charmsto compensate. They despis-

The Morning Star.
:

House of Commons have

.

—

to

strictlyin ado first thirty days, genius and ability, all fought for savage- nary movements whether in the religious saryto preserve order and facilitate bus- same strain,or all labor in the same
ry.

Return

His sad

that the high and noble traditions

la, Black Hawk—ohieftains of matchless | been but little marked by great extraordi-

d

ear, if

| mixed gratification:
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The Police Court room was crowded

this morning on account of the great number of;
sfiow cases to be tried.
R.
0-0
oo

OURRBENT OPINIONS.
Already reports come

seems

threatening

as

of the peril

toward

which:

Protestant

evangelical missions in China. on

a%count

of the legislation of the American Congress.
prohibitory of Chinese immigration. China.
is slow to be moved,

but when once’

aroused ip the prejudices

and

fairly

antipathies:

ly fearful.

The Chinese are just beginning

fairly to learn of what our
action has

accomplished.

Congressional

ang

spreading
and bister feeling
quence.

All this is a

ing which it is
Watchman.

a

id

widely~

the

prophetic

conseforebod-

painful’
to contemplate.—,
2
2

To the person who is just gding to send

us a poem, his first effort, or: perhaps,
composed during his recovery from a long’, .fever:
:
;
“To the person who is jist goingto write |
us quite:a long artiele, with a poor
on both sides of pieces of very soft

“To the minister who thinks

nently fitted to adorn

a

city

hé

is emi-

pulpit,

who Imegiips that we have only
the word, efc.,

pencil,.
paper :

te

and

speak

pa

a8 a scholar, that they teach that there is
DON'T!
no probation after death.” Mr. Cook, read |
— National Baptist.
‘and commented on passages of Scripture
.
b
;
, which he regards as teaching, directly or
It is diflicult to find the gracious and
indirectly, that there is no probation
redeeming
side
of close
communion.
after death.
2 Cor. 5: 10, compared with
Even its excuse of extreme *‘ obedience to
Math. 25, shows that the sins were only
Christ” is unlovely, as well as untrue. —In-.
such as could be committed in the body.
dependent.
°°
i
.
»
While there is no such agreement in regard to the meaning

of “the

famous

pas-

sage, 1 Peter8: 19, 20, as to warrant us in
ot
bas
any theory npon it, we should-allow
Peter to interpret himself by reading

this passage

26.

2 Peter

Prov. 29: 1.

‘2...

Heb. 9:

—24.

27,

2: 4—9.

Mark8

Acts

Rev. 22: 11."

10:

38.

34¢

Luke

with

‘16:

2 Cor. 6:
John 8: 21

The doctrine of

bation after death is not in the

of revival, the more faithfully we labor in

declares, Christ,who represented in himself all tenderness and mercy, hever taught

tament..

Prof. . Gulliver

New

pro-

the spirit of fevival,
its life is in the work

of Andover

Tes-

.so

‘RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
=—Over 10,000 copies of the topics for the
Week of Prayer, says ‘the Congregationalist,
weré sent out this year from Todd’s printing
office, against a similar call for 6,500 one year
incd—an indication that more pains was taken.
n the part of pastors and others to secure full
attendance at the daily meetings.
—Rev, Dr. George B. Spalding of Dover has

[8

IRENE |
HS

or
kbar

SH

“on
-s
1

|

his call to the Franklin Street Church.
accepted,
ter,

. The element of salary seems
Manches
th
ill our0 own souls be
must be led by the Spirit of God to conse- .previde, legislatively, for the manifold ba seen to behonest in intention, kindly { | i>this ‘work,
to have had little weight in the decision.
will
wore
the
ork:
it.
Mr.
Cook
thinks
the
extent
of
the
refreshed,
and,
the
greater
progress
be
and
complex
interests
of
an
advapced
erate
themselves beforé they leave the
and beneficent in influence and result.
—The Pacific (San Francisco) saves: “Among
‘‘new departure,” has been greatly exagcollege halls, ' Hence the intimate relation civilization; would arrest its actiyilies, But no legislation
passengers on the City of Peking is the
can save Ireland; the made in holine3s. It is an error to sup- gerated, so far as Andover is concerned. the
paralyze
its
trade,
and
spread
a
decline
Revs,
Dr. Farnham from Chima. He “has not
~ between this day of prayer, and the inThe history of it may indeed. be writien
‘pose
that
we
may.
divide
our
labor=behope must lie in the industry and thrift
beeu well for several months, but worked on
throughout the entire SOUBILY. i
oh
‘liké
the
history
of
snakes
in
Irelang:
- crease-of the number of men to preach the - “These™re refl and gigantic evils
till his symptoms became so alarming that he
and intelligence and eatérprise
* of the | tween ourselves, God, and the world. There are no snakes in Ireland: There. is was
obliged to leave Chinaat once. ; He is
word at home and to go with the gospel to gradually looming up, and they merit the
It is all one work. We best serve ‘God, no *‘ new departure” at Andover.
. slightly improved by the passage, and goes diIrish
people
themselves.
Bou
_ the pagan world.”
:
i
immediate
and best attention of American
when we most faithfully keep his command
rectly
back to his, birih-places hoping that a
\
;
THE LECTURE
w AS to other matters that have occupied ments, when -we: follow the : commis- |
statesmen.” .
visitto the scenes®f his childhood and the
was on ** Advanced ¢hought in Germany.”
air of ‘his native” New England Jills
the thought during the .year not much sion he has given us to labor for a lost Mr. Cook expressed great admiration for bracing
INDIAN REDEEMERS. :
will restore him to. health. The Reseue, the
in closing his interesting work; ¢* The . Sensitive men came td a very poor Place néed be said. The short session of Par- world, and than we accom plish most for our Germany. - If England is our , Motherland, organ of .the Good Templars, adds: “He has
been advised to Temain on the Paeific coast,
Gérmany is
our
Fatherland.
Germany
‘Red man and the White, man in North when - they emigrated to this world.— liament in November, devoted to the re- own upbuilding .
:
;
with a hope of recovering his -heaith, impaired
Jeads in the highest matters of phitosophy.
vision
of
rules
of
proceeduie
with
a
view
by
long residence in Asia?
Lh
.
> America,” Dr. Ellis declares, in" the fol- - Beecher.
ABE
:
:
"
Nor can this: work be delegated. to a Therg i8 not in Germany, however, the
to
lessen
‘¢
obstruction”.
in
public
busibest
practical
application
of
philosophy
4
p
b
—Rev.
George
A.
Gordon,
of
Greenwich,
“lowing prophetic language, that ** a race
In certain moods the stars will appear
few. :Here
and there an evangelist may
ness, can nog be: “contemplated with ‘une labor with suceess; butt will never do to" aud theology. In. this respeet America Conn.. d eclines for the present the call of the
that can not {tself contribute ‘its redeem- hearths, in others hells, — Gilfillan. fe
Old South Church of Boston.
aod Eagland surpass Germany.
Mr. Cok
-

.

of her multitudinons peoples, the eutcome
may be, 88 now.seems promised, profound-

.
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'." \NOT FOREVER.
BY MARILLA.
Oh this wearisome tossing and watching;
:

This.* journey

where hangs meet and part;

How wg grieve, as we cling to ur treasures,
To know
Mow we
Close,
And we
Have
And

that each joy must depirt.

=
-

bind them with cords of affection
close in the sonl’s inner home;
waken when storms of the midnight
buried these irepsures in. gloom.

thet

a

Is laid neath the

willows. 80 low:

©r sadder, the soul that we cherished
Forgetteth love’s hale and glow.

®

Thavk God, that il is not “for always”
This night-time our spirit enthralls;

Not always the life-hopes are smitten,
Or buried the beart’s music halls.

It may be no gleam ofthe morning
Now brightens the mist and the cold. +
* Trust Jesus to briog thee a dawning,
Whose gladness thy soul shall infold. *

© | deteet, the peculiarities of their pupils ‘and | way equal to the array of names and from the cold of a New York winter, the
a=
| to awaken and perpetuate interest by va- titles.
barrenriess of the desert to.the sunny
Among the settlers, all are here to gain plains of Los Angeles, with flowers of all
riety in method and in matter, and Who
value the importance of their” work too something of the world. Many come, kinds in fall bloom, orange trees in
only for health, and expect after ‘a few every direction, loaded with frait not yet
4 lighly to allow any. flimsy and porous
excuses to murder. the Teachers’ Meeting, years to return to the north and so take quite ripe, and tropical trees of great vaare the ones’ that, like the Brooklyn little interest in anything that is for the riety. Truly,this is a paradise on earth. Nb
school already referred to, report séven- permanent good of the people. Others ‘wonder real estate is *‘ onaboom.” Peo-'
ty-nine conversions as the result of their are seeking how they may make the larg- .ple from the North and East tre looking
est orange grove in “the fewest possible | to this valley. in great numbeand
work.
Such results as these do indeed
mak:
rs,
volve Works but it 18 only in unison years, intending when that is done to ing themselves homes or temporary reswith diligent, enterprising toil that God’s look around and see what they may do idences.
‘blessing, in its neost copious streams, can for the benefit of others. Carelessness in
‘The religious element is on the increase.
be expected to d Sond upon the Sabbath respect to religious truth and o0ligations The old Spanish inhabitants die out or
scfool.
is almost universal.
move ‘away, and an intelligent. enterprisBut the chuvel will. never have done her | There are unnumbered settlements ing people take their places. The Pres.
duty by the Sabbath school as long as she where the destitution of religious. privi- byterian church are just finishing
a beauti*

’ “Phen, sister—oh, then twill be always
That blessedpess crowneth the sdpl;
And always, with never a sadnes
The gongs of rejoicing shall roll»

N
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THE RELATION OF THE OHURCH TO,

THE SABBATH SOHOOL.
BY F, L. HAYES.

Hn.
We come
c
now to the second Wivision of
the subject: What should the church do
for’ the Sabbath school?
Would she
avail herself of the advantages to be
reaped {rom a prosperous Sabbath school ?
She has, then, herself a part to perform.

The church is td be no passive recipient.
* However grand the possibilities to. the
church
bath

that lie wrapped

school, they

are

up in the

like

Sab-

buried

gold,

and can only be enjoyed at the expense
of enterprise and toil. Now there is no
channel through which more of the blessings of the Gospel can flow from the
church to the world than the Sabbath
sehool ; no department of church work.
that yields larger returns for a given
effort. There are various reasons for
this besides those that have already been
incidentally referred
to.
Three are
worth mentioning.
s First, the strongholds assailed are primarily the hearts of the young, where
Satan’s foothold is the least secure, and
where in many cases he has gained no

is content with niérely supplying it with

leges is equal to any heathen country;

teachers and officers and a small Bible
cliss. or two, composed of adult members.
Important as it is that the members of the
chnfch should work im the school as
teachers, it is ‘scarcely less important that
they work as pupils. “And why? Haye
you a reason? Yes, two of them. First,
they owe it to:themselves to profit by the

and where these

privileges are

ful church edifice.

enjoyed,

as

though

they

dwelt

in the wilds

Africa.

of

Missionary Societies. Probably no fields
of the werld pay better. The colored

owe it to the older-boys and girls. Is there

people, for whom

and especially the boy—of fifteen or sixteen
over the critical period in their lives when
they begin to think themselves too old to
goto Sunday-school. How many of the Sunday-schools of our land keep one-half of
their pupils beyond the age of sixteen?
Well, is not this a sorrowfu) eondition of
things and is-it not worth every effort to
effect
a change?

For,

in the majority

of

well filled and supported. But with all
this prosperity, I did not kear of any Free
Baptists in the city.
I did mot have time to go down to the
seaport of San Monico, where the Star

so much has been done,

are here doing better for themselves than
the whites, They attend their meetings
regularly, and pay more "for preaching
than their more enlightened and better
favored neighbors. The caste line keeps
them

by

themselves, in

churches

has a single subscriber.
to San

church.

For at her door

lies this

fault,

and for this very reason will the skirts
of her garments be stained with the blood

of many a ruined life.. Nor will all the
schemes to interest the big boys and girls,
devised by anxious teachers; stop this
disastrous leak in the Sabbath school,

But I did go

Pedro, the seaport of Los Angeles

where the lumber and coal are brought in

and

ships from Oregon, Australia and Scotland. Fuel and wafer are important
items in ‘this country, and very costly.

schools, and whilst it is true that a majority of them like it best that way, it will
ever keep up a low standard of Christianity and education. If the wisdom of
the present or future decides tobreak down

many aliases,

by actual contact 2s only one preacher in

these three may be seen also in this fact:

whenever a revival occurs in a church
that has a live Sunday-school the majority of converts are from among the pupils.
- This is because the teaching of the class
fallows the soil for the reception ot the
seed sown in the pulpit.
_ The opportunities for the accomplishment of good, then, that the Sabbath
-school affords the church are vast. It is
therefore not merely the part of Christian wisdom and foresight to foster the
Sabbath school, but it is a’ duty for the
" careful and conscientious performance of
‘ which God will hold us agcountable, to
put energy, skill and prayer into its ser_ vice. And this means something. more

than mere good wishes and an occasional
“ God bless you.”

Not a few of us think

we are interested in the Sabbath

school,

ties? Are you? Yes, if you are not, so
far as your surroundings admit, actively
engaged in the Sabbath school, at least

as a pupil.

If the attainment of a cer-

tain good is possible,

you

are yourself

personally. and . individually responsible
until yeu haye done all in your power
towards its accomplishment.

piowDA

TIS.
ELAKA, Fla.

DEAR STAR: —Since 1840, 1 have regularly. read your valuable pages; and
often found encouragement #hd inspira-

tion from the living thoughts breathed ‘in

your earnest words. Still you are to
the paper for the family and fireside
the Christian home.
Nearly eight years ago, I came to
‘South-land to cast in'my' lot among
people, aid in the development of

me
of
this
her
her

resources, and help here to build the
altars of our God.
In every department

of labor I have found more todo than I
expected, and less immediate results than
were fairly promised in the first survey.
everything else is done. + We are by mo |, of the field.
The native element a our people is’ so
means entirely indifferent, and yet the in-,
~ terest of the’ great mass of the Christian small a proportion of our numbers that
church in the subject is far from com- in most placesit scarcely enters in as an
mensurate (with its° momentous impor- integer in our work. There wasin it a
‘when as a matter of fact we are not

Half

awake and are content to give it what
time ‘and energies we have left when

tance. A-rerent newspaper article
the pen of a prominent teducator,

"thankfully
has already

reviewing
done

for

what

the

children,

from
after

formof religious and church life.

But

church

churches were scattered, and few - in
membership and supplied with only ocea-

contains

sional preaching from ‘illiterate ministefs,

this significant warning:,
«Bat there ig 4 time coming when our
indifference to the intellectual and moral
_ condition of the millions of, children in
the land will’ be regarded with almost as
. mueh horror a8 we now regard the pagan
~ atrocity that entombed a living child in
solid masonry. Notwithstanding -ali that

. has been done, much remains to be done
and it behooves the church to dddress her-

who labored all the week and preached as.

best they could on Sundays

to a small

congregation not over-attentive, and

ex-

pecting
but little from their preachers, and
in that not often if ever disappointed.
‘These interests in many “places are passing, or have passed, away.
The northern people, filling up tt e state,
comprise evry. element, of religiot, or no
religion, that may be

imagined or

found

Al
has never. yes ‘in any or all pats of our country.
‘most every one has come to better the
dope.”
0.
conditions of his material life. I have
Ee [St accordingly theday of the cre
to work in ‘the Sabbath schon], first, as’ not yet met one, who came cxolusively to
officers and teachers.
And when I -sdy seek and save lost souls. This 4s an
adjutant. and secondary thought is carwork, I mean pot merely the spending
once a week the hour aliott
to the reci-: ried along by many, ed faithful work is.
hard, as well as
tation, but rather the making that hour being done in many
promising,
field..
the focus of a week's preparagion.
Only |
"that man suceeeds in busine
who puts | The census of Florida won show an
into it, besides his” Capital, énterprise, in- array of clerical names and titles that
. genuily and. study; who is alive to every would seem an army syfficient to occupy
“turn in the market and every wani of .the the ground and make bold inroads into
customer. The same wide-awake -quiali~ the ranks of the enemy.. But most of our
- self to thé work

as she

© ties-are essential to the successful prose+. eution, of Sabbath’ schopl work. - Those

schools whose superintendents and teach-

ere-make faithful preparation for the work

“of the Sabbath, who are. dn the lookout to
Lenn

clergy are here as invalids, unable

‘bor much, or are discouraged

to. la-

through

former failures, or have backslidden from

the true life and spirit of the Gospel; 80
that the effective working force is in mo
Lely

His 4
~s

no confidence

in

the

vations, and regarded all previous charts
and surveys as vulgar pretensions. The
crew, passengers and commander, seemed

were filled with surprise and fear. They
had disbeiieved in such a country, had
made

onism with a power like the Mormon-

no’ preparation

to

land, neither

were they ready to give an account of
They were near-

themselves to its Ruler.

mutually agreed in opinion, that, as to ing the shores. they had refused to conthe voyage and

its destination,

nothing

sider; darkness and storms were around
them. To them the coast was a rocky
take to himself the Jargest liberty, and one; they had no chart, no pilots, and ne
meet all events as they happened to arise. means of introduction to the inhabitants.
I'saw that the vessel herself had been, Their ship had been built only for fair
under different owners, and sailed under wenthér and smooth seas.
When their
different colors and names, being called, anchors of Vain Hope and Speculation
“ Deism,” ** Atheism,” ** Rationalism,” were let down into the angry waves, they
‘“‘Pantheism,” “‘Illuminatism,” or Agnos- dragged over the sunken rocks.
So they
ticism.” She had no protection against asked one another, ‘‘ Where are we?"
fire: was never able to get anyinsurance, and were answered, ** We do not know.”
and no passenger ‘could obtain any in- Some said, ** Hold" on !" while others ansurance on his life who was reckless swered, **We can find nothing to hold
enough te come on board of her.
upon.” Some had said, ‘Suppose that
As these ships were sailing on the high- all that has been said about a judgment
way of nations, I saw that they came to come Should be found true? ‘We have
within speaking distance, and the captain said we would walk up like men and say
of the Ship Zion, whose name was Faith, we were mistaken. But I saw this was
taking out his speaking trumpet. pro- mere bravado; they. found their mistake

could be known, but that every one must

was presumptuous wickedness, and

the

furies of the storm laughed at their ruio.
Many exclaimed, *‘ What fools we “Were
not to consider our. latter end !" Dftets

dred miles long and fifty wide. The far- ticism, promptly answered, ‘* Agnostimers were busy with the plough and seed- ¢ism,” adding with a loud voice, “We fell on their knees and tried to pray;
here think little and care less about the er. They use the gang-plough mostly, are all believers in absolute freedom of many voices were heard abuve the r fog
matter. They let it alone, thinking if it with two to five ploughs, and from four to thought.” 1 perceived that when the cap- of the tempest, saying, * Behold that
ism of cur mountains in the West.

be wrong it will work its own
time.

Most

cure

jn

3

Under all the difficulties
Tliarly strange

land

our

of this

little

pecu-

church

at

tem horses to each gang. In some instances, they have a drag and seeder attached and one man will plough, drag
and

seed astrip

four

feet

wide

as

fast

¢ Crystal Lake” is helding on ils way, as his team can walk. When this is done,
until the fathers and mothers, the ‘older and is composed of & choice hangful of
they have only to wait for the ‘“ early
brothers and sisters join in the work by precious sculs that find great joy in their
and the latter rain” to reap an abundant
becoming pupils and thus strike- the church relations. Each Sunday, preachharvest. And yet, this land can now be
‘death blow to this fatal notion that the ing and Sunday-school are enjoyed at our
bought in small farms at moderate
-Sabbath school is the place only for chil- place of meeting. .And although we are
prices.
dren. When the popular idea that the not a large people, we will strive to be
." hold at all; hence they are easily taken
Soon after my arrival in San Francisco,
Sunday-school is a place for the study of: a good people, and let our light shine in
possession of by truth and’ easily .garrithe
officers of Bro. Rowell's church called
only the elementary Bible truths has been the region where we are located.
We upon me to preach for them, as Bro.. R.
soned by right Dretopie and Koly aspiracompletely supplanted by the more ration- wish also through‘ the columns of the
- tions.
al understanding that it is the church as- Star to send one ray northward, that ouw was ia his rooms sick. I preached to a
Second, (he missiles dsed are Scripture
very good congregation of happy, intellisembled for .the systematic study of God's. friends who seek our healing shores may
gent people. They are increasing in
truths, themselves hot from the Bible.
‘word, then will there be fewer gradua- know that they need not be strangers in a numbers
and everything is hopeful under
Nothing we_ may say .about the truth
tions from the Sabbath school and fewer
strange land, but may find comfortable the judicious labors of their pastor, who
floors Satan or wins from him his followoccasions for wondering why the children
ers one-half as soon as Bible truth itself. of church-membérs frequently tarn out so and quiet Christian homes in our midst if is highly appreciated by his people. The
The weapon which Christ used in his con- badly. And this is no ideal Tevolution. they seek them here. Very many believe Sunday-school of this church has more
test with Satan in the wilderness was not Already there are churches where the this to be one of the best places in our than doubled since Bro. Rowell camé here
still they come.” Good work will
a sermon founded on a text, nor argu- change from preaching service to Sab- state to develop the industries of the and
ments based upon Scripture, but a simple, bath school is a change only in form, but South, and those seeking permanent do this every time. The church is organhomes will have no cause of grief, if they ized on Free Baptist principles and will
+4] is written.”
”
not in the persons participating.
settle
in this region:
prove the nucleus of a Quarterly Meeting
Third, execution in a class of six or ten
. Such are the mutual relations and the
We
shall welcome ali such that come and lead to the organization of several
is qt short rangein comparison with that mutual dependence of the church and
and shall most gladly receive those who Free Baptist churches in the near future.
done in the pulpit before an. audience of the Sabbath school ; the one
the whale, will add to our religious .and- church
I shall soon visit some of these places
" hundreds.
The teacher, if fresh from
the. other the part. What grand possi- interests.
N. WooDpwWORTH. | and will report what I se in due time.
his closet and communion with Christ—
bilities are within the reach of their unitee
,
H.s
'E. CROWELL.
mark this condition—can impress himself ed effort! and who is to blame if these
*' 80 WILL I COMFORT Y0U."
and God’s truth on each one of his pupils grand possibilities be not grand actualia thousand can do upon a Junge and
promiscuous congregation.
Perhaps a ne less cogent reason than

had

compass, never took any celestial obser-

After spending a few daysin this delight-'
ful valley, I left San Francisco- through ceeded to question the rival vessel, thus:
the sheep growing country of the San -« What is your name?” The commander
Joaquin valley, which is some two. hun- of the other craft, whose name was Skep-

instances this graduation is the first step | this caste line, it will find itself in antag-

of a downward course. What a fearful
responsibility, then, rests upon the

The

Methodists have already two good houses.
Florida and much of the South is em- MA] these will give Los Angeles plenty of
Plstienlly missionary ground, Much is church accommodations, and the people
being done in all the states by different now flowing into the city will see them
¢

instruction that it affords. Secondly, they
any more puzzling question to the faithful
teacher than how to tide the girl or boy—

The Congregational

mosey raised to build a nice house.

often tried to

ly perplexed, and, throwing down his trum‘pet, walked into his cabin. . Her prow
winds und waves combining to her aid. . being turned, she proceeded on her WAY;
There was another ship within reach and I heard the confusion of
ngues
of the telescope,
tog pretentious to’ avoid from her passengers, and among the ut- observation, having high decks, but with tered words I could hear such as these:
little ballast, and very evidently drawing **Superstition— fanaticism— priesteraft,”
but little depth of water. She carried a until she was
out of sight. When I looked
flag with various mottoes, such as ‘‘Men- again, the two vessels were a proaching
|
of
Rea~1-the-Eternat-shoresPhe:— mul
ta Liberty—Free Thonght-=Age
| tal
inthe
son,”
Strange as it was, her captain, good Ship Zion were in. expectation of
who bore the name of Skepticism, with landing; but the passengers of the other

society have begun to build, and the Baptists have’ bought a fine lot and have the

multitudes are as little benefited by them

ing sider false colors, had

beard her, but with invariable defeat, the

BY MRS. R. H. CRO:S8.

That I could scarce believe it could be true
That he, my all on earth, my life, my light,

Was gone, forever gone; it could not be.
A vague unrest, a constant longing wild

To search, if haply I might find him yet,
4
Possensed :ame; yet I knew all search was vaio.
~
A dreary waste seemed strefching out before me,
A great darkness, Whose limit was defined
Clear towards the past by a calm, mellow light—

The lightof happiness; but what should:be_
Was all, all darkness. Thus passed many days
After the shadow fell. It was existence

a precious dream or gaw a vision.

One with visage marred far more than any,
And crowned wiih thorns, stood by my side
And full upon me tarned a pitying look
It touclied my

heart

and bowed

me

sorrow.

low

Yet, though

I could

not see atiy near the horizon, look where
an assurance

that one

shore of it must be in Time, and the other

How could it be thus shadowed o’er by death ?
When I could sleep—sometimes I slept for sorTOW—
:
2
My dreams were bright, but terrible the waking;
To wake and findI bad only been dreaming.
But one night at length although I slept not,

Of love, and melting tenderness and

eye or telescope.
‘| I might,, I felt

existence only, it was not life—

I dreamed

of land, but none were discernible by the

before

in Eternity ; inasmuch asthe voyage of
life has a beginning, and so must have an
end;

yet,

where

1 could

not

see,

nor

their free thought still the rage of a tem-

“ Where are you from?”

To

which

Skepticism replied:

“Wedo

not know.

How

our ship

came into existence, or how we came into
being ourselves, are subjects upon which

nothing can be known.”
** Who built your ship?”

may reach some sunny port.

We do not

know.”

Faith, then, in a very clear voice, |

* To whom do you expect to give an

account for the cargo'and your sucoess ?”

‘We do not know
; but we believe in all
good déeds, and mean to be governed by

our own social compact.”

* What hope have you as to the. future
of your ocean travel! Mm
“Our answer is, whether in ‘mid sea or

where could be that other sea into which ‘mong ‘the breakers of the farther shore, a
the present leads, which I knew must ‘wreck must mark at the last end of each
exist. How deep. either sea might be, and of all. Life is & narrow vale between
no geographer had sounded te. ascer- th& ld and barren peaks of two eternities. We strive in vain: to look beyond
tain.
We cry aloud—and
the
On this wide sea | saw a ship, with fall the hights.
sails spread, yet different from any other only answer is the echo of our wailing

When
‘himself,

Do now remain whose need thon hast forgotten,

of wood and of iron, of compass-lights, of

Who claim thy love; all mankind are

mechanical improvements, of speed

the other ship, thus: * What is the name
of your
v@ssel P”
*¢ The
eis Zion.” °
“Who built her #”

3

He spoke.
a
~ & My Child, I must be firét, supreme,

;

In every heart I enter; . gift of mine
4 Must ne'er be loved [ above me. ‘And to thee
brethren,

| All mourners are now thy nearest kindred.
Work thou jor me, striving to comfort others
With that game comfort I have given thee.
Remember thy loved one is in my keeping.
When thy work is done; Tiel} weleome:thee
And ye shall ne’er be parted.”
Then he ceased
But from my Treat, departs (bat vision never.

And now I seea light beyond the darkness
That shinéth more and more, to day’s perfection.

And I work on, yet rometimes pause and hearken
To hear the Master say, “Enter, my-sexvant,
Thou didst taste the cupd drank of dgeply
And in me found ‘great peace joyfully enter,
“And find again the gifts that I gave first,
Then took away, Yestored to thee perfected.” 4

the utmost safety.

with

Her flag was
& cross,

arched above by a rainbow.
was Ship Z jon, and could be

Her name
read by her

stern-lights“in the darkest night.
| her voyages. she had

never

rious injury or shipwreck,

In

all

suffered

se-

her helm read-

| ily obeying the commands of the captain,
nor could I ever learn that avy bad been
lost who obeyed the rules of the vessel.
Tier terms were such that noiie were rejected through pecuniary inability,and 1 could
mot learn that any were admitted as mere
passengers; “all being required to work |

country came

to receive

their

rela-

very

Skepticism bad “thus delivered
seeing his position- was not

enviable, he. proceeded’ to

“Tne

Captain

question

of Salvation, together

with all the Patriarchs, Prophets, ‘and
Apostles, who were moved thereto0 by the
Holy

ANSWER TO PRAYER, OONDITIONAL.

"

told that she was very old, yet she exhib‘ited no signs of age—combining in “herself all the advantages of steam and sail,

:

When the ship, carrying theyflag of Redemption, cume near the Golden city, the
captain, took out his spy-glass,” and said :
‘‘ The spires and shining gates are in
fail view; let us all be in readiness to
meet-tho King in his beauty!” I saw,too,
that many of the King's courtiers came on
beard, and a vast company of those whe
had for a long period been inhabitants of
the

cry. ”

-

Zion, how grandly she comes” into
with all he sails spread. Their ship is
as our ship; let us confess our folly
shame !"

tives and friends; nay, the King him‘We have substantially told .you al-. seif came and conversed with many of
ready. We have no reason to suppose them. While the sea sparkled in the
she was ever built. She grew, we think beams of the Sun of Righteouness, I beard
frem molecules.”
5
them singing :
“+ Whence are you bound?” was sound* O happy barbor of God’s saints ©
O sweet and pleasant soll 1
ed very clearly across the Waters; The
.'- In thee no sorrow can be found,
response was:
Nor grief, nor care, nor toil.”
** We do not know. .We are aboard of | Ree. John ‘Waugh in the if Y. Obserya great ship. We do not know what port er.
>
shé left, or whither she is bound.
She
er
a
may go down with all on board or she

craft upon the bosom of the déep.. I.was

him.

Ship
port
not
and

pest, or change the location of icebergs,
rocks, and reefs?”
Then raising his
trompet to his mouth he asked:

asked, ‘* Why do you Jroveed upon your
voyage”
~
* Because we are in for it; We Snow
THE TWO SHIPS.
not why.
We do not know whether the
A
VISION.
I had a vision of the Ocean of Life; a voyage is worth the’ taking, .the expense
sea upon which all mankind must sail, meet for the port, or whether there be
either for a longer or shorter period. ‘As | any port, we relegate to the unkhowa:
I locked, I tried to discover some outlines bles.”

But I had been so blest,

And

tain of Zion heard this, he said, * Truly,
a strange name for an ocean navigator.
Do they mean to exercise free thought
about the points of the ‘compass? = Will

:
:

Ghost.” .

BY THE REV. E. W. RICKER.

Many are praying at this time, * ©
Lord, revive thy work.” This is well.
There is power in prayer. But what are
the conditions ? What does- God say te
every Christian, to every church ? Hear
Him:
‘Behold the Lord's
is not
shortened, that it can not save; neither.
his ear heavy, that it can not hear; but
your iniquities have separated between
you and your God, and your sins have hid
his face from you, that he will not hear.”

Is. 59: 1 2.

God's promise to hear and

answer is found in these words:
* If
my people,which are called by my name,

shall humble themselves, and pray, and
seek my face; and turn from their wicked
ways; ‘then will 1 hear from heaven, and
will forgive their sin, and will heal their
land.”
2 Chron.
14.. When this
condition is met, then the disciples from
their altars can with confidence and fall
expectation lift up their supplication te
God, having his promise,'* Now mine eyes

shall be opened, and

mine ears attent un-

to the prayer that is made in this place.”
2 Chron. "7: 15. Then, “Bring ye all
the tithes into he storehouse, that there
may be meat in mine house,and prove me

now herewith, saith the Lord of hosts, if
1 will not open you the windows of heav‘en,and pour you ont a blessing,thst there -

shall not be room enough to regefve it.”
Mal. 3: 10. Let us take
at hy’
word. « The promise is sure—That Christian, that church

which

will meet the con-

dition, will reveive the blessing.

They

“* Where are you from #".
7
?
that will not, way pray, but God will not
| “ We are all from the land of Condem- ‘hear, and can not bless, “Who will make
nation, and. directly from the port of De- | the ‘full surrender and then pray, “0.
struction, where we find ourselves
in Lord, revive they work, n and receive the.
want of all good things.” =
answer ’
:
]
X

*‘ To what country are you bound ?

‘“

:

We 'S8€Kk a better, even a heavenly.” -

bo

le

‘THOUGHTS.
| OALIFORNIA LETTER.
their way under certain well-understood
“How do you know there . is such ‘a
:
What
a
terrible
thing {is the Jaugh of
land
”
;
|
SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 19.
regulations. Her cabins contained the best.
|
the
unhappy
!
!
Itis
the very ‘* e¢hoito the
De4&RrR Bro, =—My trip across the conbooks, her saloon spread the best tables,
“ Because it is revealed by Him who
tinent to this city, by. the Southern Pacific and on, her rolls could be found the names can not lie; we feel at times its power. seat where SOrrow is throned. Ne Gilfillan.
route, was full of interest.
I had. seen of earth's greatest and best people, who
People should shine as lights "in the
We scent its odezs, and catch glimpses of
mountains in this country and‘in Switzer- had, accounted it their greatest happiness| iit. ”
world, but not pat the candle “in the land.
But I had never seen. extensive | to” perform daily duties on board of her,
+ Whom have you on bose dnd, Jinsigte or door-way. »t is better, no
plains‘ as in Kansas. and’ New Mexico,
ubt, a8 they say, to wéar out than to.
and contribute to the well- being of the
“ All those who are persuaof
bet
ded
nor barren wastes, and
bare, treeless whole.
rust out; but the weights of a clock may
ter things to come.”
mouatdics ag in Arizona, nor sandy deserts
I saw, too, that the ship bad a history | <4. What have you for the supply of your be made 80 heavy. a8 to damage the ma-.
as in the great Colorado desert from the entirely ‘unlike any other. -She was de- wants?”
‘| chinery and make it run down before. its
Colorado Tiver on the South Eastern’ sigued by thé Architect of the Universe; | “4 We: bave bread from: Heaven, fure proper time. We have no more tight to
boundary of California. “This desert is ‘commenced her voyage when men began waters from the river of Life, honey from -shorten our own than another's life, and
‘more then two hithdred miles square. to multiply on the earth, and’ had been en- the rock;and che grapes of Eschol.”
the duty of” self-preservation which. n=
| stint teaches, i one which the Bible enNottihg but sand plains and sand hills. larged and improved under the several "© +¢Do you know where you are”
on every side. In some places for miles dispensations of the Patriarchal, Mosiac,
~ *“Most certainly, We have an infalli- forces. —Dr Guthrie. .
‘the ‘surface is, a8 bare and smooth as a Prophetic and Christian, meeting every ble chart and compass, and haviog taken
Anybody. with a. pen in his hand; can
house floor. Faypt and the. great deserts ‘want, yet ever advancing towards perfec- our celestial observations, we knw that wrile.about a given subject: few can wile
of the East can no! be more dreary and tion. She had sailed in all the seas of we ‘are neat the Eternal shores, . €ome into it.—Calvert.
al
ni
barren (haa this. But fiom this barren ‘Time, and had encountered terrific storms thou with us, and we -will do thee good, ,. The very ¢fsence of -whatsoe ver is su-’
waste, we suddenly emerge into the San. hy-the winds of Persecution from Pagdn~ (for the Lord hath promised us all nd]
pernatural lies in ‘the * indefinite.—~De.
Gubriel valley and we soon sat down in ism, Judai; dnd Infidelity, yet none -of and we know (hat except we ubidein ‘the
Quinleey.
that paradise of timate and situation, Los her bulwarks' had been Swept, away ; chip we'can not be saved.”
:
We live by work ; we prosper by. wok} H
Angeles.
*|.neither had her flag been struck in any of'| - Now I saw:that, after this cogfetence,
we rise by work.
shin take rank aecord[ Tui is impos. ible to describe the change hdr hard-fought battles. ~ War ships, sailthe cap'ain of Agnosticisin was exceediug- 39, the work they do.—Culerrt. .
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The prophet’s charge.

Isa. d44:21—28.

GOLDEN

lightly assumed.

TEXT.—Neither is there salvation

tn any other: for there is none other

. ugder heaven given among

men

‘result, the teacher's duties,
and hence are

Questioning
the preachers.

The lessons

Plalo preaching.

The only name.

‘

~
*

TIME, A. D. 30,

Notes a

sourse, quoting from Moses and showing how
ecrtain prophecies of the Old: Testament applied to the Jewish people.
At the end, the

events described in this lesson occurred.
Shuiding

up

‘the

preachers.

The

very

effective. He began by laying a solid
Scriptural foundation for his aiscourse,
and then made a bold, plain accusation of
sin against his’ bearers, charging them
explicitly with the murder of the Messiah,
and finally closed with a gracious offer of
mercy to every oue of them who would
After

the

res-

urrection of the Saviour the apostles
mado that "event prominent in their{|
preaching.
Im consequence of this the
Sadducees, who did not believe in a resurrection, became active in opposing them.
The healingof the lame mau was a no-

table miracle and gave the apostles great
influence among the people. They were
drawing great crowds to their preaching
and many were believing the .Gospel

they preached. The priests and rulers,
‘and especially the Sadducees, felt that

something must be done.

The easiest

thing would be to shut up the preachers.
That would, at Jeast, stop their preaching

Yor oné day.

It might also affix some

" disgrace, or stigma,

upon

them

which

would lessen their influence among the

people.

They did it, and, very likely,

went home feeling that, at any rate,
should have one qufet night.

Il.

the
hf

Quesitionsng the preachers.
by a

After

morning

inevitable law.

With the morning comes

sure and

the necessity of doing something.

The

pweachers oan not be kept in prison.
They must be brought forth and examined, and if possible condemned on some |

would justify a further

imprisonment or death; or, failing in
this, they must be so frightened as to stop

thelr preaching

these

doctrines

and

working miracles in the name of Jesus of
Kasareth. After passing the night in the

prison they were brought out and- sot in
the midst of the Sanhedrin, and thé high
priest asked them by what power, or by
what name, they had done this miracle.
Questions

demand

answers,

and

the

whom

py

priests had only given these men,
opportunity

to defend

themselves

and

eh

pg

preach the unwelcome truths in the hear-

)

RE

GE. SR

iE

BER

*-

‘ingof sBome who, otherwise, might not
have heard them at ail.
;
1.
Plain preaching.
Peter was fill‘ed with the Holy Spirit, -and ‘when a.
preacher is thus prepared for his work,
the fear of pianis swept away from before him. He declares the truth as it is

made knows to him with firmness and
precision. Such preachingis sure to cut
to the quick those that hearit. Con. sciences will be aroused,

hearts

will be

affected, and some wills will be conquer-

ed.

Bome who hear will resist even

plainest

preaching,

hearts, refusing

to

and
yield

Harden
to the

the

théir
Spirit's

influence. “On this occasion Peter declared that the cure had been wrought by

the mame, that is by the .power, or by
. faith in the name,
Jesus Christ ‘of

of Jesus

Nazareth,

Christ, even
that

back.

abfrehis
and

despised

town of Galilee out ‘of ~ which many
that no good thing’ ‘could come;
thought
:
‘and, that there might: :be no mistake
i:

+ J
see

known fo mre.

turned

as

tending

to

the chief mo-

tions, and

upon

For

example,

“ Pledge,” ag it 13 oalled, is in muse

That we will study well

| [OE

tion of this rule.

realizing the

critito

tian enterprise.

us

with

his precious.blood.

»

:

must

{5018 with which to work, astvell

vanguard

have.

a

PGE.

The question,

>

‘* Who

shall

lead the

teachers! meeting?” at a recent
ence was answered:

confer-

*¢ The sexton, if he

ous

climate, in

WRE————

in

J

at

liberty

Lord, builders

on

the

coming.—

and unwelcome truth into the same

num-

ber of words, but it was what they need-

ed to hear and he declared it fearlessly.

« IV. Phe only name.

He went right

plan of salvation.

Christ,

on from this to unfold to them the gospel
Jesus

sacrifice of himself making an

drawing

lie

come death.

from

who has

over-

These are arguments

| can not be set a jde

“There ure

Him

that

or gainsaid.’

plans of life..

The right

the

one is doing the will gf God. The wrong
.one is willfulpess, or doing our own will.

Saul took the ‘latter and ‘ruin followed.
This ruin would be just
as real, if we did
must they and all others be saved ; there not see it in the subsequent life of the

for sin, has laid a foundation, broad and
solid, on which this plan rests. By him

is no other name by which sinners can be
saved.

‘Not by so called works of right-

eousness, not by the sacrifices of the law,

‘not by anything else, can’ they be saved

king.— Christian Teacher.
0-0
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TOR THR CURE OF ALL+DIS]

. ‘Humphreys’

Veterinary

Manaal,

En

A

Scutheast, and the West, Northwest and Southwest.

Brethren, the secretary

and

missionaries of the American Missionary
sant with the needs of the mission.

converRev,

D. K. Flickinger, the secretary, sailed for
Glasgow last ‘month to provide for the
construction of thé John Brown steamer,

An unconverted teacher may get along United States have been raising funds.

very well with a class go far as

it con-

minds and hearts of the scholars?

Christan should never be troubled

bec
he is asked to give. If he can
not give, hetmay well be sorrg; but if he
does not ‘wish tv give, he’ ought to be
‘more than sorry—he should” be alarmed.
‘Lack of money is by no means as sad as |

is the lack of a disposition 0 contribute:
of

what one hus,

A man often shutsithe

door in the fide of shis best friend when
he shats off an appeal to hisBenevolence.
— Missionary Hgrald.
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HUMBHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO,
109 Fulton Street, New York. -
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VETERINA Fl
with perfect success.

them as our

Mission

WITH

HkAl

FOR TWENTY YEARS Humphreys
omeoPathie Veterinar Spee fics have been used by
Farmers,
Steck
res ers, Livery Stable and
en,
Horse
Railroads, Manufacturers,
Coal Mine Companies, Trav’g Hippodromes
and Menageries, and others

and

for which so many Sabbath schools in the

cerns teaching the general
from sin and its consequences.
‘The priests and elders were astonished, | when it comes to making practical ‘applifor if this weré true, the ‘whole system of cation of truths to the heart and life, then
religion in which they trusted was useless the Christian teacher is needed.
0-049
*
and must be abandoned. These were
but
sense,
certain
How
many
teachers
realize
‘their
‘re-a
in
'men,
unlearned
there was the man cured by the power of sponsibility, which is second only to that
God and through their -agency.. It was of the parent, in inculeating truth into the
Sng

Mendi

1S UNACQUAINTED

3
fii

Lo.

The work goes steadily on after the spe- |
cial revival meetings have closed.

faots, but 4A

an unanswerable argument.
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west coastof Africa; formerly in charge of |

atonement

by

people think

F. E. Ingails, Sole American Agent, Concord, N. H,
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teach | SANDWICH ISLANDS. —Of the revival
confidence
ini the rank : and file—to
teae
is teachers how to teach, and show whith has taken place in the. Sgpdwich
the matter, he affirms that it is the same his workers how to work..
Islands this last year, Mr. Forbes notés
We
oue whom they crucified, thus charging
‘five special features: 1. . It gets hold of
homé upon them the guilt of his murder. | oy The strongest argument for the truth the younger portion of the peaple. 2.
He went straight on to declare that God, of Christianity is the true Christian, the It reaches the half-white apd half-Chinese
element; as nothing has ever done before.
" . bad raised this same &I®sus from the man filled with the Spirit.of Christ. The 8. It awakens slumbering churches, and
dead. It would haye been difficult for. best proof of Christ’s. resurrection is a gtiniulates the zeal of churches. 4.. It |

him to have packed more disagreeable | Fliving Church ; walking in new
- life, and

Office, Detroit, Mich.

themselves sick and doc-
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and can be obtained at your druggists, $1, per botile,
six bottles for $5 dy express. Send stamp jor Dv.
Graves’ thorough and exhaustive treatise.
oa

represent

embraces both. foreigners and natives.

.

foretelling the

Dr. Graves a celebrated physitian has prepared a
specific for all heart iroubks and kindred disorders.

Outside of the pulpit the great work of kingdo m which gathers up all that will
the pastor is not to
make fashienable abide the test of trial ag by fire, and be
calls, or eat good dinners,
but to organize | forever perfected in the ages -that are

his forces for work—to inspire faith and

/

. Surely this subject should have careful attention,

sake, on

walls
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twenty-eight pounds of blood passes throwudh it ence

brother wen, servants with us of Christ
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READ WHAT THE PUBLIO SAY ABOUT IT.
1 find Pool’s Barometer works as well as one that costs fifty dollars. You can rely om it

in a minutes and a-half, resting not day or night!

fragh malafi-

to forget

[]

2: Jor kidney or lner troubles, or dyspepsia, while

/

perils of loneliness

is endorsedby the

THE

trimmings, ete., making
it a beautifulas well as useful or»
We will send you a sample one, olivered free, to your place, in good
Agents are making from ¥6 {o $50
gaily selling them. J trial will convince you. Order at once. It Sells at
SIGHT ! Just the thing to sell to farmers, merchants, ete. Invaluable to.
everybody.
U. 5. Postage Stamps taken if in geod order, but money pre
ferred.
nts wanted
ev:
here.
Send for Circular and terms.
Address all orders 0. OSWEGO. THERMOMETER
WORKS
(Largest establishmentof the kind in the worid) Oswego,0swe, 0 Co.,N.Y.
We refer
to the Mayor, Postmaster, County Clerk, First 4
Secoud National Banks, or a
business house in Oswego, N. Y .
Write your Post
6, County and State plainly, and remit bymoney-order,
droft on New, York or registered lettor, at our risk.

{7 the truth were known, thre real cause is at the heart.
The renowned Dr. Clendinning, startliRgly says
“one-third
of my subjects show signs of heart disease.”
The heart weijhs about nine ounces, and yet man's,

heart-sickness in the presence of. giant
evils and corrupt practices!
We are not
at liberty to belittle these things. We
are not

be the best man for the place.”

men,
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SOUND?

Many

prejudice which has confronted our hero4. A good library, made up’ of com- ic workers of the South; to go to some
mentaries, encyclopmdias, and works on lonely island. of the Pacific, or to the
indiscretion:
the
|. Beenin use 2 years,
the principles ‘and art’ of Sunday-school heart of Africa or Asia, to spend
teaching.— Selected.
:
years of a brief probation,
gften in perils.i« ilremedy known. Price
savage
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Theirs, too, are trial peculiar to them-
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order, on receipt of $i, or six for $4.

ary; to work’ on in the face of the caste
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can plan their work

MARK.
E ivery Instrument warranted
Perfect and Reliable. Size
34 wide. If not satizflgd
on recelving the instrument, return
we will refund your mdney. Pledse state where you saw our

They ought not to be’ignored or
clear type, and good binding.
| belittled,/ They are not paraded to at‘2. A blank beok, in which to catch tract sympathy. They are not flaunted
and record random thoughts apd draw in the face of the Church. They are quietly and patiently borne. We can’ learn
out plans of lessons.
what they are, and we can imagine many
~ 8., A scrap-book, in. whiéh to treasure i of them without any definite testimony.
up the facts, incidents, condensed -state- We can think what it would be for us to
ments, poetic gems, ete., with which the live in ‘the cabin of the frontier missionfl

Thisgreat WEATHER

GEO. B. PARSONS,

full 1aurgin, accurate maps, good paper, sejves.

papers teem,

Farmers

Pool's Barometer has already saved me many times its cost, fin

which their devotion gives to us who in
other ways serve the Lord.
|
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Service BBarometer
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It is a wonderful euriosity and works to perfection. F. J. ROBERTSON, Milwaukee, Wis.
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TMITATIONS.
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its best sentiment and its highest consecratigr.
Our piety needy the -stimulug

as the

with amplé_references,

ef the church—they
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every time,
CAPT. CHAS. B. ROGERS, Ship “Twilight,” San Francisco.
Barometer received in good order, and must say that the Instrument gives perfect satisfaction in every respect. Mt is neatly made and wonderfully c
at two dollars,

parts of the earth, they constitute the |

sculptor-or mechanic,

1.° A Bible,

their own

BE

* This will make a Beautiful and Very Esefnol Present.

| the ground of their great worth and their
unselfish service, we need to keep them
in our hearts. Whether they are toilinx
in the South to uplift a long enslav
race, or among the aborigines of the
country, and on the frontier .in mining
camp and new settlement, or in distant

ov
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The Sunday-schoeol teacher

For

.

nament.

and

—

We need often to have aur thought arrested and fixed upon that noble band of
men and women, who represent the
ehurches, and above all, the Lord Christ,
in the Home and Foreign fields of Chris-

thereof:
Lil
;
b. To be ‘steadfast, unmovable, always
abounding in the work of the Lord,” in the
name and for the saké of Him who loved us,
Times.

-

Missionaries,

.

Ww
RLD
The Thermometer and Barometer dro_put in a nicely finished walnut frame H
with silver plated

keeping

inte church-fellowship.
Our

L 8. JOHNSON & €O., BOSTON, Mass,

most eminent Physicians, Professors
and Scientific men of the day to be the

} organ, enabling it to throw off forpidity and

tory extending 100 miles along the oqsst,
which he watched over with “singular
wisdom and faithfulness,
He had the |
pleasure of welcoming more than 12,000

vance in Christlikeness,
;
8. To watch carefully over our pupils, and
daily to remember each by name at the throne
of grace.
.
A
4, To do our best towards sustaining the
teachers’ meeting, and increasing the efficiency

ransomed

at Hilo, with

belt of terri-

- (for Internal'and External Use) will
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i
instantaneously relieve these tera
i
:
rible diseases, and will
itively
Information that will save many lives, sont free by oll
Don’t

fl combination.

i inaction, stimulating the healthy secretion of

thoroughly identified with their subsequent religious history. His great work

teach that our scholars will, week by week, ad-

Amen.—8, 8.
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to

Wag as pastor of the church

GROUP, ASTHMA,
BRONCHITIS, - NEURALGIA,
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment

according to its predictions. ' Saves 50 times its cost in a single sendon.
Has an accurate thermometer attached, which alone is worth the price of the

It has specific
action on this most important

a parish covering a natrow

:

ail. Caniorin | :

cure for Rhenma-

direction—invaluable to navigators.

missionary in’ Boston in 1833. He was
active in the great reformation which
took place in these islands, and has been

importance of regular; faithful, and persistent
effort in bebalf of our scholars and the school
do hereby solemnly tovendnt and agree—
1. To be present, whenever practicable, at
every session of the school, and when about to
be unavoidably absent, to secure an acceptable
substitute, or, failing in this, to give the superintendent seasonable notification.
-

and

{il

rest at Hilo, Dee, 1, 1882, aged 81 years
and 10 months.
He was ordained as a

Penn’, as fol-

so
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Rev: Titus Coan, the veteran mission-

conversion of our scholars,

cally, and prayerfully; and to endeavor

| for all diseases
of the Kidneys

to choose
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from every candidate for baptism.

Another form is furnished by the Rev.

teacher,

A

WHAT WILL THE WEATHERBE
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ita dJaims. prRECTIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

from this loathsome practice is required

intend

therefor, our place shall be considered

A

wo

turns

Farewell then to Morphine Syrups,

Castor Oil and Paregoric,

Prevention i8 better than cure.

‘Baltimore, Md., U. 8. A.

been suspended, and the communion refused to others, on account of their viola-

and thé superintendent will place our class in
charge of some other persons,
;
4. The fuct of an acceptance by us, or by
any other person, of the position of teacher in
this school, will be considered as an agreement
on our part that we will abide by the requirements of the foregoing pledge, and will faithfully and earnestly devote ourselves to advaneing the general interests of the school, and es-

2.

Converts

proscribes it.

and sometimes whole congregations have

superintendent of that fact, and ot our

iption

ATE

a
cure nine cases out of ten.

No Proparation on earth equals 87. Jacors OL as a SAFE,
SUR, SIMPLE and oumAr External Remedy, A trial entails
but the comparatively trifling outlay of 30'CnNTs, aud-every
ono suffering with pain oan have eheap and positive proof of

A. YORELER

;

ed absence, not later than Saturday, and usmuch eaclier us possible.
3. That if we are absent from our classes two
successive Sabbaths, witheut complying with
Article 2, or do not give a satisfactory. reason

We tho undersigned

sion vigorously

by

ACHES

of are"frequently relapsing into the habit,

prepare ourselves by all means within our
reach for teaching it to our classes.
2. That we will be regular and prompt in.
our attendance at the sessions of the school;
tbat if, upon any certain Sabbath, we are to be
absent, we will,if possible, procure & competent
person
to teach in our place; that if. we cin
not procure # substitute, we will notify the

pecially to the

the mis-

the lesson,
and

Oukland, California:
1.

in the

Sunday-school

Babies fret, and cry

TOOTH,
ITH, EAR BAR
HEADACHE,

223 villages containing .Chris-

meat, hence, one of the rules of

.

in Aiding

.

»

office

the “following

First Congregational
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What cures their colic, ki ln thelr worms,
But Castoria.
;
What quickly cures Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Colds, Indigestion,
But Castoria.
:
—————

CENTAUR LINIMENT—an.

tans. These missionaries, however, had
the nature, solemnity, and binding char- for assistants a force cf 159 workers,
acterof the responsibilities they are as-' mostly” natives, ‘consisting of pastors,
suming. - Such eovenants have, in many - evangelists, teachers, catechists, and colinstances, been productive of geod re- porters. The low caste Malas and Madisults. The number of schools adopting a gus are given to the disgusting practice
teachers’ covenant seems to be on the in- of eating carrion, being too poor to buy

crease.

°

tism Sprains, Burns,
alls, &c. The most Powerful and Penetrating Pain-relieving and Healing Remedy known to man.

per cent,
:
:
‘Accotting to the report of this mission, ending with the. close of the year |

the

impress

When

82 Portland Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.-

1880, it had only three ordained missionaries in a field, embracing 100 congregaadopted,
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What gives our Children fosy choeks,

Ye

natural. Castoria contains no Morphine
or other narcotic property.
Se
«
agin
3
:
'
Sastoria ls = well adapted to children that
reco!
88 superior to a
do

of 1880, there was a net gain to the mission of 2 573 members, or more than 90

to
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Baby's Blegsing. as

Sour

Stomach; Diarrhoea, and Poverishness. _ Thus

is to improve his’ temporal condition.
Still, from the close of 1875 to the close

are not prepared as they

attending the teachers’ meeting.

Not unfrequently

Constipation,

tive of a native in changing his religion

performed.

should be; the teacher is present or
sent, accordingto inclination; is as
quently late as early; never visits
scholars, nor prays for oe with them,

H. T. Scholl, of Lawrence,

night comes the

gharge which

faithfully

those just entering on the teacher's

preachingof Peter at this time was

. believe on Jesus Christ.

not

has no feeling of obligation in regard

Hints.

Connecting Link.—Peter continued his dis

=

too. many

Flatalency,

. tho ohild is reniersd healthy And its sleep

professed faith in Christ. After the ces-

sation of fumine-relief, numbers

‘cases, do not rest upon. the conscience,

Tor108—Shutting up the preachers.

;

in

overcomes

of the La multitnde of inquirers, and in the two
years following the famine 1,700 publicly |

The sacredness

trust—for a teacher's position is a Trust
—is not - sufficiently’ realised.
As a

name

whereby

wa must be saved, —Acts 4:12,

sionaries ‘In affording “whit relief was
possible drew the attention of the lower
cagtes to Christianity, so that there was

tions of a teacher’s position are oftén too

THT

'

Castoria promotes Digestion, and|

mission, the. great kindness of the mis-

_ ~~ TRACHERS' COVENANTS.
It is an undéhiable fact that the obliga-

¥. Christ equal with God. Phil. 2:1—11.
8. Justified by grace. Rom. 3: 19-31.
8. One mediator. 1 Tim. 2: 1-7.

i!

for_Infants and Children.

section that sulfered severely during the
| late? terrible famine. As in the Baptist
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Isa.42: 1-0:

SCIATICA,
LUNBAGO,

7.

ITI. . The gospel plan of salvation:

Acts 4: 1-414.

Christ the one chosen.

F3a.45:14—22,

about 40 years ago, in the Kistua district |
a little northof the Bapfist mission, a

1I.. The powerof the high priest.

1

T.

T. Goda Saviour.

The doctrines of the Sadducees.
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None other name.
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best arguments.

Lutheran church has as

prosperous mission among the Teloogoos
are -itsof India, the aboriginal tribe among
‘whom the American ‘Baptists have had

IIL" The fruits of the gospel
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we ought
to come to him at once.

Quarterly and
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‘The Amerioan
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in prison than to answer their arguments.
II. Since salvation is by Christ alone
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‘Rev. Dr. Bak; pastor of the First Presbytere- | lack of. pressing could
6
be catistiod with
Mrs.’ such preachers as+ Hall, Parker, Spur- rian: church of Nishville, recently’ offered
“Burkholder’s broken health will, after all, geon, or Talmage, or with sermons by prayer at the opening of one of the houses of
the ;Tenneskeé legislature, and asked-God to’
WEDNESDAY; JANUARY. 94, 1883. require her retirement, and that of her many of the best preachers of the world pave
that state from
the stain, disgrace, and
husband, from the field. The veteran Dy. in the ** British Pulpit” «* Pulpit Eloquence curse of repudiation.” We fear the prayer
. To. “A. BICKFORD, Editor.
.
0. R. Bacheler, who first went:to India in of the ‘19th Century” or the *‘Homiletic will not be answered speedily. A majority of
CYRUS JORDAN, Assistant Bditor. .
or
[| 1840, and his noble wife, must very soon Monthly,” they might greatly improve the people seem to prefer ‘ the stain, disgrace,
"aa All communications Sommed tor publication
leave the work for younger hands.
their condition by appoisting meetings’ Bt and curse of repudiation”. to the requirements

The Morning Stax.

Mr. and Mrs. Marshall have

turned.

There

are

ramors

®

a

rn uhless stamps are

sent

for

that pur-

pose. - We need atleast a week in which to decide
whether we-can use contributions of any length.
We have a large corps of paid editorial and special
eontributors and cannot pay for articles contributed by others unless an understandingis had to that
effect before publication.
~
A good
. name of

brother in Maine has sent us the
a neighbor whose
circumstances

would pot permit him to take
says, “I will pay for

's

the Star, and
Ntar

so long

as

he and I live.” Now let five hundred others
go and do likewise. Find some one who loves
the Star,or some one who would be glad to have
it, and make such a present of it. Care not only
+ for the bodily wants of the poor ; provide also for
their minds and souls, It is a noble thing to do.
Ye
itis hoped that a large number of our peo-

TA

at no small cost, and with results

This with

whose

magnitude and enduring - glory. eternity
alone can reveal? This question, full of
solemn significance, has been rung in our
ears of late in a tone of gommingled entreaty, expostulation, warning and-—was
there not something in it of an-awful despair? It has seemed that the very form
of the Master himself
has appeared in

our midst and

PG

morning

from the earth,

Inthe end it will fill’ the

whole earth and. all forms shall contribute
wo its full expression.

to

remember

Crawford's surprised,
ing, sorrowful words,

their hearts,
work

ly

old;

missions.

The

-demomination was in iis formative period.
-dt was growingas a boy grows and pre_ Jpares for'the work of manhood.

It

was

“laying foundations and gathering materials. Not one of our present benevolent
and literary organizationsand institutions
had any existence
Even the General

previous to 1830.
Conference,
which

make. Sunday,

14

Feb.

4, a

partisanship

in

the

The selectiof of the first faculty

that

threatens

her is from

that

within.

for a forward
churchmen

Her

She is divid-

represented

by such

the Evangelical

manifest such

zeal as these High

ions of Rome.

day

movement, while the Broad

rar, or .even

menas

Far-

party, do not
church

min-

It is affirmed that Dr. Benson

is in sympathy with these, and though he may
strive to be impartial yet the fact of his elevation to power will make them the more audacious in their endeavors to carry the Istab‘lished Church over to Popery.
The other danger which threatens the Church of England

comes from without.

but not to be taxed —to bring, rather,

A state church

is still,

as it ever has beens opposed to the spirit of religious liberty. Carnal weapons are’ not for
Christ's kingdom; neither is the Holy Spirit

our freewill offerings into the storehouse
ot the Lord. We are not engaged in a
hopeless, undertaking. The work is the
Lord's and is bound to succeed. Vast
strides are being made. by Christian
agencies in Asia.
Read this: ¢ The

lodged in the formalities and shows of an Epis-

copacy,
The great body of English Nonconformists are pledged against “the union of
church and state, and in the conflict which is
drawipg nigh between these two parties the
church as upheld by the arm of law must give
wiy; and when that day comes its light need
not be dimmed nor its spiritual power less.

taken next

ear, and it is estimated that it will show
an increase of two hundred thousand na-

for three teachers. {The |persons employed
were Prof. G. A. Slayton, a graduate of
llsdale,

040

QS

inary (1832), the Foreign Mission Society

(1838); the Home Mission Society (1834),
the Education Society and the Biblical
School in 1840, the New Hampton School
41853), Hillsdale College (1855), Maine
‘State Seminary (1857), Bates College
(1863), Storer College (1867), the Woman’s Mission Society (1873), which - was

preceded by the F.

B. Female Mission

Society, besides other organizations
institutions.

and

:

The first general collection for foreign
missions was called for in 1832. Some
steps to the orgapization ofa Foreign
Mission Society were taken in the fall of

«

that year.

RE

The visit of the sainted Amos

ance. If the next half century shall witness the progress that the last has seen,

no one will then be able

Knoxville

~~

READING SERMONS:

numerous,

and

readers are common and popular.

time

The Sun-

the

heroes;

The

true-hearted, strong-

men, who

18Ve Tennes-

see and who love her honor, must_bredst this
storm as ‘the mighty ships breast the billows
and the blasts of the surging seas. This is. not.
the time'to utter a word of doubt. This is not
the time to "give back even half a step. No
look backward must be cast.”

Many
for

consideration of the bill to
of common schools.”
The
annual appropriation of
years to be apportioned

* aid in the support
bill provides for an
$10,000,000 for five
among the several

s at the most, in a

figld

where

, ‘more.than thiee millions are needing the
Gospel, and waiting, and dying while

and

original sermons.

Indeed, hearers know

they gait !—and intrusted to the hands of

‘more about thg

4
quality

but nineteen missionaries! - Nuy, there is
longer
even that pitiable number
EK

sermons than

their. originality any

and

reading
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;
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Paper.
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Paper.
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W. Porter) Paris y. Bovid— Lynn (Sent by Rev. 1.
M. Bede!l) Wm. H Litch— Lawrence (Sent by Murs.

Hateh) Mrs. Geo /Patoam.
RHODE

ISLAKD.

Greehville (3eot

by

Fanny

Eddy) Geo. Bi’ Perrin; Eilen L, Colwell, tMyra
urant, Irving W insor.

»

§

NEW YORK. . Fort Jackson (Sent bv Rev. B. G.
Blaisdell) Porter T. Dow—Holmesville (Sent by
Rev. G. 8. Ricker) Mrs. Sarah E. Sage— Norwich
(Sent by Rev. G. S. Ricker) Ore Blick 0.

SPM
2330p, M.

|

;

D.

WEST VIRGINIA.
Rev. H. B. Keyes)

Harpe
Johnge

+a t by
ohn C,

ld

Newman, Prince Johnson, A. Herrod,
L. N.
Blackburn, J. H. Robison, C. L. Franklin, Lew
Dennis, William ) Hew. .C. Wamwitgn (Sent by
Rey; H. E. Keyes) Rev. CU. C
ainwright.

Historical Sketch of Rio
R Grande College.

ness and death of Dea. Atwood in 1869,
“His dying hours farnished a testimony to
of ‘his Christian

life,

which

enabled him at that trying time to feel and
express the calm assurance of Yeiomphan
Christian hope.
Dea. Atwood left no will, bat his widow
proceeded to carry out their common purpose. She subsequently mairied Mr. Harrison Wood,

but

BOSTON AND MAINE :~From Boston

th

took the

necessary legal

Lowell,

und tei; from stations Westof Dover two cents

per mile.
BOSTON,

LOWELL,

Yon $125;
2.40.

AND

trip)

from’ Concord

BOSTON, CONCORD AND

CONCORD

:—From

$1.00; from

$1.95;

Bos-

Manches-

from

Pittsfield

MONTREAL :—One

fare

round trip to Concord.

NORTHERN CONCORD AND CLAREMONT :—Same.
PassumpsiC:=One fare round trip to Wells
River—Tickets good for “the week. The other
tickets good for Tuesday or Wednesday.
ed at‘the stations.
BOSTON AND PROVIDENCE:—Free
ets to be issued at the meeting.

her life-time.

In consultftion with others,

she selected a site for aa

caused

lots about it.

ten years.

trustees for the use of - lhe college.
Mrs.
Wood also furnished. fuilds for the erection

The money

is to be disbursed

by

whereby aid shall be extended tothe South in
the education of :its children.
While there
F may be objectionable features to this bill, we
sincerely hope the great end to be attained
may not be forgotten, Our national literacy

must be uprooted by some means.

of

two

erected

college

of New York City, a resolution was introduced

looking to the consolidation of the colored

schools with the common schools. A member
of the Board *‘ considered the schools a failure,
not because of the:poor character of the pupils,
-but of the class of teachers employed in them.”
This is one of the most cogent reasons against
separate schools for colored children. In the
nature of ‘things such schools will be poorly
tquipped and poorly taught.
We atk that the 4

buildings,

economically

which

were

~ and: substaptial-

ly of brick and stone. They cost between thirty and forty thousand datlars
and present a fine appearance.

The corner

stoneof the main building was laid with ap‘propriate ceremonies Sept. 30, 1874. Rev’s
H.J. Carr, 1. Z. Haning, S. D. Bates, W.

procur-

return

tick-

O-o->> 0-0

Semi-Oentennial of our Foreign Mission
Society.
~

a

report

which

duly

ance and profiting.

‘We have

by

it a better:

preparation
to render more ‘efficient service in
this department of our work, and the fields
never promised so large returns as now, nor
was ever the call more urgent,
The occasion
should be as at Jerusalem, when there was
oneness of prayer, unity of purpose and ful-ness of consecration,— prayer
that. should
call laborers into the whitened fields and
a‘ -eonsecration that
would
bring to our

treasury a bountiful supply, while along the
whole line of our interests should quickly: fol

bas been prostrated by a severe attack of
| congestion of, the lungs while in. the dity * of |

Richmond,

V’ irginia, oo his way

to Florida,

whither be wus going with the hope of improving his health; that he is better. The luiest necounnis are that he is-stillprogressifg fa4 vorably. Mrs. ‘McLeod left Fredericton on
Tuugsduy of this week to cheer him in his lone-

of

way.

Ifoour sashes Which:
w
are dying for the |

iness,

In the stone was deposited a box

contain-

ing an historical sketch, protographs of
Mr, Atwood, Mrs. Wood, and Rev. I. Z.
Haning,—a copy of the Morning Star and

copies of local -pupef's, and

coins

of the

the Paige St. church on the 29th and 30th" Tost.

to hold this anniversary and to muke it an occa
sion as worthy of remembrance as was our late
centennial.
It is desired that all who purpose
to altend should, ut the earliest aay, notify
either of the undersigned.
We crave the priv,ilege of furnishing free entertainment to the
targest number who may siguity their intention to attend.
Brethren, leave for afew days other interests
and come up to Jerusalem for a blessing.
:
E. W. PORTER, Pastor Paige Stgcburch.
C/E. CATE. Pastor Mt. Vernon chureh,
J. MALVERN, Pasto7 Powell St. church,

possessing extexsive and successful expe-

H'llsdale, who spegt portions of the years

1875 and 1876 in assisting to establish Rio
Grande :College." . Through his influence

dntinges to Improve,

the boarding

hall wag, determined
upon;

until the battle has been fought
and

the world,

But

plished in making arrangergonts to send dele
|

gates to the Free Baptist Gen. Conf.
One man
vould not bg present at all of tha agsociutions,

but let as miny a% could be appointed to attend
the

sessions in

the

different ‘portions

of the

South, next fall, and let the matter be laid before ed¢h one, and I am confident much good

could be accomplis¥fed in this direction.

The

Free Baptists should take the lead in this union
movement.

The doctrines which we

hold, are

natural for every one to believe who believes the
inspired Word;

for they are plain, simple

logical. We should not spend
over technicalities; we should
‘strength

in

the discussion

and

too much time
net waste our

of non-essentials,

when so much is te be accomplished.
Free
Baptists should feel that they are responsible
for the development of Christ's kingdom,

for

the
sulvation
of the world.
Se.
Jos. APPERSON:

Fora \ goodly number of months thiswpaper
has been a weekly visitor in many of our
homes.
We have been watching with much

interest for the results.

treasuries would be filled with plenty.
With what knowledge or faith or spirit or
courage can our churches give who know not
the lightof the Star? Give us the Star in
every Free Biptist houre and we will guarantee an overflowing mission treasury.
certain a large proportion of our gifts

I bad thought to wait for help, but the spirit

moves me to call.
done.

pected, but having watched its influence within the limits of my congregation and communpity, 1 feel under obligation to support it by my
warmest effort, It is oné of the greatest helps
to the prosperity of our beloved denomination

in the West, We ire aceused of many practices which are unscriptural until many who do

are “ so smuli”, or because We ‘are “so ignorant,” or because we ““4nivunt to so little”
ourdbwu

members

who have united with

some of our churches hve been’ persuaded
denomination.

There

is

no

to be.

I minis

subseriber this year.

The intimate

relation

of

Star light to success can be seen by a look at

the Register.

The churches

which give for

missions are the most successful
work also.
Those who give most

in home
freely for

missions give most at home.

Jt is the Stor

that shows the need of mission

work

most of

all. Hence the Star encourages to beneyolenee
at home.
The writer of the following shall ve nameless
but it teachies a valuable lessen.
“I will say and deeply regret the fact that
the names of
churches are invisible on
the mission records
you know it is a
bard matterto educate a naturally close community to part with cash; and it takes a good
deal of hard bammering to get a fow: chips

.

Nt

will suceeed, and his churches w i Rew; 3 bus”
if he gets the Star in those close communities
--&
4-0-9

rock” will need
J. Of,

Yearly Meeting in India,
" _ BHIMPORE, INDIA, November

|-

The Bengal and Orissa Yearly

29, 1889,

Meeting met

Nov. 12=—19 with the Midnapore church,
Owing to various reasons the representations from

the different parts of ‘the field were not so fall
as last year.
But notwithstanding
many
changes. over which we had no control; the

‘meeting, was

well Sustained

throughout and

was not without profit, we hope, to both -dele-

gates and. the church with whish
large’in India.

well

as

the

the meeting.

cause

of Christ

at

All our churches were repre

sented to some extent;

and the native bieth-

ren, I say.it with shag or some, evinced by
their regular atiendancé’upon all the sessions

by | ‘of the meeting and the spirit and frankness

such false statements until they have desired
letters that they might unite with some “more
orthodox”

church
to which

ter has sent you one new

not know us perfectly think we are to he Me
1 convened, as
spised because we are “so free”; or because we

Even

There is much work

“Phis strong

It shopld send fifty.

The time has been too.

short for us to see-all the results that were ex-

I am
comes

from homes where the Star light shines.

generally, the * cross-grained
less hammering.

The Free66 Baptist.

way

rience jn school management
and already whereby we can correct this false representa"tion of our doctrines and practices, as well as
identified with the educations] interests of
through an extended oireutitiod of our. Wes
the denomination. Accordiogly an invita ern paper,
~
tion was extended to Kev. Dg. Dupn of ;, Before, I was a ‘Free Bi plist, I wasa Chries

will be desirous bf learning that Mr, MsLeod

Many readers of the Star, besides. its editors,

these to brighten the prospects and give efiiciency and newcheer to our interests in the
foreign field, the three Freewill Baptist church.
es of Lowell, Mass., unite in extending a most
cordinl and "hearty invitation to our peaple,
KE 8t, West, North; and South, to assemble at

ap-

peared in the columns of the Morning Star.

Free

: Henderson, Texas.
‘
So wise and timely & decision as that of our,
SO
F. M. Board
to observe the fiftieth suniversary’
of our F. M. Society should find a ready reMission
on Hints,
spause in the hearts of «ll our
people.
Loo much has been crowded into the history
God bless the Star cauvassers, and send some
is Society, bearing upon our denominaofthem this way.
O that a Star from the East
oN thi life, that ought to furnish new inspiration for our work, to be suffered to pass with. might shine weekly in every house whore
out making it thé oceasion of special observthére is u Freewill Baptist. Then our mission

Whitaker, and Mrs. Hanihg participated in

the exercises,

At alate meeting of the Board of Education

These she deeded to three

among

next annual sessions of the southern Free
Biptist Associations, much could be accom-

are ‘as

$100; from Lawrence
.55; - from
stations East to Portland. one fire

+{NOX AND LINCOLN :—One fare, tickets

0-9

the sincerity

Sr.m.
730P. X

The rates of fare to ihe Semi-Censenoial

ton to Lowell (round

even

strange, for there have

how ¢au it be effected? It can be effected (1)
by open discussion, (2) by representation, and
(3) by actual adoption.
Let there be an interchange of delegations from the different bodies
bolding like views.
If the right man could be
sent from the Freewill Baptists north to the

York

follows:
MAINE CENTRAL: =From Bangor (ani branches)
to Port'and, one fare for the round trip.
|, «=
(round
trip)
Dover .ati’

men

is not

another, to our country

MAM

No. Wolrborough (Sent by Rev. W. HY Ward) Mrs,
Dudley,
Gt. Falls, N. H..c.ov 000s
Della Willand— Pittsfield (Sent by Rev. C. E. | Closing Sermon, by ey G. H. Ball,
Hurd) C. E. Simone radial (Sent by Rev.
D. D., Buffalo,N. Yicsicisesaias
A:J. Eastman) S
Younz, M. D

VERMONT.
So. Strafford (Sent
Osgood)C. E. Hayes.

the sams.

and the victory won; but they are . willing to
share in its glories. . We owe this union to one

Mis-

C.

very much

to be a spirit of fear

100A. NM. | always been-such men, men who will not come

their Abili-

Rev.

That

Baptists.

of Foreign Missions

on ‘Free Baptists,

ty to meet

Ret.

There seems

some non-progressive

by

~ Dover (Sent by B. Hi. Cook\Mrs.J. = Leathers—

land) Wm. G. Bailey — Edgecomb (Sent by Mrs.

|

Read by

RE
Bangor (Sent by Thos. Bickford) Thos.
C. 5. Perkins,
Boston,
Ham—N. New Portland (Sent by Rev. L.
MASS. eecrsisarsrersnsnsnnrnssnsns
Hutchins Miss CynthiaA. Nortun—Maxgfield (Sent | Paper. The Foreign Mission Field
from a Personal

A.M.

Presbyterians could
views, why can not

there are some sectional feelings cherished by
the North and South, but time will soon modify this.
Let this question be discussed in every part
of our country, and then we can get an idea of
the feelings in regard to it. I know there are

TUESDAY.

WICK, Me..csasarsssesanssassnaass
Paper. The Outlook io India, preared by Rev. J. L. Phillips, D.

a formal

majority of the southern Free Baptists that they:
are very anxious for such union.
It is true ’

FP. M.;

Prayer
Meeting
led byandRev.Consecration
J. Rand; South
Eh

Not only

but

among some of our leading Freewill Baptists
that the sentiment of the people is not ripe for
such union, but I think I can speak for. a

SP. M.

d

week ending Jan.16.

by Rev. KE. H. Butts) Geo. Emery, Elizabeth Bailey

oy

book,

Free Baptists, who hold

views?

339
Rev's

Carter

such a

If the old and new school
unite, with such variant

:

St. church,

MONDAY.

Welcome,

Porter,J. Mulvern,

of all Free Buptistf,

we have

union should take place as early as possible,

Programme.

¥

PENNSYLVANIA.

Rev.

RTE
.

.
0

ES

George

should

Tr

on

NEW YORK.

approbation

Lowell, h Maga, » Jan. 39 and 30,

Putnam.

Rev. I. B. Randall, Lake

BoAE

o | cieiy will be observed

(Park St.

The question discussed |in the Star, of having
a Liberal “Rgptist Year-book, should meet the

‘The Semi-Centennial of the Foreign Mission So-

0

Feondy,

~

i
wy

.

““chureh).

Mrs. J. M.

Ee

. Union of Free Baptists.

!

Foreign Mission Semi-Oentennial,

Amesbury.

REODE

all those duties required at such a time.
D. D. MITCHELL,

.

was

class

the highest

‘Was thirty-five and

tion unable to read or write above the age of
tain conditions. - The indications are favorable

meditations

(upon such services, aud also upon, many

:

i

greetings

af ceived into your church a goodly number of
young converts, you would find in this paper a"

is

3 entered the achool a8 a student, was au1 thorized to act as teacher of instrumental
o | music. : The enrollment for the first; term

n.

diay. The new institution was named Rio
‘Grande College after-the’ focal post-office,
Mrs. Wood declining’ td adopt the suggestion to have. it called Atyood College
through a desire not to seem vain-glocolored child be mitted to the common
school in order that he may have a fajr chance, rious, and from the fact that Afwood Ioin private,
Besides, there is the work in the zenanas,
1 —and not be put off with poor teachers and® stitute already bore the farhily name,
poor school appliances,
4, ' Men are sogial relight beings and
As the time .approached for the actnal
* the medical work which at times is very
a
organization of the school; it was thought
Bnerous, bazir and district work, and "pubtic meeLings are a necessivy, and proWe clip ihe following from the Religious
‘best by Rev. I. Z. Haning, who had been
the very important. work of the Mission’ fitable, ‘Whether there is good preseking,
Intelligencer:
‘Press... What a vast undertaking is ‘here, pagr preaching, or no preaching, A The numerous friends of the editor of the In-’ the chief adyiser thus far, to- call to, the
will be glad to learn that; although, | Jabsistance of the new college some one
_ seen to be larger and larger the more’ silent Quakér meeting with “its Object, 1 | telligencer
be
associations,

also

name

ination as one of ity Foreign Missionaries,
and the writer. Miss Ida B. Haning, who

states and territories according to the popula-

to the passage of the billy though some of the
‘+ most. thoughtfal representatives are doubtful
whether much good will result. We have frequently expressed our approval of some plan

theaters, concerts and lectures, instead of

is better than none, but a good sermon
well read- would be a great improvement

Phillips,

and whose

now so familiar to the F. Baptist denomhave

a campusof ten acres $0 be surveyed and
an allotment of between thirty and forty

the officers of the several states, subject to cer:

_day-schools report a membership of 1247. reading at home? To go into a congrega“Numerous week- -day schools are sustain. tion and see the people and feel the imed—the Midnapore Bible School for the pulse of social life is of real worth.
3.
Thereis § great difference i in read.
training of native preachers, first opened
* in 1879; the Girls’ Orphanage at Jella: ing. Some mén can afford to go five
sore; schools for boys and girls at Bala- | miles to hear a paper well read rather
sore, Santipore, Bhimpore, and other than to read it themselves, Authors are
places; Ragged Schools, seven in num- frequently hired to read their wn pub‘ber; and sixty- three Jungie
Schools. 1 lished productions which Bight be, réad

closely we look into it! —conducted to
© the ‘advantage thus far of but a few

Nellie M.

steps’ to prevent a complication of the
Jow unity of effort. To accomplish this should
property from her second marriage.
She be the object of our coming together, that the
was left a widow for the second time in pear future, even the occasion of oar assembling, muy bring to us a Pentecostal blessing,
1877. Not content with simply willing her 1t.i8 the voice of history and the testimony of
experience that spiritual life declines in the
‘property to be” used for a good purpose
when limitations full upon ‘the work of’
By an almost unanimous vote the House of ‘after her death, Mrs. Wood
resolved to rehurch
missions.
Representatives has fixed. upon a-day. for the
sce some of the fruits if possible during
Praying for and anticipating such results as

‘or
Sutton, missionary, to India from the the want of preaching, pay twenty-five
General Baptists of England, to our fifty cents for tickets to public ¢ read« churg hes in 1833 aroused us thoroughly ings” where poems and extracts are
» 10 the werk of carrying the’ Gospel to the “rendered” by those who could renderheathen. Our Society was then fully or-. sermons interesting and prefitable. If
ganized, and two years later, in 1835, our the simplest and often the most ridiculous
first missionaries, Eli Noyes and Jeremiah compositions are rendered attractive and.
‘Phillips, accompanied by their wives, interesting by good reading, why. not.
sailed for India. To-day our Mission utilize such talent and good ‘sermons in
there occupiesa territory . which is the religious service ?
But wh not do this reading in Priviiep
home of nearly three" and one-half millions of souls who are dependent upon us Why haye a pune meeting for such serfor the Bread of Life. In this territory vice?
1. The best of sermons are not owned
there are now fineteen missionaries from
- this country, five men and fourteen nor read by the people generally.
2. We are social | beingss and need aswomen, who are assisted by nearly a
soore .of native preachers. There -are semblies, even if nothing new or nothing
eight separate churches showing an ag- atall is said, Why, do °‘people go to

gregate membership .of 545.

for

spirited, brave-souled

good

congregations, scattered and wasting

represents

these manly utterances regarding the demilcation: “ Coming right on the heels of the repudiating resolution of our legislature, it will, we
fear, cast a shadow upon Tennessee’s credit
abroad so dark that even good conduct will require much time to remove it. Now is the

Jesus

- Why not? Not one preacher in ten
can write as good sermons as are published and are within the reach of any
congregation. Not one preacher in ten
can rend a sermon as well as some good
readers'to be had in almost every town.
Good sermons ate

which

anti-repudiation sentiment of the state, prints

to ignore the

magifest designs of God through
Christ our Lord.
>

Chronicle,

Miss

graduate of Hillsdale

=
tive Christians in‘India, Ceylon and BurThe latest phase of the miserable repudiation | The purpose of Dea. Atwood and his
thelf property.
erprises came rapidly into exist- | ‘mah tor the last ten years—five hundred | | of theState of Tennessee is the absconding of wife, to devote the bulk: of the
the treasurer, M. T. Polk, whose defalcation
is. to the cause of Christian education, gradthousand
in
all.
Whereis
the
doubter
«ence, born. one after another in quick
likely.to amount to nearly half a million. This
:succession,—the Book Concern (1831) in the sticcess of Christian missions?” defalcation is a legitimate fruit of repudiation. ually assumed more definite form until it
was decided to build
college in the
which afterward gave place to the Print- Where, indeed? At all events, he is in To steal from a state treasury is no graver
neighborhood eof th
home.
At this
gross
darkness—the
darkness
of
ignoring Establishment,
the Parsonsfield Semcrime than to refuse to pay a just due. The stage of the enterprise occurred the sick-

bound us firmly together, was not .organized till 1827. . But after 1830 our benev-

from house to house asking each to subscribe,
and read our new Westera paper and then—ask
God to bless your work by sending the season
80 much needed, and it may. prove to you the
Or, if you have just r&
one thing needful.

en-

0

did met. influence hi choice, as

foes are those of her own house.

was

Rev. J. D. Waldron,

server of events can fail to see that the Established Church of England is drifting into Stormy
seas, and how long it can be steered without going to pieces depends mot a little upon
the wisdom of its Archbishop. The first dan-

go up to: Lowell—to Jeruffhlem, as the
Lowell pastors put it, as did the Jews of

be

delivered by Dr. Donn. The first term of more, and still it does not come? Allow me te
"| school commenced Sept. 13 following. suggest that you take a day or two and ge

0
:

Bishop Benson is a8 known ‘ tory.
The
‘secular press generally approves of the appointment; while the religious papers, outside
of the English church, are cautious in expressing any opinion upon the matter.
No close ob-

ger

in. which God shdéld pour out his spirit and

warm thé hearts of all Christians and save many

Mrs. E. Bannister, Warren..
wa. No,
Tints,
5
Cenie
v8
Church
aterbury
Center.

NOTES..
has.shown

waiting a long time for the * set time” to come

main building was dedicated Aug. 30, 1876,
the principal address of the occasion being

MASSACHUSETTS.

in doing so

Dear brother in the ministry, bave you been

The

0 | just entering the last year of the prepara0 | tery course.
A. A. MOULTON.

Mr. Gladstone has appointed the Rev. Edward Benson, B. D., to the Archbishopric of
Canterbury, and

Dunn made several lecturesin the interests

of the college and advertised its éxistence

throughout the surrounding country.

fall

.of gospel truth, by which they: are reminded
over and over again that *‘ excépt a man be
born again he can not see the kingdom of
God.”

Rev. E. B. Faller, Huntingtov,
Rev.
Collins,
Underhill Center.
Rev. L. Sargent, Morristown.

for foreign missions.

&

each for the doing of duty ; and finally to

census of missions is to

to

every week the new and attractive paper

A subscription “of about

six hundred dollars was raised and applied
mainly to the purchase of furniture.
Dr.

1)

been I reported since last week:’
;
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Rev.
New Hampton.
Bev. E.B. H.
J. Prescott,
Presoati, New.

pas

Lovina

of Judgment ;” to pray God fervently to
bless the work and to qualify us all and

nothing for foreign

it is

marked day indeed in: the history of our

indignant, accusasking what we

to say to the heathen

(R.

Nathan Jones, Canaan and Orange.
suggested, let all. our ministers and “lay- Rev.
| Rev. G.
Wiggin, Hampton.
Bristol.
:
Rev. A. 0.I. Morey,
men return to their churches and homes,
“VERMONT.
the fire Of missionary zeal re-kindled in

to

THE FOREIGN MISSION.
:
1833-1883.
Nearly three years ago, in 1880, our
Jpeople celebrated the hundrbdth anniversary of their existence as a distinct Christian denomination. During a little more
than half of this first century of their
work, Freewill Baptists did comparative-

‘mean

Lowell,

the Pawtucket

One article of the Con-

| shail be changed.

THE OANVASS,

ed against herself and therefore can not stand.
The Romanizers within her pale are denying
of her doctrines, undermining her foundations,
the| weakening her life and hastening her dissolathe “tion. All along the line they are preparing

Register what is found there .relating
India work;

From

to: us. from

The following new canvassers for the Star

what is said

this week ; to recall the recent letters
Dr. Phillips and others; to go over in
pages of the Centennial Record and
our

may

reach the churches before the first Sabbath
after the meetings.

}

4% In addition to the usual denominational
matter, this department is open to brief and otherwise unobjectionable communications from all
parts of our. Seid.

compelling them to wait a whole week for
au account of the proceedings at Lowell.
reports

will

’

teach dohominations) differences,
d God requires us to put forth every effort
ible, te
ude all thie méahs that he has placed within our’
‘reach to accomplish this work. One of these
means is this very paper. How many parents

trusted to Dr. Dunn. Provision was made

of Tuesday, and will therefore be a little
later than usual in reaching subscribers. It
is believed that this will be preferable to

This is done in part that the

Almighty

“@orrespondence.

:t Lowell

will occur next Monday and Tuesday. The
Star will g0 to press on Wednesday instead

it: "We
await
it. We
are
confined to forms nor any human organiza-| readyto give it all hail! We ask all
tions. - Even ecclesiastical institutions do.
our brethren and friends to" read: again
not monopolize it and are not beyond the
what was said in last week's Star about
possibility of losing it. Should the church
~prove faithless to her charge she will suffer
- eclipse, but Christianity will not perish

Semi.Centennial

the

church, of which Rev. C. 8. Froft is’ pastor.
t compares favorably with similar sheets, contains interesting. reading matter, a sketch of
the history of ‘the church, ‘and speaks out radi,
cally and resolutely on every page in the interests of temperance.
4

tional gathering on the week of its occur-

cometh!” We

this Semi-Centennial and

r}

The

and

this great iniquity,

comes

We expect to do an unusual thing in

rémce.

honesty,

il

stitution provides that at least two-thirds have
used hundreds of dfars for their ehilof the members of -the -board of trustees | dren and
are willing to still add
moe
shall be Freew(il Baptists in good stand- if thereby they could know that hundreds
the loved enes
ing. Another provides that no amendment
had their names written in the Lamb's Book of
shall ever be adopted by which the general Life,and are among those who shall gain the
purpose, ‘or the religious and denomina~ approval of their Saviour at the last day. Wor
tional control of the institution or its fands one dollar and a half you can place before them

The: Free Baptist Journal for December

oar next. issue, viz., to report a denomina-

reiteratéd with thrilling

‘The

a prayer

-

or visiting

less church.
¥

AND PREACH THE GOSPEL TO EVERY
CREATURE!"
* The 29th and 30th of this present month
ple will be present at the Semi-Centennial at of January—uext Monday and Tuesday
Lowell next Monday and Tuesday. And itis de—is the time, and the eity of Lowell
sirable that all names of suchas propose to at- is the place, appointed for the celebration
tend be sent in as early as possible ‘to -either ‘by us of the completion of the first half
Rev. E. W. Porter, 26 Sixth St., Rev. C. E.
Cate, 21 Butterfield St. or Rev. J. Malvern, century of our Foreign Mission work.
The hour comes in a time of need, of
Powell St.
Attention is called to tbe short
communication ‘in another column: signed by
darkness, of peril. We will not say that
Rev’s J. Rand and O. B. Cheney, of the ¥. M, our India Mission is in danger of death.
Bourd.———Read also the California and FloriWe dare not. As we remarked lately, it
«da létters on our second page.
We shall print
has
had put into it loo much of consecratanother letter from Bro. Crowell next week.
‘ed
effort,
and itis “too imperatively HeedBe
inl
“The essential thing in Christianity is not ed, to die; butitis in great want, and
know nét
its forms which are outward, mutable, * whole millions of those who
the
consolation
of
Christ’s
salvation
cty
transient, but its spirit; and this spirit is
growing among men, and will continue to unto us throngh'the open mouth of its apWe will not even say that
grow.
It were as easy to resist the * for- peal for help.
the Mission has never known so dark an
ward flowing tide of time,” as to prevent
its growth.
If its manifestations
are hour as this; it has known a darker—and
checked in one place for-a season, they yet, after the night the day hath dawned!
- surely appear in another and will ultimateOnce again it is asked, * Watchman,
dy appear ia all. If it is not suffered to act what of the night?”
And the’ answer is
advantageously through one medium, it clear,
certainly will through another.
It is not expect

sehool,

common

series of by-laws.

“doubtless suffer them to wallow in the mire of

committee, could do much for any pastor-

¢ (30 YE INTO ALL THE WORLD,

emphasis,

a Sabbath

meeting and faithful deacons

of

Sg

planned, and built,—the properr soph Gaon
for fueorporation, a board of trusfees
formed, ‘a "constitution adopted and a

that

~ should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
Where are the men who will joit our once, inviting the public, securing the
on business, remittances of money, &c., should. be
‘ addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. Con.
heroic
Phillips, and Mr. Coldren, in the best singing possible, a few good men
ibys will please write only on 'ene hg Ho
theirIr pogper and
and» not rou it1 Dreparato
tor--effort to.prolong.thework that. now... for and, womepn-to-open- with prayer, anda.
fifty years has been done with rare fidelity, good reader to read a good sermon, |
necessarily
FEES
Yul 5 We camnot _

°

2

18,

there.

oN

tian; before I owed any obligation to apy desomintion as such, [ wis under obligation to

my God, and the commission, “Go, disciple xl)
|:nutions’’ must be. onserved before we would

With, ‘which they engaged in all the discussions
a very commendable ‘interest and zeal in the
progress which the Church of Christ is making

in the several sectionsof our large field, .It
makes me sad to write of the forced withdraw
ul of Dr. Phillips from the sessions of the mees- |
ing on..account. .of tired - brain and nerves,
caused

he

not solely by the acgident with

met, but

chiefly, I feél, from

0b, thut our people, who

have

which

overwork.

taken: up

this

glorious work of being co-workers with God fn

the reclamation
of India's perishing millions,

~

:

on
‘

vl

v

han

gi

=.

.
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that we had suffered before, and were shame-

* were more alive to the responsibilities resting
upon them!
day’s

Bui to the Yearly Meeting.

segsion

wae

- prayer-meeting

begun

followed,

by

un

until

Each

half

ten

[fully

subjects

o’clock,

For

our

nor

of

them.

The

meeting

know,

at' Philippi, we

exhortation
uncleanness,

was

not of

nor. in

We

also

. eonvened in the afiernoon from 2 to 4; and

-New York.

clip from

The

Sia

;

QUERU’'S COD LIVER OIL JELLY:

er a lengthy examination, the council retired

for consultation. A short {ime was spent in

Oneonta Press of Jan. 4

Approved by the Academy of Medicine

of New

deliberating
when
a
favorable : report York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
the foiiowing:
di
fin
scrofula and
general debility, - The
The services took ‘plame. consumption,
‘Rev. David Boyd has completed his third | was , returned.
most mild,
bland, and nutritious form in whieh
year, and will closg his labors as, pastor of the Sabbath morning: in the following order: In- Cod Liver Oil can be used; and with more benefit
“Oneonta Free Baptist church op
Sunday next.
to the patierit ny a .single Jeaspooniul of
vocation, ReveC. W. Dealtry ; Singing by the secured
this Jelly than by double. the. quantity of the liquid
He has the satisfaction of knowing that the
choir;
Ordination
sermon,
‘Rev.
S.
Currier;
society which he has faithfully -served is free
ale by all
drug
and
KE,
W
y
from debt and, ia a prosperous condition. Mr. Chargeto the candidate, Rev. C. W. Dealtry; 298 p Pa rl
Std New Qivcutoy :
hile.
Boyd will visit his family in Maine, affer Ordaining
prayer, Rev, ‘J. B. Warren;

deceit,

guile.”

reference _ should have been
from 1 Thess.'1: 2,8, which ready

for their interest in the various

assigued

ye

were bold in our God to.speak unto you the
gospelof God with mich
contention,

hour

with the regular business as ‘laid out by programme six months before. The brethren.deserve credit

entreatedyas

;

Our

TE

$¥

thanks to-God always for you all, nase

ie La Get wn CC

which he will return to make & thorough cansome of the evenings were given to special tion of you in our prayers; reme
CONSUMPTION CURED.
‘
vass of this county under the
direction of ‘Lhe Charge to the church, Rev. J. 8. Warren;
;
without
ceasing
your
work
of
faith,
and
labor
subjects,
as
temperance,
missions,
ete,
needAn old physician retired from practice, having
Otsego County Bible Society. - Mr. Boys suc- | Benediction by the’ candidate.
;
pro
“J
8. WARREN, Scribe. - } ary the formula of a simp!
ing pouch. time-for discussion.
The commits -of love, énd patience-of hope in-our-Lord Jesusg
vegetable
remedy for
‘We learn from the same source that the minteea on thé different departments of the work Christ, in the sight of God and our Father.”
{ the speed and permanent cure for Consumption

| _Gifts to Ministérs.
Hid
oy ;
isters of Oneonta and their wives enjoyed a |
New Year's supper, givenby Br. E. J. Mor.Rev's W, DePuy, of Grand Ledge,-Mich:,

«of the mission reported well, und on the whole After having done all they have for us those
favorably, cencarning the work of the past. '| chiirches must have felt grieved to read the
year;

and

ereased

in some’ respects

interesi.over

last

showed

vear.

‘passages given last week and a need of heeding ‘gan in honor of Rev. D. Boyd, and’ that the
Christs injunction (Luke 21: 9),*‘ In your pa- evening was spent in an agreeable manner.
“A timely and stirring Thanksgiving sermon,
tience possess ye your souls.” Are we not all
‘mediums for the purpose of conveying knowl- preached by the Rev. ¥. W. Reeder before the

sn in-

Qa

schools,

temperance, mission work, and the independ. ence of the native church, the brethren are
waking

up;

aod

edge of Christ to the world?

the reports of some of the

committees were very encouraging. The subjeet of self-support, as brought in by the committee, excited considerable discussion. As
. yet fo church is able to take the entire support of

its minister;

but'we are trusting

our right

tended? We have need to consider the way
we communicate as well as the matter. No,

brethren, notas by last week’s lesue, but with

the

Samuel I say,‘ Moreover as for me, God

. church that is not encoursged by the mission.
ary with all bis soul. The kingdom
of Christ,
in its signs, advances but slowly in this dark

:

wei
SR a ta

eT

That a system of re-

ME

WH

Sabbath school conventionbe held;

port can be made out and note taken of it.

(6). Have

collections.

The

es

com-

NN

Bo

Have a sct time for religious instruction in every school and a set lesson;
(3) Let the
schools be examined by some particular person
authorized to do so, and let rewards be given

FA

dor excellence

in study.

The

committee

on

woman's work reported:

(1)

Be careful to

Fo

‘teach children to tell the truth, and not to
steal; (2) -Let different kinds of work be
taught; (8) Let everything be dome in love.
Missions were reported as follows: (1) Let es-

~~

and

from

village

to village:

(2)

Accompany

gy

(8) Where inquirers are found, visit frequent.
Iv; (4) Let every laborer be especially careful

a

in his own private life.

A

fF

0

«FF

Pf

even

in Indis, it being very com-

among

the

The

young.

readers of |

i

the Star know well, from letters that have appeared in its columns, the part government
intoxicating
takes 40 the inanafacture of
driiks; but more particularly the sale of the
cursed drug is made 0 easy that intemperance
is on the increase. Where the church bus to
fight Satan not only within her own borders,

“4

Re

2» T7T

mon

o

=

3

The question of tem-

perance filled up.an evening and elicited not a
little discussion; and everyone resolved and
voted that every means should be used to abolish the curse from our midst.
The church has
a monster enemy to fight against in intemper-

ance a8 practiced

but has to raise her hdnd, voice and pen
© - against the government, the task is hot a very
easy one.
But I am glad to say that missionaries of various denominations throughout India are waking up to this monster evil and
have already struck some telling blows against
it. Other committées reported, but time and

spaee forbid more.

"May we all see and experi-

ence God's blessing on the
work
of the
churebes, home and foreign,in an especial ana
signal manner during the year 1883!
THos. W. BURKHOLDER, Clerk.

———

Foreign Mission Society.
To commence
the fifty-first year of work
India free from aeot, it will be neceseary

ha

in
to

raise $3,600,by the collections on the 23th inst.

Tt Is understood that these collections are to be
special, made to express our gratitude to God
for permitting us to preach the gospel so many
years in a foreign land, andto put ourselves in
/~ a frame of mind suitable to ask his blessing

:

Ea

,

JAMES RAND, President.
0. B. CHENEY, Rec. Sec
Lewiston, Jan. 17, 1883.
:
.
CREASE) YH SHEEN

Balasore
¢

The

Rev. E. G. Page closed

of four years with
church

to do so,
:

its purpose

a pleasant

the Litchfield

pastorate

Plains F. B.

the last Sabbath ir December and com-

B. church the first Sabbath in January.
The Lord has greatly blessed the church and
people of South Limington.in the outpouring
of his Spirit.
About thirty have been forward

for prayer, the most of whom are thought to
be hopefully converted.

The church

and

pas-

tor, Rev. T. F. Maxim, are much edeouraged,
and are laboring barmoniously ‘together with
God” for the salvation of souls.
A general interest is manifested throughout the parish.
| ‘Che week of prayer in the Bath church has
resulted in awaking a good degree of religious
interest. The meetings have been continued
with increasing numbers and power.
Several
bave expressed
a desire to commence the
Christian life. The outlook is very hopeful.
A few mercy drops have fallen upon the

Kittery church
week

as the result of observing the

of prayer, and

they are protracting

meetings with increasing interest.

,

New

the
[3

.

teresting, and the Sabbath school prosperous.
They are hoping to secure a pastor in the near
future.
an
o
The F. B, church at Portsmouth observed
the week of prayer to its profit, and it is hoped
to the salvation of some precious souls.
Rev. EW. Ricker is having good success at
Lake Village.
Several have lately accepted
the offers of mercy and the workis progress.
ing. Heis yl received and supported.
There is some
religious interest in the South

church.

Several

Mave

risen

for

ford, visiting the people and calling
the house of God.
‘‘A house-going
will have a meeting-going people.”
‘Massachusetts.

has now
years with

»

el church, Lowell, and the people are rejoicing.

seo

The pastor of the Lawrence church baptized
five converts Sunday Jan. 14. Others will go

forward soon.

iit

| Called to occupy Bro. J. D. Waldron’s pul-

Butit bas become so im-

had at once, either by loan or donations, from
home. The cost of repairing will not be less
than 1,000 rupees (about $500). The native
Christians will pay 80Q rupees, which is very
well indeed. If I can get $300 from home,we
shall be enabled to put in new timbers, and

its place in public confidence,
It is not too
much to say that this is owing very largely, if

put on

age and retnrning, new and influential fumilies

a new

roof,

which

‘in all

not entirely, to the hard and judicious labor of
the present pastor and his family.
are wiped out, a precious revival

None
sisters

ought to be encouraged in their effort to repair
the house. I most, sincerely pray that the
, next remittance will bring $250 or $300 for this
purpose.
T bave stated the facts in ‘the case,
leaving them to appeal to your consciences.
1
heip;

for you

get

such

calis ubout

|

structive to the converts.
The pastor’s family
is deeply sfilicted in the loss of their daughter,
but, blessed with the memory of a beautiful

every

week. ‘ Here i$a nécessity, the building must
~-be repaired, and the money will be forthyoming for whatever in the Lord’s work becomes
a necessity,
God will prosper it. I am trusting
hopefully that did will be speedily sent.” °

Ee

oij

Yours in Christ,

Miro

: - Mediums,

Ped

J, COLDREN.

os

Old debts
is enjoyed,

are added that bring with them real strength.
The congregations are large and Ithe social
meetings .spiritual and active as well as in-

dou’t wish to plead with you in patheric words J “‘Christiun
death.

, to

[4

life

{

and

wonderlully

Rhodg

triumphdnt

M.

Island.

The Sehool Street I. B. church of Pawtucket
held their annual reunion on the evening of
Jan. 17. In spite of the wedlher, there was a

The

Bro, H. is from East

ure

home. He war a soldier in the Union ar-

my—-was severely wounded in a skirmish with
*bushwhackers.” Since the war he has done
much to build up Freewill Baptist churches in
East Tennessee. Of course, he obtained but
little pecuniary help in that new field. It is
hoped the Ohio brethren will not only receive
him joyfully but give -him fair remuneration
for his labors.”
:
;
Rev. T. H. Drake of Cleveland has been assisting Rev. H. M. Ford of New Lyme a short
time jn revival meetings.
Several heads of
families were converted, it is hoped, and oth-

ers revived. Meetings are still continued by
the pastor with good results....Rev. Wm.

the choir and

a select
quartette.
An interesting sketch of the
°| church history was read. Also a deeply interesting letter wus read by a former pastor, Rev,

spoke a few words of encoutagement, in’ the

Jast week's issue under © Gifts to Ministers? it “¢ourse of bis remurks alluding to the fuct_ that
represents’ me as referring the brethren of the debt of $600, which ‘bad been resting on
Gray and Windham churches to 1 Thess. 2: 2,8
the church, bad been lifted, through the liber‘Now. I.donot wish them und especially those ‘ality of its members and friends outside, and
thut on January
debt.

1st the chuich
:

stood

clear of

was

manifest

bath service.

Preaching

8

y

Sister Anna Barton of Waverly is holding-a
series of meetings at Kendall... .Rev. E. Corey
is recovering from quite a severe illness....

Rev. E. D. Lewis, pastor of Gobleville church,
is filling, for a time, the pulpit of the Waverly
church.
The next session of Van Buren Q. M.

'

‘We

Wisconsin.

are sorry to

of Rev.

F. B.

the

learn of the serjous illness

Ithaca.

It is

thought it will be a long time before he can resume his pastoral labors.” His sickness is causing him some financial embarassment. " Prayer
ard giving will, we hope,be a pleasure to ‘his
numerous friends.

meetings,

during

bridge, Feo.

KF. W.

the session by

interesting

session.

gether, arid

found

The

delegation

Lord.”

it

ock

P.

on

Sermons, from Rev’s Littlefield,

the

‘11,

on its church.

progress.
his way

society

can

of

the meeting

- was

excellent,

the

W

by the com-,
:
i

as the

best, and

we oelieve its light

all we can > secure the sucuess of the present
Star canvass.
Next session to be held with the Wentworth
church, June 1, 1883 at 2 o'clock p. M.

7

Y.)— Held

with

and

religious services

profitable to the good

were

Syirifusl

congregations that

at-

to come

me, and

R

an’s Mission

Society

evening.

held

8

The

=

YA

day

of December

church,

Dec.

8-10.

The

delegation

was,

spiritual

(0.) Q. M,, on the valley of Little Scioto, of 12
members and one candidaté for baptism.
This
church was organized by Brother Alva Crab-

tree.

It was voted toname the church Fair-

view.
Chose Rev. D. Gow as .pastor.
He is
now holding a revival meeting with good suc-

cess.

.:M. POWELL, ‘Clerk.

Gi

Ordinationg.

the id,”

watery,

been killed in Montana,

|

By druggists.

a notorious

ROUGH

:

The candidate baving passed a satisfac-

tory exumination on Sifutday in opén conference, the council proceeded on the Sabbath
withthe. ordination as follows: Reading of

has’

flies, ants,

gephers.

Weakness,

his people.

We

trust he will sijil -apply himself to prayer,
study and labor and accomplish a great work
for the Master:
4
3
8. J. WsED,
At

the

January

x

Clerk

Session

of

:
of Council.
the

Oakland

(Mich.) Q. M. the Green Oak’ church requested a council to examine and, if thought proper,

ordain their pastor, Rev. Win: Risner. : The
council was choserf and elected Rev. 8. Currier
chdirman ‘and Rev. J. 8. Warren scribe. - Afte

Cate Butterfield St Lowell Mass
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| CATARKH

the

7)

vou know

the nervous

and

not

will

atentable,

Mags

advise

you

hence,

system

is over-

can

aid

in determining

BLADDER,

The five good emperors of Rome were
Trajan, Hadrian and the two Auntonings.

Forty Years’ Experience of an Old Nurse.
Mis. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYkuUP is the pre
soription of one of the belt female jhysicians anc
norsesin the United States. ar
has been. used
for forty years with never fail
uccess by mil:
lions of mothers fr their children. > It relieves the
child from pain. cures dysentery and diarrhea,
griping in the bowels and wind colic. By giving

henlth to the ehil} it restsithe mother.

:

Rv. Ira

Day,

Price

52621

25

David

N. Y.

Brown

.

Elmira,

N.

We SR

An

Government

rates,

FAMILY

O. Carr, both

office has
vou

and

MAGAZINES

GRADED TO SUIT ALL AGES.
Wide Awake, $3.50 a year, 25. cents a number:
For old
pal y oungfolks, and all the family.
ansy,

Neekly, 76 cents a year. Tor young

r, Little -Mén and: Women, $1.00a year. 10
cents a number. For youngest yeaders.
'Babyland, 50 cents a yégr,- b cents a number
The unly magazue for the babigs.

Send subscriptions to your bookseller, or to the

publwshgrs,

,

* D.LOTHROP
& CO., Boston, Mass.

reap

the

benefits

2

of

experience,

besides reference can be. given to actual clients in o
almost every county in the U. S, Pamphlet re
lating to Patents free upon request.

|

615

LEMON,
‘E.
CEO.
15th St.¢ WASHINGTON, D.

C.

-at-Law and Solicitor of Amerk ‘
1
Attorney a and Foreign Patents.
Agents wanted: #5 a Day made sell.
\ nid New HOUSEHOLD
LCTLES and PLATFORM

BUSISCALE.
BY 81.50.

ARTH
FAMILY

Weighs up to 25 Ibs. Price,
Domestic Scale Co., Cin’t, 0,

Fa

-

MENEELY
BELL FOUNDRY
Favorably known fo the public sites
21526.
Church, Chapel, School, Fire Alarm
and other belld* also Chimes and Peala,

Meneely & Co., West Troy, N.Y.

«

NTED ! Agents to Sell
WA
Headley’s Public Men of To=Day.’
»

:

4

Being authentic biozranhies of the Pre-ident,
‘Cabinet, Sena ors and Representatives ,in Cone
gress, Justices of the U. 8. Supreme Court, and

Governors of the several States, writton in a popus
lar anid graphic &iyle.
An elegant volume of
SOO large octivo pages, wih
more than 300

half-page portraits of tha subjects on steel and
wood.
A Library anil Natienal
Portrait
Gallery combined. Low in price. Will sell in
every

family.

- &

yo

it

The Portraits alone Sell the Book. -. Special terms given.
Send for illustrated giron.
lars to
a
AY

FRED L. HUNTINGTON, General Agent,

464

7

i

MALONE, N, ™

<
nN

this

Remember

each.)

(23¢.

be n in ‘successful operation since 1865,

therefore

.

of Gii-

cost

report will

and

onnothipg. Searches made fortitle toinventions,
5 fact any information relatingto Patents promptly
furnished. Copies of Patents railed at the regular

Gilford, N. H., Jan. 17, at

Mary

me a written

examination

application.

and

Et

Send

lead to success.

may

the Rev. J. 8. Huryington, Mr. Eugene B. Thowpson of Elmira, and Miss Eliza A. Murray, of
Lake George, N. Y:
’

H. joyuton and Miss

Patents,

dressed to the Commissioner of Patents that he
GEORGE EZ/LEMON, of Washington, D. C4
recognize
as your attorney in the case, giving the title of
the invention and about the date of filing your

Y., by

the 1esidence of the bride’s futher, Richard H.
Carr, by'the the Rev. C. M. Emery, Mr. Charles

after a

given

Design

is had.

the case
. patent and failed, a skillful handling ofrequest
ad:

of

Kast Troy, Pa., by the Rey.

“Haut, both of Fabius,

ord.

Nerva,

both

advise

the

rely on

the question ;:

and the Registration of Labels. Trade Marks
Caveats prepared and
and Re-issues secure:
filed. Applications inre¥ivor of Rejected, AbanVery often
doned, or Forfeited Cases made,
valuable inventions are saved in these classes of
If you have undertaken to Seeure your own
cases.

Ellfworth

Ira Day, of Fabius,
N.Y.
Greenough,
of the former
mao
i
the home of the bride, Dec.

Boynton—Carr—Tn

\

Mr.

Rogers,

:

is

invention

yonr

that

you

unless it really is patentable, so faras

iis judgment can

North Berwick, Me.,

Byithie

you are

whose fee depends on his success In obtaining a Palent

Oizood,

Miss

Thompson-Murray=—In

TT

-

beforehand,
for nothing, whether

ving to get apatentor not, and no attorney’s fee
5 charged unless you do get a Patent. An attorney

Day—Greenough—Nov. 22, 1882, at the resi:

Ema

Stinging “irritation, inflammation,
all
Kidney
9 a Urinary Coniplaints, cured by ** Buchupaiba.”

cents a bottle,

M.. Kemison

Strafford.

14, 1882, by the

Avia i-hosphate

SETHE

If yon are advised that your.invention is patentable. send $20 to pay Government application
fee
of #13, and 83 for the drawings required by the
Government.
This is payable when application is
made. and is all of the expense unless a patent is allowed. When allowed, the attorney's fee (823° and
the final Government fee (820) is payable. Thus

the Rev. W. H. Lvster Rev. Leroy 8S. Bean, pas:
tor of the Hutley F. B., church, and Miss Martha
A. Worthen, of Hatley.
Kenison —Rogers—In, Strafford, Vt.,” Nov.
23,1882, bythe Rev.J. C..

,

THIS PRELIMINARY EXAMINATON NO CHARGE IS MADE.

What will a Patent Cost?

|

the kev. F. C. Bradeen, Mr. Andrew J.

Impdtence, l deuce of the bride, 1
H. Payne, the Rev.
Health
Reand Mrs. M. Caroline
"
place.
:
.
. Brown—Hart—At
announcement

worked or worried by care and guxicty.

i

you will be advised whether

a patent can be obtained.
not

:
FOR

Maes

D Lothrop & Co 32 Franklin St Boston
Rey C Puriogton So Montville Me

** Wells’
#

We are confidently awaiting
that Arabi will lecture.

/

"class of inventions and

(3)

Bean—Worthen—In Hatley, P. Q., Jaw 1, by

times

i

Teachers and the Trade

Send a rough sketch or (if you can) a model of your
invention i
ORGE F. LEMON, Washington, D. C., and a Preliminary Examination
will be madeof all United States patentsof thesame

3

Rev C B-Hart Lincoln
NY
Rev A H Hanscom Georgetown Me
GC Haynes W Waterville Me
T ¥rench Epworth Dubuque Co 1a
Rev I M Bedell Rockin zham St Lynn
Rev LD Felt Fairbankia

to

. |
GAN | OBTAIN A PATENT ?

(3)

|

Miller's Mulls N Y

discount

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
81 Randolph Street, Chicago.

>

|

Liberal

‘BICGLOW & MAIN,

L Gripmao Kinderhook Branch Co Mioh
Daniel Ward Yarmouth Me

Dec. 21, by

Four R's for Congress ; Reduce, retrench, revise,
reform.— Providence Press.
J
+

by

*

SE

216 8vo. pages, $4.50 per Doz.; 50¢. each by mafi.

Baxried.

Weadge; ‘Hand of fellowship.by.8. J. Weed;
Benediction by candidate. Bro. Westpfahl is
beloved

for all occasions.

D

.
Portland

(LE

Drug-

Promotes sleep when

much

Evansville Wis

:

PERKINS and MAIN,

Vantine—W H
A Wilson—W

H W Goddard W Sidney Me
Mes=rs Loving Short & Harmon
Rev F L Higgins Byron
NY

bed.

15c.

about. fifteen

DyRpepsia,
by

Four are now ready.

Price, 25 éts. each part; $2.00 per dea.

BOUNDS with ney and selected Study, ‘Practice and recreatipn Songs.
I’opular Songs

Forwarded

R-v F M Washburn

Dr.”

STERLING GEMS.

BY MAIL.
A J Cool°y Ithaca
NY

Allen—Wentworth—In

PECLINE OF MAN.
Nervous

pages each,

preliminary examination

Scripture by 8. J. Weed; Prayer and reading
of«hymn by J. J. Weadge;- Sermon by P.
Christian, —Text, Matt. 10: 16; Consecrating
prayer by 8. J. Weed;- Charge by J. J.

very

T

y
Books

in

work,

_ Adapted and Arranged by Dr. H. R. PALMER.

J H

Young—E

of experi¢re:

HIS work is being issued in Six parts of.3%

EXPRESS.

s

Sexual Debility, cured
‘newer.”
$1.

and

Concert Gems for Choruses.

Richardson

Rev Rufus Clark Lenox Ash Co O
D A Gleason Blanchester

a

by vigilantes,

sound

convention

teaching

will be delighted with.
Price, $7.50 per Doz.; 75 cts. each if sent by mail.

8

Allen,of
Wells, Me., and Miss Ella M. Wentworth,
of North Berwick.
x
(Nashvilie, Dally News.)
© Merrill-Whitney—DBy the same,
Jan
Ii,
TERRIBLE. .
.
Mr. Albert Merrill, of Manchester, N. H.,and Miss
:
i
Addie
J.
Whitney,
of
Gorham,
Me.
Such is the’tarm Mr. C. W. Parcell, of the NaGetchell-Hussey
— At the same date, by the
tional Stock Yards, Chicago, Ill., applies to his
same, Mr. Charles J. Getchel of South Berwick.
sufferings. He says: I, for one, wish to speak a
and -Miss Gallie A’Hus-ey. of North Berwick.
word of praise for St. Jacobs Oil. I saffered with

Cast. iron transmits

years

class

A new
chart, in colors, teaching tone
relationship, price, 5 cents, given With eacl
copy of the book.
}
.
First-class Glees, Part Songs and Choruses com
bine to make a book that Teachers and Scholars,

Palmer

Rev A B Loomis Oxford Chenango Co N Y
Kev A M Simonton Milan lnd

It is better to be flawless thay rooflese.

more quickly than air.

Sovereign.

the refult of many

Palmer has been able to present in THE SoVEREIGN the best system for elementary teachin: ever
offered by him.

Rumsey—E N Sargent—

C

and

FOR SINGING CLASSES,

The
AS

8S McFerran

Owen—A

newest

Latest Class and Convention Birk

P

Newell—G

S Norton—A

Wright—Mrs

2

desperado,

Clears out rats, mice. roaches,

D

the

Dr. H. R. Palmer's

Rev H Green Arrowrock Mo
B L Prescott Winneconne Wis

cobs Oil, however, cured me thoroughly .

Westpfabl, met with the Paloma church, in
connection with the above named Q. M. Dee.

T

ON RATS.

bugs, skunks, chipmunks,
gists.
2

2tf

Morrill—

McKenzie—

are

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

Rev F W.Reeder Ellington Chat Co N°Y

pain in my shoulder and arm for some six months
and at times it was terrible.
One bottle of 8t. Ja-

The council, called by the Hancock & Quincy (Ll) Q.M. for the ordination of Bro. F. W.

30,-81.

|

condition termed anemia in medical
writings.Given
this condition,
and scrofulous swellings
and sores, general and nervous debility, loss of
flesh and appetite, weak lungs, throat disease,
spitting ‘of blood and consumption; are among the
common results.
Ir you are a gutlerer from thin,
poor blood employ
Dr. Pierce’s ¢ Golden Medical
Discovery,” which
enriches the blood and cures
these grave affections.
Is more nutritive than cod
liver o1),-and is harmless in any condition of the

°

was a

A Myers—B

A

Rev E B:Fuller Huntington Vt
Rev J C Robinson Oak Center Wis

That poverty which produces the greatest dis- tress is not of the purse hut of the blood.
Depriv-

“ Billy

Perkins, for singing Classes,
best books of the kind.

not

act took place in 1833.

system, yet powertul to cure.

D

profit.

AND DISTRESS.
and

Batson

Masters—H
A

P Rich—F, W Reeder—CK

Ward-=M~s
Wade.

E. B. FULLER, Clerk.

ed of its richness it becomes scant

J

bury—M J Talbot—L Verrill-M A
Ward—Rev
L A H Welch—Mrs

ha

" POVERTY

:

A. Andrews. Price, 65 cts., or 6 perdozen.
The CHORAL CHOIR, ($1.00), for Choirs,
and the PEERLESS, (75 cts.) bothby Dr. W. O.

Walker—C E Wyman—J M Woodman—M Winn—
OM Watkins—Mary G Willis—T H Watrus—D

;

The British emancipation

is

Schottisches,

by such a chorus as can be easily formed.
Scenery and costumes simple and not expensive.
By B,

J Truesdell—F'N Thayer—Mrs L C Truell—Mrs E
E F Talbot—E A Tyler—W Tiunnis—H R Tewks-

Next session with the St.rksboro church, Feb. 9

~H.

and

Ruth and Boaz.

A M Simonton—D P Smitb—J B Small—8 8 Small
—Mrs € 8 Smith—L D Strout—J R Stewart—Mrs
L A Sewell—C D T—Mrs D Towne—~Mrs J 1, Tourtellotte—Lillie Thursion—Mis J I. Tourtellotte—

F. Dickey, of the Corand epoke to us teh
Saturday evening was [|
interests, consisting of

vor of S8unday-school work,

that

Price, $1.00.

yer—J Spinney—J H Scott—J C-Sieele—D Smith—

its Dec. session
The weather being

large, biit the session was one of

Rev’s H. K. Crane and H.
ioth Q. M., were with us,
word of life, inthe spirit.
devoted to Sunday-school

all

A new Sacred Cantata, of a charming character,
fairly easy, and just the thing to give in a vestry,

J A Smilie—Mrs C Sterling—E P Sawyer—B D
Smith—V D Sweetland—W.H Sayler—Mis L Saw-

Huntington (Vt.)—Held with the Huntington

forbid

there

R Moen—J

—Mr3 D Rich—E Ray—M

the best.it has ever held in this Q. M.
3
Any church wishing the next session will please
inform
:
:
“ 'D. PEASE, Clerk.

A Church Organized.
the 30th

W Morse—J

McClarinon—J C Osgood—E

Rowell—A

:

JamEs P. LONGLEY, Clerk.

Farmington (Me.)—Held
with the Farmington church.

D

M A Randall—S E Rogers—I B Randall—Mrs

Saturday

Next session at Kingfield, March 10, 11.

.

im-

G: C. Dob:on

instructor,

Polkas

and 22 popular songs.

B P rarker—J Parkyn—W 3 Porter—E G Page—
A E Porter—C F Penney—F Putney—S Poindexter—B L Prescott—O M Parkinson—A Postle—L
Patten—R A Proctor—T F Paine—G H Pinkham—
T Percy—J 8S Potter—M A Quimby—G H Quimby—

The Q. M
The Wom-

a meeting

Balcom—J

Mihard—Mrs

Moore's Agency—W

reaching by Rev’s Butts, Blake and Boyd was io-

iain, instructive and profitable.
mission work received due attention.

them not; for of such is the kingdom of God.”
On

Malaby—H

R Moulton—B

Neal-S 8 Nickerson—M

Pa-

church organized in the boynds of Little Scioto

/Bickford--W

Mansar— A E Mowry—W

Anson (Me.)—Held its last session at East.
New Portland, Dec. 9,10. A pleasant gathering,

their children

unto

Bodine—T

Mowry—J

tended throughout the term.
The next term will be held ‘with the Adrian
church, Feb. 23-25.
A. ¥. WELLS, Clerk.

profitable season.

Walk-roundsmWaltzes,

Kenney—dJ
P Loogley—F
Low—W Lawrence
A A Leach— G P Loungley—S S Lenmnt—-J B
Imash—F H Lyford—G P “Linderman—Mrs L W

for, the prosperity of the canse of God in theQ. M.
The

in this new

needed, included 57 bright Reels, Jigs. Hornpipes,

riman—E - Hull—H Hicks—J M Hayes—Mrs A
Holbroog—G 8 Holmeg—J C*Hoar—J Hoke— Mrs
W W Hateh—A
Harriman—L
Hutchins—Mrs A
‘Hill-A M Jackson—Mrs W Jordan—B F Jeffeison—R Johnson—8 Janus—M A Jones—O M Kil.
bou—K M Kennedy—S W Kellogg—E 8 Kelley—H
E Keyes—Kenyon’s
Agency—A
J Kiutts—S
N

Tuscarora church.
A very good delegation from
the churches present; still, but two churches reported by letter. A
good interest in, and a desire
prevailed.

its present

Messrs. H.” C. and

provided

Haines—H A Haynes—A FF Holcomb—Mrs S Har-

Clerk pro tem.

its Dec. term

ave

Miss ¥ ¥arr—C
W
Foster—A
L P French—T
Freuch—~W B Golehen—Gardiner—H W
Goddard
—u, W Gould—J W Gould—Miss H Granvilie—F
D George—A
N Goodwin—G
A
Green—L J
Houghton—C H Haskins—Mrs C Harding~8 J
Hitchcock—A P Herrick~Mrs M H Hunter—1 D

should

shine in every Kree Baptist home in our country.
(3) That we will fo the extent of our ability
do

M.T.COLBY,

deservedly 80, in

proved form.

Daiver—Mis8 J A Day—¥rs A W Dutton—A J
Davis—L C Cobb—PF 8 Doolittle—M Duesler—¥ O
Dickey— L Edgerly—Mrs ¥ F Evans—P Estec—
‘FM Eddy—> R'Evins—A J Bastman—N B Fish

our own denominatiogal literatore. (2) That we
recognize in the Morning Star a religious paper as
good

Compiled

INSTRUCTOR.

instrument, and

A.

A full

—dJ Carrpll—N L Cobb—M A Caswell—D W
Cowell—-D W Davis—O H Denny—Mrs P Depuy—D

a pure Christian faith, therefore,
Resolved, - (1) That as a Q. M. we approbate the
efforts now makingto increase the circulation of

starting in the good way in the tender years of
childhood. They hepe and pray that many
more may come to Him who said, ‘ Suffer the

little’ children

Rev. F.

musicians..

The banfo'is getting to be quite a fashionable

Toney Letters Received,

session

laws, equal rights,-a high standard of morals und

of the members oF the Sunday-school have exat seeing

BANJO

—O0 E Baker—J 8 Bailey—E H_Butts—Mrs P A
Blake—I B Coleman—S Curtis—Mrs D M Cole—0
W Chesley—A M Coombs—J
8 Crossman—R
Clark—D Calley —E Campbell—M Card—B tl Cook

chance at Crystal Lake, six miles from Minneapolis....The Free Baptist church at Minneapolis is on the: rise since Bro’s Smith and
Drew have united their labors. We expect
,the one church. will become two or three.” *
;
iz
. Province of Quebec.

a desire to be on the Lord’s side.

Counierence Friday 2 o’clock p-M.

40° noted

Dobson’s Universal

Whereas, we have in the Freewill Baptist Printing
Establishment an institution which has ever been
a bold and uncompromising exbonent of just

‘epirit

following resolutions were presented
mittee on business and passed :

Falls, Dakota....The Free

are rejoicing

pieces, by about

and arranged by W. M. Richardson and
J. B.
Burgess. The solo singers are well remembered,
Price, $1.25.
Se

the meeting.

have much apostolic faith to come here at the appropriate exercises by the Sabbath school and
.| an ‘able address by Rev. 8. D. Church of WaterNorthwest....There is another good hard bary Center, which made a deep impression in fa-

rents

°

preaching spiritual and instructive.
We were especially
grateful for the timely assistance of Bro’s
F. L. Wiley, H. G. Corliss and J. D.Cross.
The

He, has now as-

The Compton church, Rev. ‘W, H. Lyster,
pastor, is enjoying a goed work of grace, particularly among the.young.
Quite a number

.

MH Abbey—A J Arneill-D Albee—G J Abbott
—A M Brayton—-F E Briggs—I M Bedell—Mrs H
L Bowen—A H Brown
Butler—Geo Brown—
Mrs 8 Brown—D R Burdick -F H Butler—D C
Burr—J M Bailey—A Booth—Bennet’s Akency—

report

church at Champlin is still without a
a good church for some eastern ministoo far for candidating.
If he can not
something, better not try. One must

come?

delegation is earnestly, desired.
Yi
, E. C. CARTWRIGHT, Clerk.
Free return papers from the Wheelock Q. M., at
W. Derby, Vi. maybe had of Rev. E.
Owen a

with the Hanover and Canaan church, at Factor;
Village. © Two churches were not
represenied.

The

Rev. Mooers Cole made us a call on
to the Pacific coast.

rived at Fergus
Baptist
pastor,
ter, but
venture

The

“For Quartet and Chorus Choirs.

(Yerk.

the Johnstown

Wildman to preach the opening sermon.

unfavorable, the attendance was small, 3 The exMinnesota.
;
>
erciges, consisting of prayer, social meetings, disRev’s J. Boyd, C. W
Rev. M. H. Tarbox writes: ‘‘ The Elk River, cussions, and sermons by
, Foster, and J. P. Longley, were interesting; and
Mission is making an effort to extinguish the the exercises of the Ladies’ Mission were among

debt

with

Troy (Pay with the West Granville church,
comwencing Friday, Feb, 16.;
JOHN H, WARD, Clerk. _
UnioQn (N.Y,) with the Potter church, Eeb. 9—

Purington

its Jan.

(Wis.)

Baturday, Feb. 8.
Nga
Lebanon (Ill) with Fairview chuich, Feb. 16.
This 18 4 giles southwest of Ashley, Washington
‘Co., Ill.
Come one and all, trusting in the great
Head of the church
8. E. ROGERS, Clerk.

the entire ses-

(N. H.)—-Held

A. M. FREEMAN,

Dane

;
L. HULSE, Clerk.
‘Cleveland (0) with the the Royalton church,
February 3,4.
Opening sermon at 10.30 A. M.

sion.
The next session is not located at this date (Jan.
10). Any church desiring the February session
will
please correspond with Rev. E. G.
Eastman,
Rockland, Me,, or the clerk at South Montville.
J. COLBY KNOWLTON, Clerk.
Wentworth

2—4.

&

Brethren and sisters, will yon

Eastman, Cooper and Couliard, were spiritual and
soul-inspiring, as also were the social
meetings.

Harmony and love characterized

CHURCH COLLECTION

Clerk.

A fine collection of Quartets and Anthems of a
church,
Opening sermon
on Friday
evening,
novel and striking character, by such composers
Feb.9, by the Rev. R. W. Bryant. We want a . as Gounod, Stainer, Rubenstein, *Sullivan,
einfull delegation from every church in the Q. M.
berger,” Franz
and
Schubert,
in all about 50

was small—

profitable ** wailing

P. S. DOOLITTLE,

French Creek (N. Y.) with the Clymer &

on account of very cold weather and: bad travel:
ing. Still many warm Christian hearts met to-

interesting meetings, and a

Moulton, of

(Fen,2) in Feb.

Harmony church, Feb, 9—11.
.
5
)
F. A. ELLIS, Clerk.
Strafford (Vt.) with the church at North
Tun-

Montville (Me.)—Held its Dec. session with
the Washiugton church; had a very agreeable ana

Tuscarora (N,

Michigan.

in all

fi

Quarterly Meeting Notices,
Boon Co. (1ll.) with the Cherry Valley church,
commencing Friday
before the first saturday

None of them reported

Christian and 8.J. Weed of Prairie City Q. M.,
andby ¥. W. Westptahl.
:
* Next session Lo be located by the clerk, and netice to be given through the Star.
\
F. W. WESTPFAHL, Clerk.

with the Hinckly church with a good prdspéct
of success.
:
iy
;
J

with

Westpfahl was publicly set apart to the work of
the gospel ministry in connection with the Sab-

*

of Cleveland

and

by

terest

is holding revival services

Clark

there ‘was’ singing

intentionally convey a’wrong impression
ug in

outside to think those passages were intended.
“The passage reads ss-follows: “But even after

J.

a young man, pastor of the Wheatland church

F E. Davison. The pastor, Rev. C. 8. Frost,

medium

* Rev.

good attendsnce of the members of ‘the church
and. congregation. Supper was swrved, and

like the, Stay may un-

- Even'a good

the 1st Kyger church.

old and disGouraged, friends are. taking cour-

probabilit

will stand ahother20 years or more.
I think these poor brethren and

writes:

a protracted meeting

the fold and several are yet seeking salvation.
vessRev. W. A. Headrick preached Jan. 14 at

pressed

| pit,£8 Amesbury,
Jan. 14, I was very pleasantly impressed with the decided improvement
paired “us..40 render it unsafe for further lise, that has ip every, way been made in that now
and we are obliged to hold services in the
prosperous field. The church is surely rising
- schoolhouse which is not large enough to acabove-the long night of discouragement that
commodate the audience.
The funds must be
has so nearly destroyed it, and is (ust regaining

bus. little repairing.

~

them to
minister
Ret

The revival work is spreading at Faith-chap-

thirty

Peden

will be held with the Paw Paw church.

Hampshire.

but well supplied.
Some eight or ten have
manifested
"an interess to become Christians.
The prayer-meetings are well pustained and in-

Berwick

.|

re

Lord was present to convict and convert.
Jan, 7, one happy convert was baptized; 10th,
four; 12th, twe. Ope wanderer returned- to

The Concord church is still without a pastor,

.

in Balasore

for over

E.

commenced

(IlL.)—Convened

hurches, Paloma and Wheatland, have regular
reaching. Tue former ¢lerk having resignea, the
undersigued was elected
Q. M. clerk. A good in-

Tennessee,
bit expectsto make Ohio his fut-

menced his labors with the West Bowdoin F.

BALASORE, Dec. 2.

.#he mission chapel

Rev.T.

.| Flemming

Quincy

any gpecial revival, but all expcessed a desire to
see a greater work ol” grace.
But two of the

Cleveland Q. M.”

"Maine.

DEAR FRINNDS :—Permit me to state'to you
‘through the columns of the Star our present
neeessity. .
:
.
sérved

:

&

and one by delegate only.

ter each alternate Sunday. "He is also preaching once in two weeks in Liverpeol church,

the right-to condense, or to reject,

when for any reason it shall seem well
matter thus furnished. |

Hancock

and Rochester churches are without a pastor,
Bro. G. Stevens is supplying them at Roches-

must be accom
ed by the addresses of the writers; not n
r for publication, and should
this office bétore Sad
night in order to
get into the next issue of the Star.
We,

Ohurch.
"

Ohio,

ev. G. W, Moore,
Cor. Sec. Gen. Baptist Asso.,
812 Ninth Ave., Evansville, 1nd.
Rev. A. GG. Brande, Warren, Jo Daviess Co., Ill.
Rev. ED. George, Georgiaville, R. I.
;

the Paloma churcn, Dec. 80, 31. Three of the
churches were reported by letters and delegates,

118 in a prosperous condition, while the Spencer

prayers and some are hopefully converted.
upon the mission for another fifty years. The
The Hampton people were united in the
collections are not to interfere in any way with calling of Rev. A. L. Morey and the prospect
the plans of the financial secretary for providis hopeful.
‘ing means for general missionary purposes.
The Great” Falls church is well united in
In bebalf of the Foreign Mission Society, we | their pastor, Rev. C. D, Pudley, and under his
ask every pasior to see that the matter is wise leadership is pushing on to victory. The
brought before his people at the time suggested
Lord’ is blessing the people. Several young
in some proper manner.
Individuals designpersons have publicly manifested a desire for
ing to make special offerings may addfess the salvation,
The week of prayer was observed
Fioancial Secretary, Rev. E. N. Fernald, or
with profit.
i
;
Rev. BE. W. Porter, Lowell, Mass., by the 30th
Rev, C. M. Emery is succeeding well at Gil-

of this month.

;

with “the Union Grove church, Dec. 28.

course, reserve

this motive and a desire to relieve -human suffer.
.ing, I will send free of charge, to all who desire it,
Jovipedn German, French or Fugiish, yi
full directions for preparing and using.
en!
mail, by. addressing with stamp, nam
this pa.
ger,
+ A. NOYES, 149 Power's Block,
Rochester,
i
cai
13tdleow’

last week crediting ‘Rev. Mr.

Quarterly ‘DXeetings.

The Rev. G. H. Damon writes: “We had
the pleasure of visiting the Lorain Q. M., held
in Kipton, Dec. 23, 28 The church in Kipton

8. F. Smith, Clerk.

Blinisters and Churches.

pecial pains be taken to go from house to house
preaching with singing and s:lling of books;

0F
a0

sev-

‘Brethren, take notice and please do your
duty this year on time, so that an annual re

monthly

Special meetings are be-

ing held in both the Potter Center and Middle-

Home Mission board.

(4) That

in thousands of cases,
has felt it his duty to make
{known
to ‘his suffering fellows.
Actuated by

Eastman of Rockland, Me., with another doni-’

Methodist, Free-

and

our Babbath schools be RS
. quarterly in
some paper or magazine;
(6) That a Yearly
and

‘Mission Committee.

eral collections to the Y. M. Treasurer, S, F.
The:
Smith, Fairbury, Jefferson Co., Neb.
money so raised ‘is to be appropriated by the

mittee on education reported: (1) Introduce
“schools of a high grade in all our stations; (2)

¥en

Kansas

hand-

by their re-

ny

The paragraph

sex churches. Sinners are seeking the Saviour,

bome missionary purposes and send their

‘That there be a weekly teachers’ class and that
every teacher hold weekly prayer with every
(3)

of the

Paw, were

at Christmas

spective churches.

and a general work of grace is looked for.
The Rev. B. G. Blaisdell writés from Dickinson Center: ‘‘ The Lord is with us. A good
Southerfni Nebraska Yearly Meeting a vote was
passed requesting every minister belonging to] number have entered upon the * rest of faith’;
the Yearly Meeting to take up a collection at ‘others are seeking for all the ¢ fulness of God’;
still others are asking, * What shall I do to be
least once in three months (in every place
where they are holding regular .service) for saved?” Praise the Lord.”

welsomed by every toiler. In closing I would
note briefly some of the main points of the reports of committees.
The committee on Sabbath schools reported as follows:
Resolved,
(1) Thatin every church near village and day
school a Sabbath school be -erganized;
(2)

i Fal

for-

Reminder.

At the last session of Northern

and benighted land} but the least sign is gladly

wards be instituted in every school;

A

congregations

W. C. Burns, of Paw

somely remembered

will Baptist and Congregational churches of tion was erroneous. = The following is the true
Ellington, has been: published in full in the statement. Rev. A.J. Eastman, of*Pittsfield,
Jamestown Journal,
=
! N. H., thankfully received from his people $30
The Veteran church is enjoying a precious worthof Christmas presents. Besides, two
#Aotices.
revival, Bro. Brown, the pastor,1s being as- boys, aged 8 and 10 years, drew him threesisted by the Rev. H. Payne. Bro. Payne is to fourths of a cord of wood with two yoke of one
Post-Office Addresses.
visit Pine Valley and other places in the Che- year old steers, managed admirably.
-Lonis Hisington, Esti: Treas. of Kan. F. B. As
)
an.
v
mung Q:'M., under the direction of the Q. M.
; sociation, Wellington

bid, that I should sin against the Lord in ceasing to pray for you.”
A. L. MOREY.
?
the advance of the | Hampton, Jan. 19, ’88,

pus forth looking toward

weekly

united

this case,

sémetimes convey the opposite of what Was in-

day is not very far distant when some of them
will be able to do so; and I assure the reader
that mo stone is left unturned, and no effort is

member of his class;

And yet with all

intention do we not, as in

and

Bronehiiiy, Catarrh, Asthma, and all Throatan:
Lung Affections, alsoa
positive and radical cure
for Nervous Debility and all Nervous Complaints,
after haying
tested its Wonderful curative powers

:

THE

«The botheration
said Rose, ‘“is that

‘One of the sweet old cha pty
The evenipg brings
no kiss.
. No rest in the arms I long for—
Rest, and refuge, and home;
Grieved, and lovely, and weary,

~ Unto the Book I come.

Ome of the sweet old ochapters—

The love that blossoms through
His care of the birds and lilies,

-Ouljin the meadow dew.
‘His evening lies soft around them;
Their faith is simply to be.
Qu, Rushed by the tender lesson,
My God, let me rest in Thee!

ing."
‘Yes’,
Peter. wasn’t

‘|

are gathering homeward from dvery land,
One by one,
: As thelr weary feet touch the shining strand,
One by one.
Their brows are enclosed in a golden crown,
Their travel-stained garments are all laid down, *
And clothed in white garmerts they rest on the
mead,

‘“ Shall

meekly,"

Before they rest they pass through the strife,

A

One by one.
Through the waters of death they enter life,

bringing “out a dainty

pocket-

be better not only to abstain feos |

saying anything unkind, or that would
lead 10 unkind things being said, but te

As they ford on their way to the heavenly hill;

try, if possible, always to say something
kind; to put the best constraction we can

| To others the waves run fiercely and wild,
Yet ibey reach the home of the undefiled,
Ons by one,

on people’ s actions and words, and, if
that isn’t - possible, just to keep still. In
short,to learn charity and. lovingkinduness

»

in our thoughts of others—to have that
love for all mankind that: thinks no evil. |

We can hear the noise and dash of the stream
Mow, and again, through our life’s deep dream;

Sometimes the floods all the banks overflow,

I tell you, girls, I believe this society
may have a wonderfu] influence for good
on ‘our characters, as the weeks and

°

small waves go,
One.

Jesus, Redeemer, we look unto Thee,

months go

One by
We lift up our voices tremblingly,
One by one.
“The waves of the river are dark and cold,
We know not the place where our feet may, hold ;
“Thou who didst pass through in deep midnight, :
Strengthen us, send us the staff and the Tighh,
"+ One by one,
Plant Thou Thy feet beside as we tread,

by,—if

it teaches us to think

kindly, to guard: our words, and to defend the absent. O, I see wonderful

graces of character growing up in us.”

‘think it's well to be watching
just how it affects us”, said Violet grave-

ly. “ That is something like I used to do
1 when I was a child—take up the fAowers
in my

-

little garden every week

see how they were growing.

©n Thee let us lean each Steoplhs bead,

or so to

Just let us

think of others and how we may do them

Ouse by
Lat but Thy strong arm yx. us be twined,
We shall cast our fears and. cares to the wind,

good. Then we shall grow unconsciously.”
‘ Yes”, Rose added energetically, ¢ and

’ Saviour, Redeemer, with Thee full in view,
uingty, gladsomely, shall we pass through,
One by one. .
ZL Selected.
Lt

we don’t
either.”

want

‘* Well,

to acquire

there's

priggish

oné , thing”,

airs

broke

in

Brenda Woodfinch, who hadn’t ‘spoken
before, but who had been doing up a Jot

ANTI- BACKBITING SOCIETY.
JOY

last ex-

book, and from it ashining new five-cent
piece,
~~
—
© “think, girls", said Hyacinth, * that it

would

One by one.
To some are the floods of the river still,

BY

that

queried Hyacinth, and there

was another chorus of laughter.
+0, yes, I'm willing to pay for learning to contro) my tongue”, sdid Rose

One by one.

THE

we fine Rose for

pression?”

— Where the Lamb doth love His chosen to lead,

river side,
one.
each eventide,
one.

the

preachers were too hard on that individaal, for they probably wouldn’ hav) done
a bit better themselves.”
LT

May

One by one.

said the other, ‘but then
there to defend himself.

For my part, I've always thought

"—= Selected.

THE GATHERING HOME,"

Sometimes in ripples and
One by

abeut hackbiting”,
the ‘persons talked

about never ‘knew anything about it and
perhaps can not understand why. people
grow cold toward them. And’ besides
they can't. defend themselves.
It reminds me (Rose always had at illustra-tion-pat)-of -thut story about the two dea~
cons coming home from church, and one
| said to the other: ¢ Ah!DeaCen, we had
a grand sermon this morning!
The
minister gave Peter a pretty good dress-

))

The day brought tears and4rouble,

We, too, shall come to the
One by
+ We are nearer its waters
:
One by

VETREPONT.
enti

of thinking:

We won't help to make

“I don’t see, girls, why we couldn’t
have an Anti- -Backbiting Society just as
well as those other girls!” said Hyacinth

such sad lives as -Sara Armstrong's!
Now I believe that Sara is as good a girl
as ever lived, but careless of appearances.

Greenwood

But

as she

old-fashioned

copy

threw

down

a’ little

of Mrs. Sigourney’s

we

know

how that story about

her

has grown, till now everybody cuts her.
And there are people who will believe

“« Retters to Young Ladies.”

* What girls?”
evil-of her till the end of her life, howev“0, some girls in this book ! They er good she may be. 1 tell you, Fbelieve
had an Anti-Backbiting Soeiety, and they many a girl or boy is lost jusi because
paid fines into a Poor. Fand—and—and—
people believe evil of them. They think
it was just lovely!”
:
1'itisn’t any use being good or Saythisg
“ Well, you fix it and we'll join", said else if no one trusts in them.”
the others.
<
So the society was formed. It was a
“You see”, continued Hyacinth, * we secret society, by the way, and they had
ean’t begin to tell the evil that is wroaght secret signs by which to warn or admon-_
by backbiting! Just look at poor Say ish each other if they were ‘in danger of
Armstrong !

Tos

easy

enough

to

say

mean and hateful things about others, or
to insinnate

them either, for that matter,

is not easy to live down an evil reif it once gets going. "And, beif you say mean and hateful-things
others, they'll be sure to say them

about you.”

/

|

“Yes, that's 30” exclaimed Rose Hawthorne. * Now there $s Mrs. Mackingbird, she’s always ~
“Take care! take care!
Beware!

beware!’”

‘quoted Hyacinth merrily.
40 have fines for every

‘We're going
offence in the

*

HE

ue Yes, but is it avytiini you'd
Jer face?”

say

to

ENDURANCE.

an

Old

Ladies’

Home

*

.

hx

*

*

*

*

“ Dear me!” said Mrs. Hawibanis one
day, “our Rose is really’ledrning to put

*« Well—no—because she’d—" bat there a guard on her tongue. - She nsed to be
“Rose popped her hand over the willful ‘quite a eritic—" by * critic” Mrs. Hawmouth.” #¢I declare”, she continued, *‘ I thorne méant that Rose was quick at seeLX

secuted or oppressed by men. Indeed,
they have not even desired to rise in her

path, or stand in her way,

and

she

has

never veased to be a lady of high breeding and sweet womanly sympathies. ' Der
Blaats-Zeitlung

is

lhe

leading

German

stand alqof,

Nor heed the shaft too surly cast,
The foul ard hissing bolt of scorn;
~¢ Fer with thy side shall dwell at last
‘The victory of endurance born.
— William Cullen Bryant.

ther a cafe,

ENIGMATIO GEMS.

]

%

CHARADE.
'

a

" No. 95.

ENIGMA.

I am » composed of 57 letters.
My 46,5, 83, 41, 2, 43, 22 is what
autuma.

comes

in

¥

he

liament, recently presented a petition to
the House of Commons from the city of
Leeils, signed by more than 40,000 porsons, asking that the public houses in
Yorkshire be closed on Sundays.

Bigh! ~ Newsy! . Helpful!!!

of drunkenness and crime, but there is an
enormous loss of time and money &pent
by working men in public houses, and the
untold suffering thereby inflicted on their
families. In view of these facts, the public authorities are giving their attention
to the subjget of restrictive legislation,
which seems the cnly remedy for the dan.gers threatening the little republic, whose
experience is a valuable lesson
for all
i
communifies on this subject.— Boston
Journal.

-CHURCH’S

NOSICAL
VISITOR
—For 1883.

Hy 45, 23, 4, 31 is the dearest. spot.
My 26, 53, 35, 16, 80, 50, 7, 34 keeps sheep.
My 51, 54, 9, 14, 42, 61 is
near female rela.
tive
My 40, 23, 24, 37, 11, 3 is thé capital of my
2, 19, 20, 40, b, 24,34.
My 28, 40, 11, 7, 8, 87,36 is one of the United States.
My 10, 41, 36, 24, 48, 50, 40, 54, 12, 42 is one
of Longfellow’s heroines.
Be rure always to do my 33, 47, 56, 53, 9. :
My 32,119, 1, 81, 4, 45, 33, 47, 36, 4 is the’ title
of a beautiful poem by Penny son,
My 48, 40, 36, 34, 21, 44, Hl, 5, 2 is an eminent English statesman’
>
My whole is a quetation from one of TenDyson's poems.
Daisy.

son

WHAT

‘‘ Better

than a Teacher’

|

action far more sensible. Yet, if he would
stop but for a moment to ask what he
has just taken, he might think quite dif- |-

PUBLISHED BY

JORN CHURCH & CO.,
NE Om

A barrel of beer
The seller

hools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete,

the 500 glasses of beer there. were 460
glassés of mere water, 25 glasses of pars
alcohol, 15 glasses of extracts and g

inpure

for

ao

» ok,

which he could have tad from the nearest
spring for nothing, and pure as nature
| made it. He has had, in addifion, 25
| gldssesof pure alcohol, which is a poison

—at enmity with every

function

of the

system, no food, nor a heat producer.
And besides all this, he has taken 15
glasses of extract of malt, sugary matter,
indigestible gums, ‘ete., etc.
- Surely, there is no absurdity so absurd,

To pay $23 for

460 glasses

of impure |

BELLS.

School Pits alse, Fino-toned, low-priced, warrant

with 1500testimon

eto. sem frees

MmoRrN ING

STAR.

Blymyer Manufacturing ou

THE

TERMS ;
Ber
advance: ER
; Yas, and

:

at that,

FULL ¥

Catalogue sent Free.

VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, 0

profit is 215
in ten times
of beer; in
500 glasses

So the beer drinker has paid $23

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
WARRANTED.

and paid $25 therefore. What has he
| swallowed ? Scientific men say that in

[ glasses of water, -and

OrrICE, | Cinctnati, 8

Bells
of Pure Copper and Tin for Churehis,

gives about $8 for it; and sells it for five
cents per glass, or $25. His
per cent. . The’ drinker drops
‘| per day and take his glass
fifty days he has consumed the

tostimony,of

Ear

ed something far better and performed an

glasses.

e

sonar, There is'musioc for the Yoice, sacred
Ay
Organ,4 Hand
masic. for the Piano,
ieces, Duets for Pianos, Flute or Violin, éto.
oto. A distinguished critic and musician has —
that * it is the fairest and cleanest musical paper
‘published in America.”
Every Subscriber has i Premium.
Bub. *
scription price, $1.50
per year.
single copied’
15e. each. A sample copy
on receipt of 3 centiL stnmp.
Agents and Clubs

the simple water drinker, and as-he
tosses off the glass he has just paid his
money for, imagines that he has swallow-

contains about 500

|

The Visitor is a Journal of Musioal Literature
of thé highest order and by the most cultured.
writers. Its editorials are per and practiont,

THE

Let us see.

4

32 Large Pages, Monthly.

BEER DRINKER SWALLOWS.
The beer or spirit drinker is wont to
look with ill-concealed . contempt upon

ferently.

.

Vol. 12 begins with the January Number: .

My 1, 23. 55, 89, 6 is what most seek after,

believe I'll have to ay more fines than ing peoples foibles and inconsistencies, newspaper, and Der Zeitung building is a
-and used to make little sarcastic spseches most beautiful ‘monument of woman's
anyene else '”
“ What's to be done with the fine mon- that sometimes cat deeper than she knew capacity todo the wy best bread-winning
—** but now she seems only ‘to see the work in.the world, provided she gives
ey?” said Hazel Wilde.
°
No. 26.
«0, it's for a ‘Poor Fund’ and next good in people and never says a sharp her mind, heart, and enthusiasm to its acACROSTIC. ~
This
tender’ mother, 1. One who laughed when told strange news,
Christmas it’s going to be spent for tur- “word about any one. I'm really very complishment.
“And fo beljeve it did refuse,
keys and flannels—and things”, said Hya- glad, forrl thought at one time that the who must provide for her young, wrought
with such material as she had within 2. He was chosen and anointed,
habit was’ growing so upon her that she
einth,
"A high priest by God appointed.”
“J vote for pretty things, as well&ag was becomidl avery thorny rose indeed.” reach; and she nevér cried out to the
3.
She by doing one good deed
world
to ask if she might.— Selected.
Mr. Hawthorne made no answer to
useful”, said little Miss Huommingwings.
Endless fame won as her meed.
this,
but
when
Rose
came into the rooms
“I think -if anybody wants the beautiful
4. Here dwelt one for faith renowned,
it's the poor, and my share of the fines few minutes later and sat down on a hasTHE NAMES OF TYPE SIZES.
In great trial faithful found,
carlet geramiums, and pict- sock by his knee, he laid his brawny | So few printers can state a reason for 6. This a watchword all may claim
. If they frust in Jesus’ name.
y things that will make hand on her head with a. wonderful ten- .calling certain sizes of type by their rethem glad all the year through. For I derness and gazed: down "into "her fresh | cognized names, that we are induced to 6. Thie man wrote and, preached and taught,
Take his words as food for thought.
think it's just ag good. to have something young face, on which was growing a new offer the following information, which we
Whole—a rophet of thé Lord—
ito feast the eyep bn all the year as just to gentleness, with such love in his eyes, find in one of our. exchanges, concerni
Early heed his gragious word.
ng
havea solid
meal for one day.”
or
]
. Diasy.
that Rose put her arms up about his peck« the origin of the present designations.
(Answers in two weeks.) '
¢ That’s so " chqrused the lot.
ard drew his face down to hers for one
Originally ther® were but seven sizes. The
“ Well; we'll try to have a fair admixt- sweet moment.
first was called Prima, whence: the name
ANSWERS. . ure of the useful and the beautiful”,
said
Sara Armstrong, too, began to smile Primer. Iti is now known as “Two-Line
20. Homer.
-~ Hyacinth.
again and to think that life was not so English. The second #was called Secunda
21; Tomahawk.
og
22. O give’thanks unto the Lord.
“Just what ss backbiting ? ”' queried very hard after all. For the girls had. now our Double Pica—in France,
Great
23.
Wh TEL RA
Violet Woodberry, the quiet girl, who al- lost 6 opportunity of speaking well of Paragon. The third was Tettia,
2
UJ
th
ee R
at pre-|
\
Redeoat8
‘ways asked the hard questions.
and appearing friendly toward her, and sent our Great Primer. - Then there was
ag.
rE.
B
iia Why, buckbiting is--ifgossiping, 80 Sara was growing more like her old the middle size, still
Be
. a2
RR
galled in German
Angel
OO.
isn’t itp” winsome self us the chill of reserve was Mittel, but it is now 7_our English.
Lo.
WAfter >
ar
Basdly think that”, said Violet, broken and a warm atmosphere of friendo
Bd.
w
IN
these came the three sizes on the opposite
|Erinn
pela
il
+s for we sometimes tlk aboiit our neigh: liness surroutided her again. So she side of the scale—Pica,
Long Primer and
&fo
Vii
XN
‘borsina friendly way, and ly that thought she wouldn't giveip and go off Brevier. In Germany,
2
umbu@
the names Secun‘can’t be called backbiting.”
to-some big city to hide herself.
IN da, Tertia and Mittel,are
. still retained. - |
- % Well, Miss Prim, hand over the
JANUARY PRIZE. =
All of the girls were bubbling over
Pica,in France and Germany, is called
; Richard tomy and we'll ‘settle the matA desirable book will he awarded to the
with plans for the poor; and Violet ang Coo because the works of that author
2 ter. 1"
:
a.
i
sender of the best original puzzle during Janu-.
Hummingbird were continually consult |
e originally printed in it, English. ary.
Puzzles should be legibly written on one
“Found it? di
be, as to whether —on Violet's part—it printers so styled it from being the type side of the paper only, and Sscompinied by an- #Ye
swers in full
,—* Backbite, To shes, evil ‘of, in |
ld he better to.give Widow Brown an in ‘which the Ordinal, or Service Book
of
“thie absence of the person traduced.
i & {ress ora turkey dinner, and on the Roman Church was. originally.
Competition for the Novembei= Dedede
set. ‘prize
ifor solutions was Sxosedingly: close, and
osngureor reyile the absent.”
Hy
Pingbird's, whether Aniee Dare This Ordinal was also at first
to
properly compare the sev.
Tists . will
called.
“That's just what I said it was” nid
(AY
surprised with a lovely scarlet Pica. Bourgeois was so named because oblige us to wait until our’next gr Ply of
ol Hyacinth, “Just fo say anything hate- | :
puzzles in two weeks before in
the
oJ sweet scented hyacinth;- or dt was introduced into the country from -award,
BO

shop.

~Not'only has there been a great increase

“

My first is an insect.
My second is an exclamation.
My third is part of a house,
My fourth is a beverage.
My whole is to fasten.

Herbert Gladstone, the son of the English Prime minister and a member of Par-

Taking the Confederation throughout, tive
“| proportion of public houses is one to every 130 people. Deducting women, children and the sick, this means one tavern
to every 30 persons.

(Everything relating to this department of the Star
should he marked
or Eulgmatic Gems,” avd .adressedto W. H. Eastman, East Samner, Me.)

PHONETIC

an auberge, or a wine

ia

‘absolutely forbids smoking on any of lhe
CATS even on ‘the platforms.

allowedto sell wines and spirits; and it
| is a common saying that there is not a
‘{'single house in the city (the inhabitants
living in flats) in which there is not ei-

The sage may frown—yet faint thou not.

‘ No. 24,

The directors of the street railways

Philadelphia have just adopted a rule that

| grocers, and confectioners are, moreover,

And blanch not at thy chosen lot;
The timid good may

In Geneva, ‘about.

the most drunken city -in Europe,” there
is a public house to every 70 inhabitants;

- Yet nerve thy spirit to tye proof,

was a clever writer and a judicious selecterof néws, and month by month the

Buttercup’ Brown. and’ . Daisy Miller 2 Si and during all these years ot
backbiting line, you know.”
‘| prosperous toil she has never been per“But it's {rue—what I was going to " madetip the ** Solely.”

say! rn

shops was 22 per cent.

later on, she persuaded its editor to re.

main at its head for a short time; but no
one wanted the little journal: Its editor

gave $50,000 10

-

%

Temperance,

popularity of the little sheet grew and
grew, and at last, after a year or two,
she relinquished the plan of parting with’
it at all. She married the editor, but she
has always kept the business of publication under her own care, learning by
each expefience how to purchase paper
with
more intelligence, euploy” work- |
breaking rules. Hyacinth Greenwood
people,
manage money, and yet find time |
was President, Brenda Woodfinch Sec-.
retary—though what she had to write to watch over and direct the education of
about I ‘don’t know—Rose Hawthorne ber boys and girls. Afler a time she bewas General Treasurer, though each girl came rich, fell into the habit of driving
Jad her own little fine box at home for down to her handsome and retired office
convenience, this being emptied into the ‘daily at {en o'clock to return again at
large box at the monthly meeting, held three o'clock in the afternoon to an elegant home, from which her acoomplished
in the schoolhouse garret.
‘Blue Hummingbird and Violet Wood- daughters were happily married, and
bergy were ‘* Disposers” of the ** Funds.” from which her honored sons went forth
Violet being
chosen because
it was to houses of their own. She has erected
theught that her ** practical” turn of mind with her earnings one of the handsomest
would balance Hummingbird’s desire buildings in New York. She recently
for pretty thin gs.

Le

‘THE OPPRESSION OF DRINK.
2 heliotype of Millais’ Huguenot Loved, France, where it wei originally dedicated
or citizen prinfers of
. Thomas Carlyle’s temperance appeal to’
Unknown to the girls they were grow. to the ** Bourgeois"
I
Solanime ws
the * free and independent” voter long
ing perceptibly in loving, gentle, woman- that capital. Brevier obtained its name|
THE
GOBLET.
since became famous: He said:
ly qualities and other girls -were ooking from having been first used for :printing ,
bi
goblet no more!
- «No one oppresees thee, O free and
up to them- and following, their uncon- the Breviary or Roman Catholic abbreItw
© thy heart spre
N
viated
Church
Service
Book.
Minion
is
independent
franchiser ; but does vot this
scious influence.
.
Tol
core!
El
stapid pewter-pot oppress thee? No son - :
is aso of French origin and was 80 term- |
t perfume is the breath no 8
So gradually the little circle oftiie
Of the Angelof death!.
owing to having rapidly become a
of Adam can bid thee come or go; but this
was widening 4s one and another un
‘And the light that within it lies
special
fapoens
on
its
introduction
in
that
absfird pot of heavy wet, this can and
.éciously followed their examplewgd *‘g
Ie the flash of his evil eyes!
does! Thou art the thrall, not of Cedrie
Beware, O beware!
into
the way” of always speaking’
For sickness, sorrow and caro
Nonpareil was 80° pamed Recocte.: at the
the Saxon, but of thy own brutal appethe absent.
All are there |—Longfeliow.
| tites and this scoured dish of liquor; and
I can not tell what influence for good time of its introduction, it had * no
> +o
and finest type
‘| thou pratest of thy liberty? Tron entire
on the world those girls will baye as they equal,” being the smallest
A TERRIBLE DAN GER IN SWITZER- -| blockhead.” °
grow to womanhood, marry, and spread| then produced. Pearl is of English orifo
——
“4
»
LAND.
their influence through rising families jgin. The French have. a type of the
OLOSE THEM.
and in new neighborhoods. . 1 only know. same size which they call Parisienne. It
The Geneva correspondent of ‘the LonThere are some who tell us that drunkthat"when Gfiristmas of that year came, .is a smaller type than ‘Nonpareil, and don Times gives a startling account of
the girls had a general good time giving was thought ‘the pearl’ of ail type.” the prevalence of intemperance in Swits- ards’ wives and ignorant womén would
away (with a "due care to hurt no one’s feel- Diamond is another fancy name given to erland.
The evil has attained such not vote properly. Mrs. Livermore says ings, and in as’private a manner as posss- what was regarded at the time of its magnitude as to create anxiety among ‘that at midnight her Irish washerwoman:
ble) turkeys, flannels,
piotures,
‘is wished to see her. ‘The poor. woman had
and | origin, as the witima thule of letter foun: public men of all classes. - Alcohol
flowers—and that the villagers thought dry achievement.— Typé Foundry.
commonly spoken of as * the enemy,” fled in her night-clothing to escape the
See.
the girls were flowers and pictures themand brandy as eau-de-mort. Failures, blows of a drunken husband. ' When Mrs,
Selves and * blessed ththem unaware.” .
SPOIL FROM THE' HEATHEN.
baokrupteies, forced sales of property are Livermore had comforted her, she said:
~ A beautitul story is told of Buddha and alarmingly on the increase, accompanied “Please, ma'am, do you think that we
TIRED,
a poor woman who came to ask him if by heavy depreciation in the value ot poor. women will soon vote?”
Mrs. LivOf all Thy promises, O Christ,
there was any medicine which would the land. Public ruin, in short, appears ermore was puzzled at that’ question from
This sometimes secws the best bring back to life her dead child. When to threaten the country, for the evil affects such a source. ,** Please God, we women _
* Come to me, ye that labor,
he saw her distress he spoke tenderly to ull grades of sociely, and is rife even will vole to shut up-the whisky shops."
And I will give you rest.”
OOO
We get so tired, we can not care
‘her, and he told her that there was one among females.
The Mayors of several
For many things. We creep
“thing which’ ‘might cure her son. He towns in the Bernese Alps have address |. - Of more than 3,000 samples of wine an-'
Ike weary children near to Thee,
bade her bring him a handtul of mustard ed a report to-the .cantonal government alyzed at the Paris Municipal Laboratory
And only pray to sleép.
seed, common
mustard seed; only he to the above purport, and church synods during the last ten months,” only between
We have been strong to dare and do;
charged her to- bring it from. a house
are greatly exercised by the gigantic evil. 500 and 400, or about one-tenth of the
We have gone forth to fight;
where
peither
father
nor
mother,
child
: jo
This state of things is attributed to the re- whole, were found to be of geod quality.
With force that led to victory
nor servant had died.
=~ 7.
_| peal of the liquor laws in 1874, when, by The rest were pronounced either passable
Have striven for the right, . °
Where Thou hast called us we have gené,
So the woman took ber. dead baby in an alteration of the Constitution, the ean- | or ba ad witkont, however, for thie moss
With gladsome steps and free;
her arms, and went from door to door
tons were deprived of the power of regu? part, containing any poisonous ingrediBot what can worn out hearts aud hands
asking for the mustard seed, and gladly lating the trafic in drink.. It was decided ent; but some 300 or 400 revealed om
- Avail to do for Thee?
was it given to her; but when the asked to, treat intoxicants in the same way as’ analysis the presence of deleterious and
We have gone forth to work among
whether any had died in that house, each
every other article of public consumption. noxions ‘substances, such as sugar of lead,
. The busy servants, Lord;
one
made
the
same
sad
answer—**
[
have
Liberty, was given to bvery Swiss citizen] alum and sulphuric adid. One-half of the *
Oh, pleasant were the merry songs
lost my husband, or my child is “dead,” fo tradé with
"We sang with sweet accord!
ut “restriction in any part of brandy tested at the laboratory was deBut night comes after the long day. .
or ** Our servant has died.” So with
the Confederation.” The following start- clared bad, not'in the sense of being spuArd we, by care opprest,
Sie
heavy heart the woman went back to Bud- ling picture | is give n of the results of this rious—that is of conrse—but of being
Come to Thee, Master, in the dark,
dha, and told him how she had : failed to policy :
made from insufficiently rectified , spirit:
. Aud ask for leave to rest,
get a mustard seed,
that she could
‘The “r.flic in str. mg drink netantly produced from iome, Substitute for grapes.
Oh, Jesus, Thou wast weary, too,
not find a single house where nome had became as free as that in bread and meat. — Union Signal.
And thou wilt understand
Previously, the needs of the population,
died.
:
Why the unfinished tasks are put
Holland has passed a new law restrict:
From out the nervéless hand.
Then Buddha showed her lovingiy the character of the applicant for the liing
the sale
of ardent spirits by prolibitcense, the suitability of the premises, the
We. thank Thee for Thy patient love
that she must learn not to think of her
contiguity of the public house to churches,s| ing its sale to any person holding a pub- .
That gives to us.its best;
own grief alone, but must remember the schools and other public institutions, were
We turn from all the world beside,
lic appointment, and several other progriefs of others, seeing that all alike are among the preliminaries discussed; no
And come to Thee for rest.
scriptions.
What would these advanced
female was allowed to keep sucha house i;
—Marianne Farningham.
sharers
in sorrow and death.— From
people
say
to
our Congressmen P— Sablicenses
were
granted
for
a
limited
time;
> +000
—
‘“ Heralds of the Cross.”
children were not to be
Supplied with bath Recorder.
:
———
el
App rere.
3
drink, or allowed to frequent public
:
RR
aE
A WOMAN'S SUCQESS IN BUSINESS.
"All through life there are wayside inns,
houses,
which
were
requirea
to
be
closed
In reply to addresses of welcome from
An immense business success has been
where’'man may refresh his soul with the greater part of Sundays, and ata
reached by the proprietress of the largest love; even the lowest may. quench his certain hourin the evening.
With the various temperance societivs in the Worth
and most respected German daily paper
of England, Bishop Wilberforce of Nawthirst at rivulets fed by springs from abolition of all restriction a state of things
has been brought about such as seems to ‘oastle said that he is thankful every day
in New York. This lady was left a widow
‘above. — Longfellow,
threaten the very existence of the federa- that he is a total abstainer.
with six small children, and a Tittle newsIe is better
APN
WN
tion itself. In 1870, the taverns numberpaper which she desired to sell. Oaly
in health, lighter in head, and béwvier in
ed
17,807,
in
1880,
they
had
increased
to
"Life, like the waters of the sea, froshens
$500 was the largest sum offered for if.
purse for'it,
only when it ‘ascends toward heaven. we 21,788; or, while tbe population ibcreas"Hoping to find a more generous purchaser
ed
but
b
per
cent.,
thé
growth
of
the
drink
————
came
%
Richter.

~

but it
port,
sides,
about

24, 1888.
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fal or mean ‘about persons “that “You
wouldn't say to their faces.”
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Cincinnati, O.

year, if paid strictly ‘in
within ‘the first thirty.

will please notice the date,

of payment on the label of his paper,
allow it to be in arrears,

‘and

no

The Star is not discontinued when the time )
expires for which it is paid unless
persons request it; and it is discontinued when: it has

been more than one Joa in arrears, after .due
notice and time shall haye been given. . -

REMITTANCES must be made in money-orders or bank-cheeks -if
ible, or in a
“wri letter Pp at our risk and expense.
) write to this office, persons will please
thei~ STATE, as well as town, anc
do
th the old and new address when bey
order a Change wm the
he direction of their
4
pi
uesday io
andhe Star fou io dpinsertion
ht to
here on Saturday previous.
buy

The Little Star and Myrtle are Sabbath
School
1 Printed alternate iokeom
w
n superior
Rutit y illustrated. ,Buth pagels are of
Be
size, but the LITTLE STAR is
for an older
readers than the, MYRTLE. Terms, sin lo.
cop +85 'cents. Packages, of ten or more to
8 Sach, 2 cénts. Payment always In .,
vance, discontin od when time expires, and’ no
commission allowed on money sent. Sample cop1es sent free;
8, 8. Quarterly. This Magazine, of 32 pagos,
contains the In rational , pee
for three
Months, dictionary, maps and other helps, ..It is °
+] {nteug #4 fo be eqqual toat he bes Terme, . 16 gents
Boh
ab ono
i
‘oents
for the year, or
packages
n
r
5 cents for one copy.
The Marquis of Lorne says that the ab- Jodha,
; Eeason Papers of the International Sertes, fat
solute prohibition of the sale of itoxicat- - both adults and children, are “printed month}
he rate of 100 coples to one address for $5.00.
ing liquor has secured the most perfect mentin advance. . Discontinued when: time (5a
peace and order iin the northwest of Can. pires.. Sainple copies sent free.
/A0dsen:
Rev. I. D. STEWART.
ada, :
:
;
DOVER, N H
ne

water, when he could ‘have it pure for
nothing, and $2 for 40 glasses of “poison
and mostly indigestible drugs! Bat ‘it
pays the brewers’ and saloon-keepers to
sell water at 215 per cent. advance on all
their trouble of barreling and bowing it.
=o. G. E. Foster.
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of Relig-

ereed, and

that

some-day

better

and

especially

neatly done.,

publishers

-

3

Anderson.

&

Lane& Co.

- pp.

223.

Co.

Boston:

$1.00.

For

mn

by. E. J.

Piano Plece by

house of

antry, a peculiar
2

group

of personages

in

one volume

possessing

so

little

published

becoming

by

Oliver

not,

very

own

Ditson

——“The Works of James

of

&

the depurted.

emo-

He

was

well

as usual

to mourn

their

The’ funeral services were at:

tended by the writer,—text, 2 Tim. 4: 6—8.
Oasyoll
Teving Caswell died in Barring-

ton, N. H., April
2, 1882, aged 26 years. He
leaves a wife who mourns his loss, three little
children, parents, one sister, and a large circle
of friends. He was a kind husband, an affec-

tionate

father, and a respected citizen.

The

Rand.—Widow
Elizabeth
Rand
died in
Deerfield, Dec. 27, aged 84 years and 4 months.
She was born in Epsom, but removed to Deerfield at the time of her marriage, where she
bas since resided. About forty-five years ago,

she was
united

(60

Co.,

Boston
>

Elder Moses

Bean and

Glover.—Died
in Lisbon, N. H., Dec. 1,
1882, Mrs. Etta T. Glover.
In early
life she
gave her heart to the Saviour and joined the
Congregational church of Littleton, N. H.
Soon after her marriage, which ocenrred Nov.‘24, 1880, she united” with the F. B.-church at
Franconia.
She was truly a bright and shin.
ing light. Although modest and retiring in
her manner, she did good ser
for the Master. Cords of affection havo ek severed and
bright hopes for the future have perished.
Her severe illness was endured with patience
and with a firm trust in the Saviour.
She
walted pasiemly for the summons to call her
home.
Her loss is deeply felt by her husband
and all whe so tenderly cared for ber in her
declining
hours. Only 28 years of age, truly
her sun hath gone down while it was yet day.

A Garfield,” in two

io”? Mr. Whittier also declares that * The
work is Hawthorne’s. - There can be no question about it.”
.
~The problem of self-help among women is
the thems of Mr. Howell's story, “ A Woman’s
Reason,” begun in the February Century.

‘God bless the husband in his loneliness.
.
GEO. W. PIERCE.

——Houghton, Mifflin and Co. will begin at
once the publication of a new *‘ Riverside Edi-

itself in his choice of a subject no-less than in

by

the F.

and modest disposition won her a large circle
of ‘friends, but she. was beloved most by her
own children, to whom she was ever a devoted
mother and wise counselor. Three sons and
one daughter survive her, each of wnom was
very attentive to her in her last sickness, and
was proud to own
her as mother even in
death.
*‘ Blessed are the dead who die in the
Lord.”
An aged sister87 years old also survives her. A large assemblywas at the funeral,
and listened to words from John 14: 2 3.
Com.

It]

-
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man.
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for

>

THE=DBEST
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|

hi

ree

- Frank Frayne should £0 10 Niagarg
shoot the ruplds.

Falls

Remember, If you want heal’h and strength o

mind and mueclernise Brown’s Iron Bitters.
A cold spell: Ice.

licious, os holesome, sparkling Temperance

ro

compiled, being herself a leader

of

choir, and a contributor, to many

so ably

a/church

eof the best.

anthem books written up to the present

time.

Waldron.—Gertie F. Waldron, daughter of
the Rev. J. 1). Waldron, died id Amesbury;
Mass.;"Jan. 7, at the age of 14 years and b
months.
Carefully and tenderly traived up,
surrounded by early religious influences, she
seemed to grow naturally iuto the Christian
life and early faanifested a loving thoughtfulness for the happiness of others that endeared
har to all. Her health had been poer for more

The book is published in an artistic manner,
on good

paper,

Price, $1.00

per

and ‘from

copy,

new,

of

clear type.

$10.50 per dozen.

For sale by all music dealers, or msy be had
by addressing the: publisher, F.

180 Bim 8t., Cincirthatt,
©.>
Pa.

W. Helmick,

:

9-0

PAMPHLETS

AND

MAGAZINES...

"The National Temperance
published.in pamphlet

titled

The

form

Physiology

William B. Carpeater,

than a year, but last June she seemed

.

ious to put oh Christ by baptism in company
with a younger sister, that she was permitted
todoso and united with the Free Buptist
church of which her father is pastgr.
The
immediate cause of her death. was consump-

Society has just
an

address.
en-

of Alcoholics

so anx-

by

M.D., LL.D., F.R.S,,

tion, Her long sickness was borne with remark-

of England, the distinguished
- author of “ "The

ably patience and cheerfulpéés,and although she
clung to life and friends with a- great, longing,
Physiology of, Temperance and Total AbstiJende,” and of other important physiological. yet the-dear Lord at the last revealed himself
and the home to which she was hustening in a
und scientific works.
This address, recently
vision of such beauty that she was ready to go
delivered in Boston, and carefully revised by
en he called, and bidding farewell to each
the author,
is a very able and valuable exposi- ‘member of the family, with the request * to
tion of the verdict of science against alcohol, love Jesus and meet her in heaven,” she -passed quietly to that glorious world af light
rendered
by a most competent authority. where peace and purity dwell, where partPriee 10 cents. Address J. N. Stearns, Pub- ‘ing and sorrow never come.
vi

:

Vishing Agent,58 Reade Street, New York.
“We

are in receipt

of the

Plymouth

Pulpit

, for Jan. 10, containing the Rev. H. W. Beech-’
er’s sermon on ‘‘ A Completed
T cents.
New: York: Fords,
- Hulbert.
'

The Living Age for the week

TE
A

ending Jan.

.

J.T. ASHWORTH.

Collins.—Charles H. Collins, only son of
E. G. and Ada K. 8. Collins, died in Haver‘hill, Masg,, Sapt. 26.
He had been from childhood a constant: attendant upon the Sabbathschool.
Hisrosy cheek was the picture of
health until about three. years ago, when dis-

ease began to.

do

its work.

The

lessons

he

learned in the Winter St. Sabbath schoo! consoled” him in hix long and painful Allness.
<
The Saviour was exceedingly precious to him
Thomas
Carlyle’s © Apprenticeship,
Four
in the last few. months of his illngss, and he
Monthsin Morocco, The Factor’s Shooting, -A pussed sway pescefully inthe nineteenth year
- Relic of Swift and Stella, No New: Thing, Ba- of his uge, To him to die is gain. All" his
friends deeply mourn their loss, but his par_ boo English, An Autumn Flood; with choice ents and two sisters will miss him most of
poetry and miscellany,
all, For them there ts consoluvivu-in the fact
:
that. Charlié has passed into. the *f house not
The General Baptist Magazine of London;
made with hands.” “They may be reunited in
for January prints an article by 8. D. Rickards | a happier sphere.
His funeral services were
advocating the admission into Baptist churchattended by the writer, assisted by Rev, 0. T.
Moulton,
at
his,
parents’
home in Haverhill,
| ©8 of persons who have been sprinkled; on the
and at the grave his pastor was assisted by
basis of their Christian character alone and with
Reve L. Malvern of Manchester, N. H. in
the SE
that they will respect
- the
which eity the deceased was buried Sept. 29,
.,
3
;
Sere
Jy MALVERN,
Baptist
prirefpleut
keep
their
peace.
The
ed-|
3

13 contains:

EE

Year.”
Price
Howard
and

'

The Primitive Polity of Islam,

“itor explains that it is a part 6f a “Conference”
on the subject.

:

Fite

** Millers—Diéd in Davenport, N, H., Dec. 24,
Sister
; Mrs. Esther Midler, aged 65 years.

Miller bas been a member of the Franklin
Fi
B. church for nearly 16 years.
Poor hedlth
has prevented her from taking ad active part
in church'work for some timg -but-by.a steady,
consistent Chistian life ~e hus been a power’
gies of Greece and Tndia,” ¢ Indian ‘Migre- for good among her acquaintances, She leuves
. tions, as evidenced by Language,” "*‘ Native children, brothers and. sisters to mourn their
Races of Columbia,” ¢¢ Ancient Village Archi- loss, her husband having gone before her to
tecture in’ Amexicn,”
“An Ancient Aztec Town the land of rest. The funeral was largely ats
tended.
The services were conducted by the
in New Mexico,” ¢ Specimens of the: Chumeto _ writer. Text, Rev. 7:14.
F. H. BUTLER.

: The American Antiquarian and Oriental
“Journal. for Junuary ‘contains
articles on
“ The Interpretation of the Barly Mytholo-

‘

|

Pain in the right side, under edge of ribs,
increasing on. pressure) sometimes the pain is
on the left side; the patient is rarely alle to ile
on the left side; sometimes the pain is felt
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would we have said to the destroying angel,
Stay for this time thy band and let our brother
live; but He that gave saw fit to take away.
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which, followed the body to its final resting.|
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Rheumatism
in the arm. The stomach
is affected with loss of appetite and sickness; the |
bowels in general are costive, sometimes alternating with laxity; the head is troubled with
- pain, accompanied with a dull, heavy sensation
in the back part, There is generally a considerable loss of memory, accompanied with a |
painful sensation of having left undone pome‘thing which ought to hare been done, A slight,
dry oough is sometimes attendant. The patient
complains of weariness and debility; he, is
easily startled; his feet are cold or burning,
and he complains of a prickly sensation of the
skin; his spirits are low, and, although he is
satisfied that. exercise would be beneficial to
him, yet he can scarcely summon up fortitude
enough to try It.
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Jan 3, at 10 o'clock A. M., Rev. Alva Crabtree
Ancestral Footstep,” printed in the January
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At the close-of |
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strengthening than for weakening his readers, which is the publication of James R. Osgood the Rev. D. C. Thomas: % Phoebe. Marshall Por sale by Jewelers throughout the U. 8.
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them a new steel portrait of Hawthorne.
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Iy arrangements and adaptations from the best
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that
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affecting
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meeting on the Sabbath for a Rumber of years, she always rejoiced
.over the'conversion of sinners, and the large

~——Dr. Holmes writes about Dr, Grimshaw’s
Secret, the posthumous Hawthorne romance,
just published: “ I feel as one might have felt
who had been admitted to Rembrandt’s stud-
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late home, and a Jrge circle of friends was
present to pay theirr last tribute.of respect to
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Ruskin contends well that the
moral
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children, great-grandchildren

volumes, edited by Gen. Garfleld’s life-long
friend, Pres. Hinsdale, of JTiram College, will

beauty and respectability ; grant that men and
women of refinement even often sink so low
. as'to wink at the grossest violations of law
and propriety,~we see no reason why all this
should be spread out as a banquet for the mind,
10 which are invited the young, the weak and

the unwary.
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He frequently said to me: * I am waiting, hoping, trusting.” The future had no terrors for him.
He buried his wife about two
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* World”
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sufficiently account for the brilliant
fame
and the
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, But in some of them, and votably in the present volume, the phase of morals deseribed and
illustrated is such as would better be left unpictured by novelist or poet,’ We have seldom
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until a few days before he passed away, and retained--his reasoning facultiesto the last. I
never saw a clearer minds in one so aged, and
greatly enjoyed conversing and praying with

uels, entitled My Darling Marie is one of the
most charming compositions of recent publi-
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Professor Anderson and published in a very
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last year of his life was one of suffering, which
three first-class songs by Robert Franz, was borne with patience: He was a believer
in Christ, was a member.of the F. B. church in
named, * When the Spring Blooms,” (80 cts.)
Northwood, N. H.
Just before he Hednthe
** Transformation,”
(80,cte.) and “ Summer
writer found bim ready to depart and be with
Time,” (30 cts.) A fine ‘ Benedictus,” (50 cts.) ’ Christ. He fell asleep in the arms of Jesus to
await the resurrection of the just. A large cirby Kotzehmar; a *“ Birthday Galop,” (40 ects.)
cle of friends and acquaintances attended the
with Mrs. Langtry’s portrait, and * Longing
burial services. The services were conducted
his pastor.
for Home,” (25 cts.) a very original Piano .by Rev. C. L. Pinkham,
A. E. BOYNTON.
“piece by Strelezki, complete the set.
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Translated from the Norse by-Rasmus B.
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work
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Northfield,” Minn.:

ceptable parcel
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Ditson’ & Co.,: Boston.
Nine other good

‘ The one babe lost is the one babe left;
“The others-ace grown and gone away,’
are good enough to atone for a score of poorer
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frequent
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_ “The eky is a sieve that the rough wind shakes;
Avd far and wide o’er the frozen earth
Flutter and fall the fowr-white flakes,
‘
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dained deacon of the Nottingham church, May
26, 1844, and served in that Sapacity as long 8s
he was able, and remained such
until his
death. After he
be
"
_fo_be able
to attend church, meetings occasionally were
held at his house. Two communion seasons,
during the last year, were held at his home,
where the
disciple could
enjo
¢
them.
The last ‘meeting he enjoyed: on earth was

Hall

A Sarabande is a strange, old-fashioned
dance, giving a composer the opportunity to
offer music out of the common style. Such a

“The author conceives better than he expresses.
The little poem, entitled “ The Dream ofthe
Brook,” reminds us of Wordsworth in its simplieity, its peculiar beauty and “plaintiveness.
But, what a blending of beauty and bathos is
the following stanza:
ms

trait of the author.

is a valuable

fractive. Agricultural Review Co.,
Building, New York.

of str@pgth.

Like ashes strewn on the wintry hearth.”
The poems ‘‘ Motherhood” and *‘ One

H.

¥

sessed by the American Boy are especially at-

to

_
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ple
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:

a

to all. "He became’ Christian in his youth, | P*" Second thought.”
living a Christian life about 78 years. He was’ | *+*" Too late to whet

received. The articles oni Free Trade and Pro.
tection, and an address on the Advantages pos-

than the old theme—whose key-note St. Paul
especially sounded for all coming centuries.
But theology aside, we like Mr. Bavage’s versifying. It is, to be sure, decidedly artificial and

foreed at times, but it does not lack

-N.

vd

large space to’ the recent

his early faith. ‘He can invent nothing better

marks of delicacy

STAR,
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roEvans..- Dew, Wm. Evans died in Barring-

3

3

The Agricultural Review for Nov.~Jan.

than his

he will return

Tus

$1.00 a year. New-York:

College Observatory,

guessings at truth, if he would long please the
mind and satisfy the heart. We can not help
is

5

& Co. , 23 Park Row.

$2.00

with his bold ijconoclasm and unsubstantisl
Savage
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.
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Infidel science’ gets rough handling

Milford.

This

eharch is a mere shell of old and dead dovtrines insisted upon “lest the priesthood totter,”
must needs have some good things -to offer

Mr.

S———

-

Joliet:”

3

4

keennesd,

Barring those

jon’s ¢ faithless moan” and intimates that the

that

THE

BP

‘

Milford@s Microcosm for January Js full, as |
strongly attached to hig denomination; the
-usual, of theology
and scienne. Many ‘of the
Morning Star he loved and was a subscriber
‘articles are marked by much scholarship snd
from the first issue until his death. He wus or-

religion or evangelical

Christianity,
the’
dially praised.

ones.

‘“Mound

.

$1.60,

for a day.

parts which refer

. feeling

and

A
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’

;

Tl,
learned and valuable. $3.0» year,Chir | OARS.
Ao & BRUEDDOT
nd Slliving
hon example
mwas | 1,500:
Suk nichabonti queuton
fall, learvied and valuable, $3,004 year, Obi
very highly esteémed,
beingya
!* "Cause VAL
I alwaysShARGH
hear Yon
you talkin'
the ‘eo

By Minot J. Savage. pp. 247. Bos- | “*8° Jameson
& Morse. .

versifiers of a day

’

;

7

| Language,”

3

(9
Ch

.

Mr. Bavage does not claim to be & great
poet, and that is well; but he may be accorded
avery creditable plaée among the pleasing

£
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cider was meiftioned, and Mr.

Pattidoni is iv- | (hat he had once derived much

:

.

operations

that

go

name of mental ctltivation.

under

use of cider.

the | ator,——A freight train on the Troy snd Bos- | after all.”

Machine

ed- | ton Railroad falls through a bridge at Peters-

ucation is of the very'lowest Bort, and

the

burg

Junction,

N.

Y.—=An

improvement.

The method itself

is

Bay,
Ter. and
killed in Wyoming
and several injured
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borrows influence from its enormous ex- | W. Shackleford of N.C. dies in Washington
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tension and the aut.ority Pid which it is | aged 39 years. *
+ | his hands and laughed ‘a heart; silent laughs
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As might | that numerous trains are abandoned; the cold

power of legislation.
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Cal.,

Tehichipa,
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con- | bankment

education

True

operations.

tional

pérsons are killed and a number injured.
of brain-power?
:
of

the

yesterday, destroying a large amount

to

do.

| erty and killing 8 number of persons.

the

educational machine

The office of the teacher is important, but |
it consists in encouraging, inciting, and |
arousing the pupil to put forth his own:
efforts, and when this is’ most effectually
done the result is not of that conspicuous
kind that is suitable to make a showy impression at a public parade.
No method

The

University

of

Michigan

:

Among
other thmgs
schools of thecountry

noose.

the ill-health

of many

not

be

women.

restrained;

spirits should have full
maturally more. studious
attend more closely to
girl will do more to please
parent than a hoy.

vent.
Girls are
than boys; they
their books.
A
a teacher or a

Up

to theage of twelve,

boys and girls
are
About that time there

remarkably alike.
is a change.
The

nervous organization of

ginsto assert

itself.

the girl

Nothing

then.

be-

should

be

done to check its development.
about the age of ten to twelve,

next six or Seven years,

the change

occurs.: In this
cares should not

should

have

shine and outdoor
in the important
the

life,

plenty

mysteries

housekeeping.

systems of

of

and be
of

The

sun-

bread-mak-

struggles

examination

and

promo-

named

in honor of Mrs.

Malden, Mas3., who gave

erection.

Valeria

$25,000

Stone

:
~

Art

Abbey,

near

- and Campbell.
American
the next

the

memorials.

Se

of

100.

Thomson

~

the

Robert Koehler,

American

Munich, announces that the necessary. preliminary steps have been taken by that
body.—The large south gallery of the
Pennsylvania Academy is in the future to
be exclusively devoted to the works of
American artists. As the Academy owns
.a considerable number of paintings and
_sculpturgs by noted American artists of
- the past, the proposed arrangement will

The Corcoran Gallery of Art,
ton, D. C., has commissioned

medallion

profile - portrait - of

Mr.

Corcoran, for the pediment of the building.
On the column-tops below are to be
placed two groups, by the same artist,
with emblems

of

o

Washing-

Mr. Ezekiel,

the sculptor of the statues in the outside
_. miches, to execute the decorative scroll~ ‘work in bronze which is to encircle a
large

The greater portion of Kherson, South

Heaton ; a large marine

by W. >. W.

Dana,

proposed

hight

of

thé

obelisk

above

The

its

Remo,

Italy, Dec.

8,

1882, at

the

age

.

consul.

of

She en-

‘can art.
;
Te
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin addressed the
students of Colby University recently on
practice of extempore

speaking.

At

of

Syren.

Paris.

that

Dr.

Oliver

,

‘federal courte.— Wednesday."

The Senate

ap-

proved the conference on the Agricultural Approbation bill. 1n the House J.T." Cain was
sworn in as the delegate from. Utah. The
joint
‘resolution providing for a new mixed commission to consider the Venezuela claims was

the

passed.— Thursday.

The

Senute rejectdd

proposition to discontinue the fast mail
vice.
Both, the Senate and the House

a

serad-

val Museum at

Columbus

g Jjkencss of

ation

)
was

ODL.
amended

Paris for the erection there of a statue
Jean Jaeques Ronsseau.
val Mr. Caton Woodville has been commis- |
A man is wiser for Djs learning, and the.
sloned by Queen Victoria to paint a piet- sooner
learns that the only propér way to
+
mreof the storming of Tel-ei-Kebir for cure a he
Cough or Cold,is to use Dr, Bulls

.

.

in a more
will

serious

Cough Syrup ahe

bitter be is off.

eh

have fail
Be-

sensation

in the

throat,

and

expectoration.

late must

trot all day,

and

overtake his business at night.—

.
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Embraces

weight, alum or phospbate powders. Sold only in
cans.
:
;
ROYAL BAKING Powvex CO.
106 Wall St.
New York.
:
.
:

will

Fuller.

Vt., Jan. 28, 1882.

Vt.,

4

COLLECTION.

This powder never varies. A marvel of Party tren h
e ordinand wholesomeness. More cconomical than
ary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the
multitudeof low teat, short weight,alumnor
ate
poder,
Sold only incans,
YAL BAKING
., 100 Wall St.. New Youk.
This powder never varies.- A -marvel of purity
strength
and wholesomeéness.
More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold iv
competition with the multitudeof low test, short

ra

PER

CENT.

NET.

Security three to six times the loan,’
without the buildings. Interest semi-annual. TWENSY-EIGHTH year of résidence,

and

Jan. 26, 1382.

EIGHTH In the business.

Cortlandt St.;

Nothin

New York.

BOOK AGENTS WANTED.
You should examine ‘our Illustrated

Cirem-

LATEST,

the

about

particulars

full

lars giving

BEST, and FASTEST relling PICTORIAL BOOKS an
BIBLES. Also Brown's Pictorial New Tes
tament,

in a recent

aspect,

exercise caution

In January a man

in

and

the

as marks

two parts- of mercury

and

in

arranged

versions,

both

containing

constitutional peculiarities.

Why

is it that one

person
can eat all kinds of gceen fruits and vegetables with impuaity, while the same course might

cost another individual
his life? One person cso
hapdie poison ivy and sumac without being in the
least ellected ; anther is poisoned if fie approaches
to within ten feet of them. Ou. of a family residing in a malarial district, some of the members
| will suffer half the year. with fever and ague, while
the others will enjoy ¢xcellent health during the

Foods that are

wholesome

fo. some

Persons are‘actually poisonous to others.

especially true of some kinds of fish.

This is

There ig no

safety io taking alum into the stomach, as it is
showa to be always injurious,and often dangerous.
Baking powders properly compounded, and con-

taining pure tream of tartar instead of alum, ure

more convenient than yeast; and
byre:id and pastry
made with them are just us’ wholesome und far

more palatable. We are in entire sympathy with
-the'manufaciurers of the Royal Baking Powder—
commenced

and are

the war against
ers.

the use of
:

vigorously “conducting

aium mm baking
}

pow-

** Before eommitting ourselves, however, we
made tests of a suflicient number,of baking powders to satisfy ourselves that the substitttion of
alam for creum of tartar in their composition has

all the
;

for

AG

which

countries
:

and strength back to them.—Sun.
window say?

that Dr, Mou, the Government
do not hesitate to

say that the

b
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>

fit worth #80 free. AddressE,
@.
RIDEOUT & CO.,10 Barclay Bt, N.Y
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. Tre -mend-us.

== BEST THING

:

WASHING «xo

-

QFORY
KNOWN =" Tou, Tou Vorkmanshinan
Durabiy.
BLEACHING

Were the Words of a Good Lady, Mrs.
Hawkins, who has long Suffered the
Pain Common .to Chronic Rheu=

In Hard or Soft Hot or Cold Water.
SAVES LABOR, TIME, and SOAP AMAZ.:
INGLY, and gives
universal
satisfaction. No
family, rich or poor, should be without it.
sold by Grocers eve
here, but beware of
imitations well designed to mislead. PEARL=

matism.- A Woman’s Patience
and Fortitude well Shown.

alwaye bears the above symbol, and name of
w
JAMES PYLE, New York,

Your reporter

change

St,

found

New

Mrs.

Haven,.

Hawkins

at

14

Conn... * About

Ex.

INK

13 the only safe labor-saving compound,

BARLOW’S

four

uality -and

and

INDIGO BLUE!

Quantit

Iways

Un

orm,

For Sule by Grocers. D: 8. WILTBERGER, Proprietor,
orth Second Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Ian ago,” she said,
“I was then a resident of
3rooklyn, N. Y. I went over one morning tn the

Jersey City depot to see some friends off who were
12 beautiful
starting for the west. There was a strong drrat-of
Cardsren
Imported, Christmas
air in the depot, and in standing by the train talkColors, sent oni receipt of 25 ¢ts., by return mail. Les: than
ing to my friends I caught a severe cold. I had
une-half they will cost elsewhere. WILLIAMM M: DONALDSON & Co., 113 Main St., Cincinaau, Ohio.
no more than reached my home again when I wss
taken with a sutlden chill and then fever set in, | SS, Mm,
PETTENGILL & CO.,37 Park
The outcome of all was that rheumatism settled. Row, New York, are our 4 nts, and are auall qver me. I was ehtirely helpless. From. this. thovized to contract for adv
es ph our lowest’
have never recoveregy You see my hands, what a
state they are in,
oe
ese are all cl ajky swellings,
and my limbs are very bad.
While I remained in
Brooklyn I tried all sorts of remedies, but I-could

never gain any relief, My
ali Hew very Hiin and

physician
lost Foi

said it was no
ength,
Fi

»v after coming
here,to
gratily m
u
\
begun to take Dr. k ennedy’s 4 FAVORITE.
REME.
re Ra

DY, and my general health has been, better than
ever before, Iam strorger, have an excellent a
tite, which I did not have for a long time.
Jt

a8 helped my rheumatism, and with a thorough
Kennedy's FAVOR IE REMEDY ws béen suc.
cessfully
trial I am in hopes of FoChyering. completety.”?

used by thousands. It will build up a
system which has been run down by overwork. It
is the thing for the student and literary man to
have at hand, and should be in the home” of every

|
|: *

WILLIAM KNARE'®
Nos. 204 and 206 West Baltimore Street,
Baltimore.
No. 112 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

Patents
Obtained,
and all other business jn the I7. 8. Patent Office attended to for MODERATE FEES.
Our office is opposite the U. 8. Patent Office, and
we can obtain Patents in Jess time

than

mote from WASHINGTON.
Send MODEL OR DRAWING.
atentability

free

HARGE

of charge;

those

re-

:
We advise aato-

and

we

make

NO

UNLESS WE OBTAIN PATENT,
to the Postmaster, the Jugs of
Money Order Div.,.and to officials of th
+ RB,
Patent Office.
For circular, advice, terms, and
references to actual clients in your own .State or
county, address
i
© We

refer here

C. A. SNOW

40tf

"WE MEAN JUST

& CO.

Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D.C

WHAT WE SAY."
WE

HAVE THE

“Best selling household necessity ever offered to the public.”
We want live active AGENTS

300
10 dita SET EABTED 18 ‘WI WFG CO. Chillicothe. Ohio.
eve

|.

re.

One

thousandd agents now

at work

are

making

from

|

mechanic, ' FAVORITE REMEDY is economical, |’|
Buy it.and

safe and: pleasant.

try it.

bh

Chenfist,

Royal

Bak.

ing Powder .people .deserve “the gratitude of the
commubity whom they are endeavoring to project.
“Will not somé prominent manufacturer of pure
fandies JOllGH their eXsmple, and expose the secrets of a busivess that is doing untold niisch
little child; 60?"
i
5)
4 iefto

The steather Franceon the voyage

a

can how grasp a fortune.
<

To Please Her Husband.

when he singled out and commended thie powder
for its wholesomeness, did it wholly in the interestof the public.
~~
.
he

York to London,

impiety;

Valuable comprehensive tables, maps, aids, and over

into their gtaves' when Parker’s Ginger Tome
would begin with the first “dose, to biing vitality

two

Y and two parts of chiorine, and we get cor-

vad

and

them in
:

in

in the chim.
;

“+
Needless Misery.
Many people miserabl
drag themse'ves about
with failing strength feeling that they are sinking

of

ve sublimate, wuich is a deadly
poison,
* Thea, again, we know nothing of the causes of

who

minutes

|. Ei

parts of chivrine form calomel, which is not: poisonous; buc change the -propordons to ote part of |

entire years

of barbarism

reason they destroyed
which they conquered.

prudent

selection

spends a {ew

sunshine, but all the rest of the day
ney-corner.
.

issue,

If a tree were to break a window what would the

‘For example,

“We

in

, #he Royal collection. =~

of Health,

combination witli the alum, constitute a poison.

behel

in the

Madrid, believed to be |'
the great
iscoverer.”
;
A popular subscription has been started
the mosta

but

the juices and

not been Sverestinated, while a careful examinationof the Royal
king Powder confirms our

‘the college an oil painting, ‘a copy of the
Christopher

I*

The Senate made several changes

Absolutely Pure.

elegant

Adamson’s

[

ever been lost. Best of References. Sen
‘I have used Downs’ Eiixir for forty years, and
for particulars if you have money to loan
consider iL a safe and valugble medicine in all: N. B. Costs advanced, in
t kept up, and princases of coughs, colds, andffor any pulmonary .cipaliguaranteed in case of foreclosure. Address
trouble.
Oe
_D. 8. B. JOHNSON & SON., St. Paul, Minn,
I always fill back on this old remedy when the
Negotiators of Mortgage Loans. +
symptoms are alarming, and it has never disapMention this paper.
pointed me. .
‘IRA SHATTUCK.

¢ Under what conditions, then, does this substance—formerly used only for mechanical
purposes—become poisonous? They are certainly obsgure, and at present we can only surmise what
tfey may be.
We suspect that the cause exists in
the individual poisoned; some peculiavity of the

Wendell

taking

Burlington,

baking powders.

rg

' conclusion of the address he presented tor
ortrait of

people

:

rank as an

Buchogton,

3

question

|

POWDER

to

1 subd@ribe to the efficiency of Downs’ Elixir.
It has been a standard remedy for coughs and
coldsin my family for years.
.. __
i
J. A. ARTHUR,
Deputy Customs Collector.

that many cases of poiscning have occurred from
baking powders
which contained alum puts the

in the tariff
schedule. The House assigned
«days for considering certain bills.— Tuesday.
The Senate was occupied with the tariff bil. .
‘I're House passed the bill amending: the act
regulating the removal of causés from state to,

San

deared herself to a large circle of friends,
and becarié closely identified with Ameri-

¥. Baird,

Congress,

_ Monday.

sixty-five years was a resident of Portland,
Me., from 1860 to 1875, where her husband

«filled the postof British

scarcely

If they

dyspepsia and obstinate constipation. But the tact

thé

:

adapted

A
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He wifo rises

stitute for cream of fartar in the manutaciure of

“King Milan of Servia is to be crowned on
August 22 next, in the- ancient Convent ‘of
Kraljevo:
!
:

rais-

in

A.

Holmes intends soon to visit Euglangd.

Mrs. Elizabéth Murray, the well-known
died

Dr.

It is reported

ed by subscriptions.
This will be gratify-:
dng news to.all who value our -national
. honor and care for the history of art.
who

Rev.

American churcli#n

The money needed by the Archmological
Institute of America to continue the ex-

painter in water colors,

causing a healthy

baking powders. It has not been considered imme:
diately dangerous; although it continued it induces

Y., is to succeed the Rev. Dr. Hitchcock

foundation is 555 feet, of which 55 will
be in the form of a pyramidion surmounting the shaft.
,

cavationsat Assos has been promptly

laying the tickling

- Mr. Charles Downing, the eminent horticulcoostftution ' producing a morbid, change in the
turist, who wus run over by a horse-car.and eons
ot the stomach,
with Which the alum
most killed in N.Y. last October,isslowly getti
combines and forms ay achive poison; or the secrctions may bg healthy bot in unusual
propar“better. He is now in his eighty -first year, but
tions and that these less or greater proportions, in
is full of courage and hope of yet doing much

he has given

it

300. beautiful engravings. NOTHING LIKB IT.
EVERYBODY WANTS IT. It is a grand good book,
4
and offers you a rare chiance to make m' ney
Address 0. A." BROWNING
Circulars FREE.
©2651
>
.
io.
& CO, T

says:

best energies of his long and useful life,

all

+ This question has caused a good deal of disEyes brighten, checks become rosy. muscles
cussion. - Alum is used by many bakers to whiten
gain strength by the use of Brown's Iron Bitters.
their bread, enabling them to use an inferior flour.
The Persians never employed sculpture for re1c is more extensively employedas a cheap sub-- -ligious
purposes and regarded all images of - gods

Rus-

;

for the profession to which

relieve

alternating verses. elucidated with EXPLANATORY
NOTES. A Historical and Biographical Dictionary.

Francis Murphy, the famous Temperance
advocate, will soon return to Philadelphia,
after‘an absence of nearly three years.
His
health is said to be badly broken.
He is
threatened with serious pulmonary complications, nnd bas lately spent on that account
much time in the Scottish Highlands, but withqut the hoped-for benetit.
!

sculpture and painting being already represented on the front. The following pict-.
ures have just been placed on exhibition:
“The Recall of Columbus,” and *‘ Bath‘Ing Hour at Trouville, France,” by A. G.

and

the

000 miles and Helivered 8,480 lecturés to no less:
than 8,500,000 persons.

pepsia, Indigestion, Malaria,

Weakness,

most

:

The effects after

I8 ALUM POISONOUS?

Personal.

of

{anic Balsam are a soothing and controlling influence ovér any cough or cold, promoting rest, al.

T

Dr. Hall’s Journal

Mr. John B. Gough hasrecovered his health,
and is.now lecturing nearly every evening.
‘Mr. Gough is now in the sixty-fifth year of his
life and the forty-first of his career as a lecturer. Tt is estimated that he has traveled 448,-.

architecture -and- musie,

and two military pictures by J. .Walker,
“ Battery B., 2d U. S. Artillery, in Action,” and a view of *' The Horse, Guards,
Jondon.”
:
7
‘|
The present hight of the Washington
Monument is 338 feet dbove its base, The

"

sia, was destroyed by fire on the 16th instant.

of the

effect

Wen

C. Conrad & Co., brewers of St. Louis,

en

»

g

quality.

standard remedies, making
a remarkable non-alcoholic

Lung and Kidney diseases. -

ed, with liabilities of more than $500,000.

around the

be washed,

not

with a towel to preserve

wiped

form; Cinchona the great

“tonic, together with other
tonic, which will cure Dys-

the needsof fading and falling hair, Parkeir’s Hair

-

puncture.
Meats of any kind should

The sum of £4,000 has been subscribed in
London for the relief of the sufferers by the
floods.
$
The village of Marais, Switzerland, has been
destroyed by a land-slide.
The inbabitants
escaped.
*

sickening

.

Balsam has taken the highest
and reiiable hair restorative.

is taken from a hog over a year old is the best.
Soft soap should be kept in a dry place in a cel{
| lar, and should not be used till toree months old. :

in the vicinity of Ludwigshafen, Germany.

Brown's IRON BITTERS is

into
Pu-

S——————————r——,

The Highest Rank.
Made from harmless materials. and

:

instantly spread

i

composed of Iron in soluble

|

Nickle five-cent pieces of a new design are to be

——

To select nutmegs, pick them with a pin.

gaining

King Alfeed’s code began with@he ten command.
menis and other laws taken from the Bible.

“Cranberries will bg kept all winter in a firkin of’
waterin the cellar.
Oranges and lemons keep best wrapped close in
soft paper and laid in a drawer.
Lard should be hard and white, and that which

“are good, the oil will

7

electricity.of high

Cologne is grateful to Invalids,

without the

perfumes.

- Bread and cake should be kept in a tin box or a

Forty-one lives have been lost by the floods

LEN

‘Floreston
1s refreshing

Keep coffee by itself, as ita odor affects other ; arig
:
ticles. :

sian circus shews that 268 lives were lost.

Club, at

be of great interest to the students
history of art in the United States.

¥

The official report of the burning of the Rus

Presi-

Artists’

:

and ‘am

There were four races in Italy in early times; the
Pelasgians, thé Tialians, the Etruscans and the
reeks.
:
v

~. USEFUL HINTS.

possibly

S.-W. Dorsey has resigned the Secretaryship
of the Republican National Committee.

art is to be well represented at
International
Exhibition
at

Munich, and Mr.

‘dent

of

Milwaukee fire will aggregate 81 and

Western- Turkeys, choice

brittle alter a while.

coined.

stone jar.

ite,

Joun K. Arienpsz,

Ydozen #1 5:8 $185

sal eratus,

one of

a

Sireogih aaod fh,
Tecan justly bo
the kingof medicines.

for any length of time, in any climate, so that they
are always fresh and reliable. No cheap wooden
or pasteboard boxXes.”*By druggists.

Dis-

. Keep tea in a close chest or canister.

closed.
:
:
Tt is now estimated that the loss of life by the

Notes. .

1t is said that the bust of Robert Burns
will presently be placed in Westminster

become

-

Dr. Pierce's “ Pleasant Pargative Pellets? are.
sugar-conted and inclosed in glass bottles, their
virtues being thereby preserved and unimpaired

of lemon.
:

<>

|

Secretary Chander has decided to close four
The
| navy-yards on the 31st of next March.
Washington and Mare Island yards, and one
north and south of the Potomge, will not be

transmitting
forcé

arti.

The bexameter verse was first introduced
the Latin tanguage at the close of the second
nic war, by the soldier and poet Ennius.

irone.
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19; Live Fowl 10 & 12; Woodcock. each 50 @ 60:
Wild Pigeons, # dozen 2 00 @ 2 25: Partridges, ¥
pair 654 90: Venison, saddles, ¥ Bb 13 & 15; Quail

the Dia-

with great weakness, depres.

$17 8
°

Digestion and assimilation are perfected in al
cases by ** Wheat Bitters,” the great blood, brat
and nerve food. .
ity

tomake a still’ batter.

meal

‘and enongh Graham

Wil-

fancy

a

:

Sl

medicines,
and was treated by prom.
inent Physicians formy liver, kidneys,
spleen, but 1 got no relief,
It
t I would
try Brown's Iron °
Bitters ; I have now taken one bottle
and a half and am about well—pain
in side and back all gone—soreness
all out
of my breast, and I have a

i

-.

good 15@ 17; Chickens 17 @ 19; Fairto good 17 &

\

ribbons and any

_

Northern $1 00

Western Timothy,
new
5.

POULTRY AND GAME.

one cup of white

also

teed

18 @ 0; Fairto geod 15 8 17¢; Chickens, cheice
17 @ 10; Fair to good 14 @ 4c; Sealded
Pouliry 9
@ 10c. Northern—Turkeys, choice 18 4 19; Fairto

DROP:CAKES.—Three teacups of sour

GRAHAM

flour, a teaspoonful of salt,

Stone Chaggl and the Conservatory of liam of Germany, died in Berlin yesterday,
Music &t Drury College, Springfield, Mo., ‘aged eighty-two years,.— The international
were recently destroyed by fire.
The exhibition of fine arts“was opened in Rome
“chapel had cost about $44,000 and $15,000 yesterday by the King and Queen of Italy. 4
“more. was required to finish it. There was
$20,000" insurance.
The
building was |

HH $14 Oal Straw $9;
13.
.
:

DIT:

of appesion of spirits, and
tite, I have taken several different

£16; Poor $10 a #13; Sivale Hay $9; Rye Straw
Choice #14 @ 815; Rye Straw common to good $13

Fuller.
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Hoods, scarfs,

Copper

the

beat

you add the milk.

milk, balf a cop of brown sugar,

Frederick

of Emperor

Charles Alexander, brother

a

half of flour, the whites of eight
sweet milk, two teaspoonfuls ot
Stir the
and oue of suleratus.
to a ream; beat thé whites very

stiff, and add them before

for the other.—

cles can be made any color wanted with
mond Dyes. Allthe popular colors,

Flavor wilh two
solve the saleratus in the milk.
This
teaspoonfuls of Burnett's extract of slmond.
makes three paus.
.

.

22.-- Prince
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MONDAY,

sion should be discountenanced.

and

SILVER CAKE.—One small cup of butter, two of

sugar, four aod a
eggs, one cup of
cream of tartar,
butter and sugar

mark

the

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHFS will

elegtro-motive

essence
ji

with

rest of the flour. Flavor
This makes three pans.

shoot out his

:

to the butter

or six minutes, and add

may

The first cargo of slaves brought from Africa
was taken from Lagos in 1444, by Prince Henry of
Portugal.

fluur;
and sugar; scatter the cream of tartar in the
Pat in half the
dissolve the saleratus in the milk.
the
flour; add the milk, and, when mixed, stir in

excitement

we,

;

421.

of

and not to

cream;

sugarto a

Latter and

Stir the

yolks five

time

Throat"troubles.

one of saleratus.

SATURDAY, JAN. 20.—The steamship Cimbria, of the Hamburg-American Line, was sunk
by collision with the British steamship” Sultan,
in the North Sea, on Friday morning; ene of
her boats containing thirty-nine persons has
As far as is known 56
reached Cuxhaven.
have been saved, making the total loss of, life

instructed

Comghs.

of cream of tartar

teaspoonfuls

two

eight eggs,

ganized.

crush the health of “the girl. She should
not be allowed to attend school more than
six months in the year. _ In the other six

one better hitting the

GOLD CAKE.—One cup of butter, iwo of sugar,
four of flour, one cup of sweet milk, the yolks of

is intense, and it js said that thirty-two legions
of 1,000 men each, well armed, have been or-

from

requires

The soldier at the same

prayer to God and aim his pistol at his enemy,

Peas,

.
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;
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4
145,
POTATOES. -Northern and Eastern—East.
Rose,
#¥ bu... a6; Prolifics, 80 d 90: Peerlews, 75 @
80c; Brooks,75 @ #0; Providencial Chena woes 108
79.
:
HAY" AND STRAW.
Northern and
Eastern—
Choice new;
$17a $15; Good £15 @ag17; Fines g

have been afflicted with rheupatism, and for two
years have had a sore on'my I¢g the sige of a sil
ver dollar, wi ich nothing would heal.
St. Jacobs
|
Oil cured the rheumatism and healed the sore.
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(Harrisburg, Pa., Independent.)
:
For five years, says Mr. J. Echter, this city, I

allay irritation which induces coughing, giviog relief in Bronchitis,
Influenza,
Consumptive and

This proapply manure only near the trees.
duces a large growth of roots close to the trees,
for routs grow where soil is richest. Orchards

four other
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that Freoch
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150 pounds of swine.

shocks of earthquake occur in Murcia, Spain.
FRIDAY, JAN. 19.—By an explosion=in a
gunpowder manufactory at Meriden, Holland,
twelve persons are killed, and nearly all the
houses in the town are unroofed by the concus-

animal
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not full of rank injustice [issuing a manifesto criticising the Governnot put a prémium upon in- | ment.
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Popular Science Monthly.

ecive, throtgh the liberality of Mr. James
McMillan of Adrian, the Shakespearian
library of Colonel Thomson of. Flint. It
is called the finest in America, and it ineludes the reading-desk copies of Shakespeare used by Fanny Kemble and by Macready.
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